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The oncogenic transcription factor c-Myc activates genes which stimulate 

cell cycle progression and represses genes involved in cell cycle arrest. Because 

alterations in Myc function often cause profound changes to cellular growth, Myc 

levels and activity need to be carefully regulated. One prominent way to control 

cellular Myc levels is via its rapid destruction by the Ubiquitin Proteasome 

System. The importance of this process to normal cellular homeostasis is 

evidenced by the fact that tumor derived mutations within Myc that allow it to 

escape ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis are aggressively oncogenic. 

Understanding how Myc is regulated, and how loss of control of this process 

contributes to oncogenesis, therefore, requires that we understand how Myc 
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stability is regulated. My thesis research is therefore centered on the regulation 

of Myc stability under three specific sets of conditions: During the cell cycle, via 

the SCFFbw7 ubiquitin ligase, and in response to the adenoviral E1A oncogene. 

The Fbw7 E3-ligase targets numerous important regulators of the cell 

cycle—including Myc. Given the importance of Myc in cell cycle progression, 

several groups have studied the influence of the cell cycle on Myc proteolysis, 

often yielding conflicting results. Whereas some studies have shown that Myc 

synthesis and stability are not cell cycle regulated, others concluded that 

phosphorylation events within Myc—at residues threonine 58 (T58) and serine 62 

(S62)—that control its ubiquitylation by Fbw7 peak during late G2/M-phase, 

lending support to the idea that Myc destruction might be cell cycle-regulated. 

We reasoned that perturbations due to different synchronization techniques used 

in these studies may explain some of the contradictory findings on the 

relationship between Myc and the cell cycle, and sought to develop an 

independent protocol to look at the influence of the cell cycle on Myc in 

unperturbed cultures of cells. I illustrate here the utility of laser scanning 

cytometry (LSC), which is a technical merger between fluorescence microscopy 

and flow cytometry, in this analysis. By quantifying fluorophores targeted to RNA 

or protein relative to DNA, LSC accurately measures RNA or protein levels at 

specific points in the cell cycle in asynchronous cell cultures. Using the LSC 

approach, my work shows that Myc localization, RNA levels, and protein levels 

are not cell cycle regulated. By adapting the cycloheximide-chase protocol to 

LSC, I show that Myc stability is unchanged during cell cycle progression. 

Therefore, using the LSC-based approach I now describe the constitutive nature 

of Myc synthesis and destruction, suggesting the importance of Myc function at 

all stages of the cell cycle.  

Fbw7 targets its cellular substrates by recognizing a specific 

phosphorylated sequence (CPD: Cdc4 Phospho-Degron). Interestingly, T58- and 

S62-phosphorylation events may not be the only regulatory signals targeting Myc 

to Fbw7. Recently, studying Myc-mutants, which should presumably be refractory 

to Fbw7; my work has revealed the presence of a potential second recognition 
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site for Fbw7 in Myc. My studies indicate that the two recognition sequences, one 

within residues 58-62 and the second within residues 244-248, share a large 

degree of functional similarity. Represented as a mutation cluster in human 

blood-borne-tumors, the cancer-associated mutations in region 244-248—such 

as P245A—escape proteolysis and induce B-cell lymphomas in animal models. 

This work describes the discovery of a novel regulatory element in Myc, which 

targets it for proteolysis via the Fbw7 pathway, and plays an important role in 

Myc-induced oncogenesis.       

Historically it has been shown that E1A and Myc are structurally related. 

Recently it was reported that the adenoviral oncoprotein E1A stabilizes Myc 

during the course of adenoviral infection. Because Myc and E1A have been 

independently described to mediate several common cellular functions, we 

hypothesized that E1A could be an important regulator of the Myc pathway. 

E1A’s ability to mediate specific cellular functions is often limited to small 

modular sequences; we thus studied a series of overlapping deletion mutants in 

E1A and identified that a small modular region in E1A (residues: 26-35)—

important for the interaction of E1A with the transcriptional co-activator p400—is 

crucial for E1A’s ability to stabilize Myc. We then confirmed that stabilization of 

Myc by E1A did not primarily occur from a global inhibition of the UPS. Instead, 

E1A promoted the association of p400 with Myc—both in solution and on 

chromatin. The association of Myc with p400 has two discernible outcomes: first, 

this association protects Myc from destruction by the UPS; and second, 

recruitment of the Myc-p400 complex on chromatin at a number of Myc target 

genes stimulates Myc activity and presumably plays an important role in E1A 

function. Indeed, E1A is unable to mediate biological functions in cells lacking 

Myc. Together, this work pinned Myc as the ultimate target of the E1A-p400 

pathway. By simultaneously targeting two proliferation networks, Myc and E2F, 

E1A can profoundly influence cell growth, thereby mediating its biological roles.  

Myc proteolysis has for several years been recognized as an important 

mechanism to control cellular Myc levels. Here, by studying several independent 

pathways, my work shows the striking biological importance of Myc proteolysis. I 
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confirm that Myc synthesis and destruction occur continuously during the cell 

cycle. Morever, by studying stabilizing Myc-mutations in the Fbw7 pathway and 

the changes in Myc stability induced by E1A via p400, my work describes the 

presence of several alternate routes to regulate proteolysis and limit Myc activity. 

Indeed, deregulation of Myc destruction by one or more cellular pathways tightly 

correlates not only with the increased oncogenicity of Myc, but also potentially 

underlies the early events in Myc-mediated tumorigenesis.    
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1.1 The oncogenic transcription factor c-Myc  

The oncogenic transcription factor c-Myc was originally identified as the 

cellular homologue of the transforming gene from avian myelocytomatosis virus. 

The oncogenic activity of Myc stems in large part from its ability to promote cell 

growth and proliferation. By functioning as both a transcriptional activator and 

repressor, Myc directly controls the expression of numerous genes involved in 

cell cycle control, activating the expression of stimulatory factors such as Cyclin 

E and E2F, and repressing the expression of inhibitory factors such as p15 and 

p21. The net effect of Myc’s transcriptional activities on cell cycle control is 

profound: Myc expression is not only necessary for cells to enter S-phase in 

response to growth factor signaling, but is in some cases sufficient to drive re-

entry of quiescent cells into the cell cycle. Expression of Myc, therefore, is 

observed in most proliferating cells during normal mammalian cell growth. 

Conversely, deregulated expression of Myc leads to loss of growth control and is 

frequently observed as a hallmark of several human cancers. 
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Many mechanisms have been described for cancer-associated changes in 

Myc levels. For example, copy number variation analysis in the Myc gene locus 

(8q24) has revealed that the 8q24 region is frequently amplified in human 

cancers (Hicks et al. 2006). Expression of Myc simultaneously from many of 

these duplicated alleles, leads to elevated levels of Myc which in turn is believed 

to promote oncogenesis. Besides copy number changes, the analysis of Myc 

expression in blood cancers has revealed additional mechanisms to induce Myc 

levels. In several blood-borne cancers, especially Burkitt’s lymphoma, the Myc 

gene translocates to the immunoglobulin locus on chromosome 14. 

Consequently, the expression of Myc under the control of immunoglobulin 

enhancers leads to an increase in the cellular levels of Myc, which in most cases 

is sufficient to drive oncogenesis. However, in addition to elevated levels of Myc, 

blood-borne cancers represent the only known cancer type where mutations 

have been discovered in the Myc coding sequence. Indeed, understanding the 

mechanism of action of these Myc mutants currently represents one of the active 

areas of Myc biology, and recent reports reveal that some cancer mutants 

attenuate Myc-induced cell death pathways and in turn are aggressively 

oncogenic in animal models of lymphomagenesis.  

 One interesting observation that has emerged from careful analysis of 

these Myc mutants is that, rather than being randomly distributed throughout the 

entire length of Myc, many of these mutations are discretely clustered. Moreover, 

some of these mutation clusters overlap with evolutionarily conserved regions of 

Myc. Because conserved regions in Myc are known to mediate many important 
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cellular functions of Myc the observation that cancer-associated mutation clusters 

occur in these regions suggests the possibility that the function of these 

conserved regions could be altered in cancer cells and thus play a role in the 

process of tumorigenesis. 

 

1.2 Conserved regions in Myc 

 Myc is a basic-Helix-Loop-Helix (Amati et al.) family transcription factor 

and the Myc family encompasses many members encoded in the mammalian 

genome, such as c-Myc, N-Myc, L-Myc, etc (Adhikary et al. 2005), which 

probably arose from gene duplication events early during evolution. However, 

most of these genes play an important role in regulating cellular proliferation and 

feature prominently in cancers of different tissues. Consequently, it is believed 

that these Myc genes possibly retained important functional sequences to 

mediate their biological roles. One common approach to identify important 

functional motifs in c-Myc, therefore, is to identify evolutionarily conserved 

regions that it shares with other members of the Myc protein family. Indeed, 

besides defining the bHLH-Leucine Zipper region in its carboxyl-terminus, such 

analyses have revealed the presence of four conserved regions in Myc, 

commonly referred to as Myc-boxes (MB-I to IV). Over the years, the Myc-boxes 

have been demonstrated to play an important role in regulating several biological 

functions of Myc, such as promoting cellular proliferation, cell death, and 

oncogenic transformation (Sarid et al. 1987; Flinn et al. 1998; Herbst et al. 2005; 

Cowling et al. 2006). Moreover, conserved regions in both the amino-terminus 
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and the carboxyl-terminus contribute towards Myc-regulated transcription 

(Blackwood et al. 1991) suggesting that these conserved regions are critical for 

Myc function.  Here, I describe the contribution of some of the important regions 

in the amino- and carboxyl-terminus towards Myc function (Figure 1.1). 

 

1.2.1 The Carboxyl-terminal region of Myc 

The carboxyl-terminus of Myc harbors two important motifs: the bHLH and 

the leucine-zipper (LZ). The LZ motif as part of the DNA-Binding Domain (DBD) 

of Myc plays an important role in Myc’s DNA-binding activity whereas the bHLH 

mediates Myc interaction with its heterodimeric partner—Max (Blackwood et al. 

1991; Amati et al. 1994). The importance of Max in Myc transcription is 

evidenced from the fact that the Myc-Max heterodimer serves as the core 

functional scaffold for Myc’s transcriptional function. Myc activates transcription 

of its cellular targets in the context of a heterodimeric complex with Max. 

Conversely, one means by which Myc mediates transcriptional repression is via a 

ternary complex consisting of Myc, Max, and Miz-1 (Adhikary et al. 2005). 

Because of its importance in Myc function, several groups have studied the 

recruitment of Myc-Max complexes to the transcriptional target genes of Myc and 

identified a six-residue palindromic sequence (CACGTG), called the E-box, in the 

first intron of many Myc target genes (Fernandez et al. 2003; Haggerty et al. 

2003). By regulating the ability of Myc to interact with Max, the motifs in the 

carboxyl-terminus of Myc control the recruitment of Myc to its cellular target 

genes and thereby its transcriptional activity. 
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1.2.2 The amino-terminal region of Myc     

The amino-terminal half of Myc (residues 1-143) harbors its acidic-type 

Transcriptional Activation Domain (TAD). Disruption of specific regions within the 

TAD, especially at the two conserved regions MB-I and MB-II, affects Myc’s 

ability to induce transcription and therefore MB-I and II are believed to play an 

important role in Myc function. The importance of MB-II in Myc function is 

especially well understood. By recruiting a slew of proteins—including 

transcriptional co-activators such as p300, p400, and TRRAP—MB-II contributes 

significantly to Myc transcription (Adhikary et al. 2005). Consistent with this 

notion, the absence of MB-II impairs Myc function and, unlike WT-Myc, ectopic 

expression of Myc lacking MB-II is unable to rescue the growth defects observed 

in homozygous Myc-null HO15.19 fibroblasts (Herbst et al. 2005). In contrast, the 

role of MB-I in Myc transcription, is not as evident. However, because MB-I 

constitutes an evolutionarily conserved region within the amino-terminal TAD of 

Myc and because numerous Myc-mutations isolated from blood-borne cancers 

cluster around MB-I (Bhatia et al. 1993) it is believed that residues in MB-I must 

play some important role in Myc function, especially in the context of Myc’s ability 

to promote cell cycle progression.  

Together, these analyses indicate that conserved regions in Myc play a 

critical role in the biological activities of Myc.  
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1.3 Biological activities of Myc 

Myc, in response to different stimuli, can mediate both cellular proliferation 

as well as cell death. Upon DNA damage or prolonged serum starvation, Myc 

sensitizes cells to apoptosis. The ability of oncogenic proteins to stimulate cell 

death pathways, although somewhat counter-intuitive, is believed to be a quality 

control mechanism to limit their proliferative function. Myc induces cell death by 

simultaneously targeting several key pathways. For example, Myc can activate 

p53-induced apoptosis by regulating the p19-Arf pathway. Induction of Arf by 

Myc leads to the inactivation of Mdm2, a major Ub-ligase for p53, and in turn 

leads to p53 activation. However, Myc is known to induce apoptotic pathways 

independent of p53. For example, Myc transcriptionally regulates the expression 

of several caspases and Myc expression induces the levels of the pro-apoptotic 

protein, Bim. The regulation of Bim by Myc is particularly interesting. Recently, 

studying lymphoma-derived Myc mutants it was shown that, unlike WT-Myc, 

some of these mutants lose the ability to induce Bim. Lymphomas induced by 

these mutants retained the p53 allele yet by inactivating the pro-apoptotic Bim 

pathway these mutants turned aggressively oncogenic, thus confirming that 

apoptotic pathways induced by Myc play an important role in Myc-mediated 

oncogenesis. 

Conversely, Myc plays an important role in regulating cell proliferation by 

promoting the progression of the cell cycle. The eukaryotic cell cycle is classified 

into four independent phases: G1 (Gap1), S (Synthesis), G2 (Gap2), and M 

(Mitosis). Remarkable quality control mechanisms exist to ensure the movement 
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of the cell cycle from one phase to another only upon completion of the previous 

phase. Cancer routinely emerges due to genetic changes in proteins that 

regulate cell cycle progression. Therefore, concerted effort has been made to 

understand the individual contribution of a large number of proteins to this 

process. One such protein is Myc, and various aspects of how Myc drives cell 

cycle progression are well defined.  

Myc is a low-abundance protein and cellular Myc levels routinely reflect 

the proliferation status of cells. Consistent with this notion, Myc levels are lower 

in quiescent cells and induced rapidly upon mitogen-induced re-entry into the cell 

cycle. Importantly, ectopic expression of Myc in quiescent cells is sufficient to 

drive cell cycle re-entry in the absence of mitogenic stimuli, suggesting that Myc 

function downstream of mitogenic stimuli is one of the important biological routes 

to signal progression of the mammalian cell cycle.  

Although much is understood about Myc’s ability to promote cell cycle 

progression, the question about how Myc itself is regulated throughout the cell 

cycle is unclear. From studies in quiescent cells induced to re-enter the cell 

cycle, Myc was first considered a cell cycle regulated protein with its expression 

overlapping with the G1-phase (Kelly et al. 1983). Subsequently however, it was 

demonstrated in asynchronous cycling cells that Myc RNA and protein levels do 

not change as a function of cell cycle status (Hann et al. 1985). Conversely, 

several groups have demonstrated that phosphorylation of Myc at the threonine 

58 residue, which mediates Myc destruction by the Ub-ligase Fbw7-dependent 

proteolysis pathway, could be regulated in a cell cycle dependent manner (Seth 
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et al. 1993; Gregory et al. 2000). This result, if true, would imply that proteolysis 

of Myc by the Ubiquitin-Proteasome System (UPS) could be influenced by cell 

cycle status. Considered as one of the major processes controlling the 

directionality of the cell cycle, the UPS plays an important role in limiting the 

expression of several key proteins, such as Cyclin E and p27, to specific stages 

of the cell cycle. Considering that the UPS is one of the major pathways 

controlling cellular Myc levels and that true cell cycle-dependent changes in Myc 

could have a profound impact on the mechanism through which Myc promotes 

cell cycle progression, it is important to carefully analyze Myc expression and 

proteolysis in the context of the cell cycle.  

 

1.4 Regulation of Myc function by the Ubiquitin Proteasome System (UPS) 

Originally identified as a quality control mechanism for clearing misfolded 

proteins, the UPS is now understood to play a far more elaborate role in various 

cellular processes. The basic pathway for UPS function involves the covalent 

conjugation of substrate proteins with a small 8.5 KDa protein Ubiquitin (Ub) and 

three categories of proteins are described to be relevant in this Ub-mediated 

proteolysis pathway: The Ub-Activating enzyme or E1 (Uba), the Ub-Conjugating 

enzyme or E2 (Ubc), and the Ub-ligase enzyme or E3 which controls the 

substrate specificity in this process (Hershko et al. 1998). The proteolysis 

pathway involves the systematic transfer of ubiquitin from the E1 to the E2 via 

high-energy thioester linkages, and ultimately leads to substrate ubiquitylation. 

By recognizing its substrate via specific sequences (degrons), the E3 mediates 
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the iterative transfer of Ub from the E2 onto the substrate, and thus flags the 

substrate with Ub-chains. Ubiquitylation of substrates mediates various cellular 

outcomes. Routinely, ubiquitylation either regulates substrate function by 

affecting its sub-cellular localization or targets the substrate for destruction by the 

multi-protein 26S proteasomal complex.  

Beyond these originally identified roles, recently some novel functions of 

the UPS have been characterized. Of these, one interesting role of the UPS in 

the process of transcriptional activation is particularly well-studied in the Tansey 

laboratory. Several years ago, studying labile transcription factors, the Tansey 

lab observed that the TADs in unstable transcription factors tightly overlapped 

with their degrons (Salghetti et al. 2000). Thereafter, by studying an artificial 

transcription factor generated by tethering the TAD from a viral transcription 

factor (VP16) to an unrelated bacterial DBD (LexA-DBD), it was observed that 

tagging the TAD destabilized the transcription activator, but at the same time 

induced its ability to activate transcription. This was an apparent paradox. If 

indeed the transcription factor was more labile, one would predict a smaller time 

window for its ability to induce transcription, and thus a reduction in its 

transcriptional activity. Work over several years by the Tansey laboratory (and 

others) has helped partially resolve this paradox. Indeed, it is now believed that 

the process of transcriptional activation is intimately linked to the process of 

activator ubiquitylation and that ubiquitylation of the transcription factor serves as 

a licensing mechanism which induces their ability to activate transcription but 

simultaneously targets them for destruction. By targeting transcription factors for 
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destruction during the process of transcriptional activation, in this manner, the 

UPS limits their ability to recruit the transcriptional machinery for subsequent 

rounds of transcription  (Tansey 2001; Lipford et al. 2003; Muratani et al. 2003). 

The physical overlap between the TAD and degrons in important 

transcription factors such as Myc, E2F, and p53, attests to the importance and 

physiological relevance of the licensing model. In this context, studying the 

regulation of Myc has revealed numerous insights about the links between 

transcription activation and proteolysis. Myc is a highly unstable protein which is 

rapidly targeted for proteolysis after its synthesis (half-life: ~30 mins) and one 

prominent means for the rapid destruction of Myc is via the UPS (Salghetti et al. 

1999). The amino-terminal domain of Myc harbors several key sequences which 

signal Myc proteolysis and a deletion of the N-terminal domain stabilizes Myc 

and results in reduced Myc ubiquitylation. 

The amino-terminal MB’s: I and II play an important role in Myc 

proteolysis. Additionally, MB-III, a conserved element in Myc which regulates 

Myc-induced cell death pathways, also affects proteolysis. Although deletion of 

MB-I and MB-III independently result in a modest increase in Myc half-life, 

compared to WT-Myc, a double deletion of both MB-I and MB-III significantly 

stabilizes Myc, thus suggesting that a cross-talk exists between signals 

mediating Myc proteolysis via these regions. Given that MB-I and MB-II also 

contribute towards Myc transcriptional activation and MB-III towards Myc 

repression, further reinforces the notion that for several unstable transcription 
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factors such as Myc, the seemingly disparate processes of target gene 

expression and proteolysis are tightly connected. 

   

1.5 Pathways regulating Myc proteolysis 

Given the importance of Myc proteolysis in its function, several groups 

have identified numerous proteins regulating Myc stability in the cell. I first 

describe the ubiquitylation pathways discovered for Myc.  

Skp2 (an F-box containing E3), identified by the Tansey laboratory (and 

others), was the first Ub-ligase discovered for Myc (Kim et al. 2003; von der Lehr 

et al. 2003). Skp2 binds to Myc at two conserved sites: one within MB-II and the 

other within the C-terminal bHLH region. Consistent with the licensing model, 

Skp2 was shown to be recruited to Myc target genes and served as a co-

activator for Myc transcription, thus establishing another link between Myc 

transcriptional activation and proteolysis.  

Recently, the importance of proteolysis in Myc function has been 

reinforced by the identification of two other Ub-ligases for Myc: the SCF Ub-

ligase Fbw7/Cdc4 (Welcker et al. 2004; Yada et al. 2004) and the Hect-domain 

containing E3, HectH9 (Adhikary et al. 2005). Although Skp2, Fbw7, and HectH9 

ubiquitylate Myc, their downstream effects on Myc transcription and proteolysis 

are different. For example, although Skp2 and HectH9 ubiquitylate Myc and 

stimulate Myc activity; ubiquitylation by Fbw7 attenuates Myc function (Welcker 

et al. 2004; Yada et al. 2004). These differences reveal that there remain some 

gaps in our understanding of the influence of proteasomal pathways in Myc 
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function. By addressing several discrepancies in the Fbw7-mediated regulation of 

Myc I attempted to resolve some of these gaps.  

 

1.5.1 The SCFFbw7 Ubiquitin Ligase 

 Fbw7 was originally discovered in screens for cell-cycle regulatory 

proteins as its yeast homologue Cdc4, and was characterized as an important 

mediator of nuclear DNA synthesis and cell cycle progression (Newlon et al. 

1975; Simchen et al. 1977). Nearly three decades after these observations, much 

is known about the yeast Cdc4, its fly homologue: Archipelago, and its human 

homologue: Fbw7.  

Fbw7 is an F-box protein and associates with the adaptor protein Skp1, 

scaffold protein Cul1, and ring finger protein Rbx/Roc1 to form a functional SCF-

complex, which functions as a cellular Ub-ligase (Koepp et al. 2001). By targeting 

key cell cycle mediators such as the yeast protein Sic1 (Feldman et al. 1997; 

Verma et al. 1997) and Cyclin E, Myc, and Jun in mammalian cells, Fbw7 plays 

an important role in timing cell cycle progression. Indeed, changes in these 

proteolytic events largely explain the cell cycle defects originally observed in the 

cdc4 mutants.    

 Because many known Fbw7 substrates, including c-Myc and Cyclin E, are 

known to have a profound influence on cell cycle progression, how Fbw7 

regulates its substrates has been systematically studied. Fbw7 targets its 

substrates by recognizing a degron, called the Cdc4 Phospho-Degron (CPD), in 

a phosphorylation dependent manner. Moreover, physiological substrates of 
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Fbw7 do not always harbor the highest affinity binding-sites for Fbw7. Instead, 

comparing results from in vitro binding studies reveals that Fbw7-substrates 

harbor CPDs with a wide range of binding affinities (Nash et al. 2001). Fbw7 

substrates in some cases retain multiple low-affinity degrons instead of a single 

high-affinity CPD, presumably as a means to achieve higher fine-tuning for their 

proteolysis. This phenomenon is best described in the yeast substrate, Sic1, 

which harbors nine weak CPDs, and efficient proteolysis of Sic1 occurs only 

upon phosphorylation of at least six of these sequences (Nash et al. 2001; 

Orlicky et al. 2003).  

 Recently, by studying the structure of mammalian Fbw7 in complex with 

CyclinE, an additional explanation for the presence of multiple degrons in Fbw7-

substrates was suggested (Hao et al. 2007). Fbw7, in mammalian cells, is 

expressed as three alternately spliced isoforms: α, β, and γ (Welcker et al. 2004; 

Ye et al. 2004). Although, the Fbw7 isoforms localize to different sub-cellular 

compartments, it has been reported that these isoforms retain the capacity to 

interact with each other (Zhang et al. 2006; Welcker et al. 2007). Analyzing the 

functional importance of Fbw7 dimerization reveals that Fbw7 monomers are 

sufficient for targeting strong CPDs whereas Fbw7 dimers are required for 

destruction of substrates via weak degrons (Welcker et al. 2007).  Consistent 

with this notion, it is proposed that recruitment of Fbw7-dimers to substrates with 

weak degrons is enabled by the stabilization of this interaction via simultaneous 

binding of multiple CPDs. In this manner, the cumulative strength of multiple 

CPDs sets a biological threshold to govern their proteolysis by Fbw7. 
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Compared to other Fbw7 substrates, regulation of Myc by Fbw7 highlights 

certain differences (Figure 1.4). Fbw7 binds with high affinity to degrons 

phosphorylated at two amino-acids spaced four residues apart. However, this 

observation does not hold true for Myc. In Myc, the two phosphorylatable sites in 

the CPD are threonine 58 (T58) and serine 62 (S62). Fbw7 recognizes Myc 

primarily via T58-phosphorylation. Surprisingly, unlike other CPDs, rather than 

stabilizing Fbw7 interaction, the phosphorylation of the second-site S62 interferes 

with Fbw7 binding and in turn protects Myc from proteolysis (Sears et al. 2000; 

Sears 2004). Comparing biochemical data, this singly phosphorylated Myc 

degron at T58 which is targeted by Fbw7 would be predicted to behave as a 

weak physiological CPD. Therefore, in the absence of a second binding site, how 

Myc is destroyed by Fbw7 represents a paradox in the regulation of Myc function 

by Fbw7. Moreover, although Fbw7 can mediate Myc ubiquitylation in vitro and 

over-expression of Fbw7 leads to a reduction in cellular Myc levels; the 

knockdown of Fbw7 by siRNA fails to elicit any significant change either in Myc 

steady-state levels or half-life (Kim et al. 2003). In contrast, under the same 

experimental conditions, the levels of Cyclin E are readily induced by knockdown 

of Fbw7, raising questions about the extent of influence Fbw7 exerts on Myc 

proteolysis under physiological conditions. 

These observations illustrate several apparent disparities in the regulation 

of Myc by Fbw7, as compared to other Fbw7 targets such as Cyclin E. However, 

given that mutations in the T58 or S62 residues, which presumably render Myc 

non-responsive to Fbw7, occur frequently in blood cancers and that Fbw7 itself is 
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inactivated in a number of cancers (Moberg et al. 2001; Strohmaier et al. 2001; 

Kemp et al. 2005) gives rise to the notion that deregulation of Myc due to 

changes in the Fbw7-mediated proteolysis pathway represents an important 

process in Myc-mediated control of cell proliferation, and argue for the need to 

investigate the regulation of Myc by Fbw7.  

 

1.5.2 The adenoviral E1A oncogene 

DNA tumor viruses, such as SV40 and Human Adenovirus (HAdV), have 

been historically exploited as tools to dissect out important cellular pathways. 

Several years ago, work done using DNA tumor viruses to study genome 

architecture, eukaryotic transcription, and DNA replication, led to the discovery of 

mechanisms such as mRNA splicing, transcription activator function, and RFLP 

mapping. Therefore, studying DNA tumor viruses, has over the years established 

the very foundations of modern-day molecular biology and cancer.  

The rationale driving research with DNA tumor viruses has been that 

these viruses have evolved to target key cellular targets to mediate biological 

functions. Indeed, studying the oncogenic adenoviral early region 1A (E1A) gene 

has yielded detailed functional information about the role of important cellular 

pathways such as p53, Rb-E2F, p400, and CBP/p300.  

The link between E1A and the Retinoblastoma (Rb) tumor suppressor is 

particularly well characterized (Whyte et al. 1988). Under normal conditions, Rb 

functions as a tumor suppressor by sequestering the cell cycle regulator E2F, 

thus limiting its ability to inducing cell proliferation. Upon adenoviral infection, 
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however, binding of E1A to Rb strips it off the E2F complex leading to ectopic 

activation of E2F and loss of growth control. Given our detailed understanding of 

this process, for many years the ability of E1A to induce cell proliferation was 

largely attributed to the deregulation of the Rb-E2F pathway.  

 The E1A protein is expressed as two alternately spliced isoforms, 243 and 

289 residues in length. Aligning E1A from several different serotypes reveals four 

highly Conserved Regions, called CR1 to CR4. In addition to these CR’s, which 

are believed to be functionally important and have been described to mediate 

distinct biological roles, several modular sequences have been identified in E1A, 

which mediate E1A interaction with cellular proteins. Together, such studies 

identifying functionally important regions in E1A have given rise to the notion of 

E1A being a highly modular protein which can promote key cellular functions via 

well defined sequence motifs. 

 Recently, the N-terminal region of E1A, which is important for adenovirus 

induced transformation and apoptosis, has been shown to interact with another 

class of cellular proteins, independent of Rb-E2F—the chromatin remodeling 

complexes p400 and CBP/p300 (Arany et al. 1994; Eckner et al. 1994). Studying 

the ability of the APC/C E3 ligase to interact with CBP/p300 has revealed that 

this interaction occurs via motifs evolutionarily conserved in E1A, suggesting that 

E1A could potentially regulate the interaction of CBP/p300 with the APC/C 

complex (particularly in mitosis or early G1-phase) and exploit APC’s role in cell 

cycle progression (Turnell et al. 2005). Similarly, interaction of E1A with p400 is 

known to be indispensible for adenoviral function. Expression of p400 is essential 
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for the ability of E1A to induce apoptosis; and a mutant E1A protein, which fails 

to bind p400, is unable to co-operate with Ras and induce cellular transformation 

(Fuchs et al. 2001; Samuelson et al. 2005). Although, these results highlight the 

physiological importance of the E1A-p400 pathway there have been no 

mechanistic models identifying the downstream cellular target(s) of this pathway.  

For several years Myc and E1A have been known to be structurally 

related (Ralston et al. 1983). Moreover, E1A and Myc have been described to 

mediate similar biological processes—including induction of cell growth, cell 

death, cellular transformation, and blocking differentiation. However, in the 

absence of any biological links, Myc and E1A were believed to function by 

independent pathways; E1A via regulation of Rb and Myc as a transcription 

factor regulating a comprehensive set of cellular target genes.  

Recently, it was reported that E1A stabilizes Myc during the course of 

adenoviral infection (Lohr et al. 2003). This observation is not particularly 

surprising. The amino-terminus of E1A interacts with a slew of proteins, including 

Rb, 19S proteasome subunits, CBP/p300, TBP, p400, and TRRAP (Figure 1.5) 

(Egan et al. 1988). Considering E1A, via its N-terminus, is known to interact with 

numerous sub-units of the proteasome and inhibit their function (Turnell et al. 

2000; Zhang et al. 2004), it is very well possible that the effect of E1A expression 

on Myc stability reflects the proteasomal inhibition of E1A. Given that proteolytic 

pathways exert a profound influence on the activity of unstable transcription 

factors such as Myc, and that deregulation of Myc proteolysis routinely occurs in 

several human cancers, this observation could be extremely important. By 
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studying in detail the influence of the E1A pathway on Myc stability and function, 

I therefore sought to expose the underlying process through which this occurs, 

and identify novel themes integrating the loss of proteolytic control in Myc to 

oncogenesis. 

 

1.6 Thesis Objectives           

    For my thesis, I chose to address three important aspects about the 

regulation of Myc proteolysis: its regulation during the cell cycle, the role of Fbw7 

in Myc function, and the extent and influence of E1A in Myc function.   

My first aim was to understand the regulation of Myc expression and 

turnover in the context of the cell cycle. Because Myc is an important regulator of 

the cell cycle, I reasoned that studying the regulation of Myc expression and 

stability during the cell cycle could reveal important insights about the 

ubiquitylation pathways targeting Myc and the importance of Myc proteolysis in 

Myc function at specific stages of the mammalian cell cycle. My second aim was 

to understand the regulation of Myc by the Fbw7 Ub-ligase. In spite of the evident 

ties of Fbw7-mediated Myc proteolysis to tumorigenesis, many discrepancies 

remain in our understanding of the function of Fbw7. By studying the Fbw7 

pathway, I hoped to resolve some of these discrepancies. My third aim was to 

understand the importance of the E1A oncogene in Myc function. Studying DNA 

tumor viruses, such as adenovirus, over several years has revealed many 

cellular pathways involved in the regulation of cell cycle progression. Given the 

importance of cellular pathways regulating Myc proteolysis in Myc function and 
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the biological similarities between Myc and E1A, I speculated that a functional 

interaction between E1A and Myc could prove extremely important in the process 

of oncogenesis. By studying the regulation of Myc stability by E1A, I sought to 

address this possibility. 

Myc is a prominent oncogene and its deregulation is a frequent hallmark 

of several human cancers. Alterations in its proteolytic pathways often underlie 

many of the cancer-associated changes observed in Myc. Moreover, recent 

studies have demonstrated that for unstable transcription factors, such as Myc, 

proteolysis is tightly linked to their ability to regulate transcription. The goals of 

my thesis, therefore, were to explore in detail the influence of pathways either 

cellular or viral in origin, which regulate Myc stability in the cell.           
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Figure 1.1: The c-Myc oncogene 
 
(A) The c-Myc oncogene is a 439 amino acid protein (MW: of 64 KDa). The 
Transcriptional Activation Domain spans the amino-terminal region of Myc, 
whereas the basic Helix-Loop-Helix leucine zipper domain, responsible for DNA-
binding spans the C-terminus. 
 
(B) Sequence alignment of Myc family proteins reveals four highly conserved 
regions along the entire length of Myc, commonly called the Myc-Box regions. 
The Myc-Boxes are functionally important for Myc and routinely mediate Myc 
activity by binding to a slew of cellular proteins involved in regulating either Myc 
transcription or turnover. 
 
(C) Myc functions as a Transcription activator in a hetero-dimeric complex 
with the bHLH family protein, Max. The Myc-Max complex binds genomic DNA at 
several sites which are enriched for the presence of a six-bp palindromic 
sequence called the E-Box (CACGTG). 
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Figure 1.2: Regulation of Myc transcription by components of the 
Ubiquitin Proteasome System. 
 
(A) Transcription factors possess two defined functional domains: the 
Transcriptional Activation Domain (TAD) and the DNA-Binding Domain (DBD). 
Primary sequence analysis of numerous unstable transcription factors show a 
tight physical overlap of regions which function as TAD’s with sequences which 
signal proteolysis (degrons: proteasome targeting sequences). 
 
(B) Myc is ubiquitylated by multiple components of the proteasomal 
machinery. Currently, three E3’s are known to Ubiquitylate Myc and regulate its 
transcription. Skp2 and HectH9 function as co-activators of Myc transcription, 
whereas Fbw7 inhibits Myc transcription. 
 Ubiquitylation of Myc is believed to be the licensing signal to both activate 
transcription and concurrently target Myc to the 26S Proteasomal complex, which 
also localizes to genomic sequences in the vicinity of transcription regulatory 
elements.  
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Figure 1.3: Myc-gene translocation is observed in Lymphomas 
 

One of the best characterized cytogenetic abnormalities in neoplasms is 
the translocation of the c-Myc gene from chromosome 8q24 to the 
Immunoglobulin heavy-chain (IgH) locus 14q32 which occurs in lymphomas.  
 Expression of the Myc-protein under the control of the IgH enhancer 
elements induces Myc levels. Simultaneously the Myc gene acquires mutations, 
some of which confer a growth advantage. 
 
Lower Panel (Graph): Analysis of Myc-mutation clusters. 
a). Blue lines indicate the position of lymphoma-derived mutations that have 
been observed in Myc.  
b). Red lines indicate residues where independent mutations have been 
observed three or more times; regions are labeled a–e. 
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Figure 1.4: Regulation of Myc proteolysis by Fbw7 
 
Myc has a complex route of destruction via Fbw7 proteolysis. 
 
Step I: MAP kinases downstream of the Ras-sginalling pathway 

phosphorylate the serine 62 (S62) residue in MB-I. 
 
Step II: Phosphorylated S62 recruits GSK3β and leads to phosphorylation 

of threonine 58 (T58)  
 
Step III: The double-phosphorylated Myc is recognized by the peptidyl prolyl 

isomerase, Pin1. Pin1 isomerizes the cis-trans interaction between 
prolines 59 and 60. This event leads to protein phosphatase PP2A 
mediated removal of the phospho-group on S62  

 
Step IV: The degron harboring the singly-phosphorylated T58 residue is 
recognized by Fbw7, which in turn targets Myc for destruction.
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Figure 1.5: Cellular interactions of the adenoviral oncogene E1A 
 
The adenoviral oncogene E1A mediates many of its biological roles via 
interactions with important cellular proteins. Figure 1.5 shows some of these 
proteins which interact via the amino-terminus of E1A, such as the tumor-
suppressor, Rb; the chromatin remodeling complexes: p300, p400, and TRRAP; 
and sub-units of the proteasome: S2, S4, and S8.   
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Chapter 2: 

Icys-Laser Scanning Cytometry (LSC): an unperturbed system to 

study cell cycle regulated processes. 

(Chakraborty AA and Tansey WP, Exp Cell Res. 2009 Jan 26. [Epub]) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ordered progression through the eukaryotic cell cycle depends on 

mechanisms that tie the abundance and activity of critical regulatory molecules to 

the events of DNA replication and cellular di]vision. One of the most pervasive of 

these mechanisms is Ub-mediated proteolysis. By destroying proteins at specific 

points in the cell cycle, the Ub–proteasome system provides directionality to the 

events of cell duplication, and ensures that each phase of the cycle occurs after 

the previous one is completed (Tansey 1999). 

Despite the biological importance of cell cycle-regulated proteolysis, 

techniques to study this phenomenon are limited. One of the most popular 

approaches is to arrest cells at specific cell cycle stages, either by chemical or 

growth-factor blockade, and to then release cells back into the cycle and monitor 
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them as they move synchronously through subsequent cell cycle transitions. 

These synchronization methods, however, involve significant disruption to normal 

cellular physiology and can influence the apparent behavior of molecules with 

respect to the cell cycle because of the perturbations involved (Davis et al. 2001). 

An alternative strategy, centrifugal elutriation, separates cells based on their size, 

which increases linearly during the cell cycle. In this way, relatively pure fractions 

of cells can be obtained that are enriched in either the G1, S, or G2/M cell cycle 

phases. Elutriation has the advantage of not requiring disruption to the cell cycle 

to provide synchronicity, but its practical application is restricted because it is 

best suited to non-adherent cells and requires relatively large volumes of cell 

cultures. 

My thesis research focuses on the mechanisms controlling Ub-mediated 

proteolysis of the oncoprotein Myc. Myc is an oncogenic transcription factor with 

clear ties to cell cycle regulation; however, there are conflicting reports as to 

whether Myc levels and stability itself are influenced by the cell cycle. Some 

studies demonstrated that Myc synthesis and stability are not cell cycle regulated 

(Hann et al. 1985) whereas others concluded that Myc RNA and protein levels 

peak at the G1/S transition (Kelly et al. 1983), and yet others claim that Myc is 

stabilized during mitosis (Gregory et al. 2000). Moreover, phosphorylation events 

within Myc—at residues threonine 58 (T58) and serine 62 (S62)—that control its 

ubiquitylation by the SCFFbw7 Ub-ligase have been reported to be influenced by 

cell cycle status (Luscher et al. 1992; Seth et al. 1993).  
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Fbw7 targets Myc which is phosphorylated at T58 by the GSK3β  kinase. 

During early G1, Ras dependent activation of the PI(3)-kinase/Akt pathway 

inhibits GSK3β, preventing T58 phosphorylation and allowing a transient 

accumulation of Myc protein. Late in G1, however, Akt activity diminishes and 

GSK3β is activated, promoting an Fbw7-dependent clearance of the Myc protein 

(Dominguez-Sola et al. 2004). In this way, a transient growth-regulated spike in 

Myc levels and stability could help to drive the entry of cells into S-phase, much 

in the same way as proposed for another Fbw7 target protein, Cyclin E. 

Moreover, T58/S62 phosphorylation also peaks in the late G2-phase of the cell 

cycle, suggesting that a similar periodic accumulation of Myc might also be 

important for the transition to mitosis (Seth et al. 1993; Niklinski et al. 2000). 

These results lend support to the idea that Myc destruction is cell cycle-

regulated. Because cell cycle-dependent changes in Myc levels or stability could 

have a profound impact on the mechanism through which Myc promotes cell 

growth and proliferation, it is important that the issue of whether or not Myc 

proteolysis is cell cycle-regulated be resolved. 

One way to reason some of these contradictions between the relationship 

of Myc and the cell cycle, is that these findings may be a result of the differences 

in techniques used in the various studies. In some cases, centrifugal elutriation 

was employed to monitor Myc levels and stability, whereas other studies used 

nocodazole block and release strategies. Therefore, to truly resolve this issue, it 

is important to develop an additional “unbiased” protocol that would allow us to 

take a comprehensive look at the influence of the cell cycle on Myc synthesis, 
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location, and stability in unperturbed cultures of cells. The recent development of 

laser scanning cytometry (LSC) created an opportunity to develop this protocol. 

The LSC is a technical merger between fluorescence microscopy and flow 

cytometry and allows for whole cell quantification of fluorophores targeted to 

DNA, RNA, or protein. The LSC determines the cell cycle status by quantifying 

total cellular DNA content using fluorescent dyes such as Hoechst 33342. By 

relating this cell cycle state to some other fluorescent parameter, such as the 

signal from a fluorescently-labeled antibody, levels of a particular RNA or protein 

can be measured in individual cells and expressed relative to the particular cell 

cycle stage. Compiling data from thousands of cells in this way, yields highly 

quantitative cell cycle data without disruption to normal cellular physiology. 

Importantly, by comparing RNA and protein levels for a particular gene product, 

and by monitoring protein levels after transient inhibition of protein synthesis, cell 

cycle dependent changes in protein stability can be inferred.  

 I therefore decided to utilize the LSC platform to study the influence of the 

cell cycle on the behavior of Myc. By studying fundamental biological processes, 

such as the expression of Myc RNA, Myc protein, and regulation of Myc stability 

at different stages of the cell cycle in an asynchronous population of cells, I 

hoped to resolve the apparent differences observed in Myc behavior from these 

earlier studies. Moreover, by comparing the cell cycle expression patterns of Myc 

with another Fbw7 substrate, Cyclin E, I hoped to understand the relative role of 

Fbw7 in regulating Myc turnover.  
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2.2 RESULTS 

2.2.1 Drug-induced cell cycle block perturbs Myc expression. 

 Because the observed differences in the cell-cycle dependent behavior of 

Myc may lie in the use of different synchronization methods employed in previous 

studies, this study began with the investigation of the relationship between Myc 

and the cell cycle. I tested the notion that different methods of cell 

synchronization could lead to different conclusions regarding the behavior of Myc 

by comparing the effects of two common methods of cell synchronization on 

Myc—nocodazole block, which arrests cells in the G2/M stage of the cell cycle 

and double-thymidine (DT) block, which produces a G1/S arrest. I used Western 

blot to monitor steady-state Myc levels during subsequent release of cells back 

into the cycle; I also monitored phosphorylation of Myc at residue T58, which is 

required for its destruction by the Fbw7 Ub-ligase, and which has been 

previously reported to be cell cycle regulated. As hypothesized, these two 

approaches gave different results (Figure 2.1). Nocodazole arrest gave the 

impression that, although Myc levels are constant throughout the cell cycle, T58 

phosphorylation peaks in mitosis (Figure 2.1A). DT-block, on the other hand, 

gave the impression that total Myc levels peak during release from G1/S, and 

that T58 phosphorylation does not appreciably differ from total Myc levels (Figure 

2.1B). These differences were not observed when we examined another Fbw7 

substrate, Cyclin E. Both nocodazole and DT block showed that Cyclin E levels 

were high at G1/S (Figure 2.1A: lanes 4–6; Figure 2.1B: lane 2) and low at G2/M 

(Figure 2.1A: lanes 2–3; Figure 2.1B: lanes 6–8). This result suggested that 
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apparent cell cycle-related changes in Myc levels and phosphorylation can be 

profoundly influenced by chemical synchronization methods. Importantly, 

because Cyclin E behaved consistently after both nocodazole and DT blockade, 

suggests that synchronization approaches can influence the status of different 

proteins in different ways. 

 

2.2.2 Analysis of Myc using Laser Scanning Cytometry 

 The differential behavior of Myc in response to nocodazole and DT block 

highlighted the need to reinvestigate many of the aspects of Myc’s behavior 

during the cell cycle. Moreover, Myc’s sensitivity to existing drug-synchronization 

methods called for the development of an unbiased approach with which we 

could study Myc function in cellular populations, that were unperturbed by the 

administration of chemical agents to achieve cell cycle synchronization. I 

therefore studied Myc regulation using the Laser Scanning Cytometry approach, 

a quantitative alternative to study cell cycle related events.  

I began my analysis by comparing the performance of LSC with traditional 

FACS analysis. I analyzed the cell cycle profiles of exponentially-growing U2OS 

cells using both these approaches. Results of this comparison, presented in 

Figure 2.2, revealed that both LSC and FACS approaches gave similar cellular 

distributions in the G1, S, and G2/M phase demonstrating that the cell cycle 

gating capabilities of the LSC were at least as good as those of traditional FACS 

analysis. Therefore, I used LSC-based assays to determine whether the 

regulation of Myc was influenced by the cell cycle. 
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Myc localization patterns during the cell cycle  

I first asked whether the localization of Myc changes during the cell cycle. 

Although Myc is predominantly a nuclear protein, it can be localized to the 

cytoplasm in certain stages of early developmental (Gusse et al. 1989) or in 

certain diseased states such as endometrial cancer (Geisler et al. 2004), raising 

the possibility that nuclear/cytoplasmic partitioning of Myc is a regulated process. 

To ask if this process is regulated by the cell cycle, I combined LSC with 

immuno-fluorescence (counterstaining DNA with Hoechst 33342) to monitor the 

localization of Myc protein in cells at different cell cycle stages. This analysis 

(Figure 2.3) revealed that, despite its low abundance, Myc was readily detected 

in the nuclei of U2OS cells. The signal we obtained from Myc in these assays 

was reduced to near background levels by prior transfection of cells with siRNAs 

directed against Myc (data not shown). The results of this assay revealed that 

Myc was localized to the nucleus regardless of the cell cycle stage of individual 

cells. Together, these data support the viability of LSC for monitoring cell-cycle-

dependent changes in Myc expression, and demonstrate that in asynchronous 

cycling cells, Myc is predominantly a nuclear protein at all cell cycle stages. 

 

Myc RNA levels are invariant across the cell cycle 

To address the issue of whether Myc synthesis is likely to be regulated in 

a cell cycle dependent manner, I used the LSC to monitor the steady-state levels 
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of Myc transcripts throughout the cell cycle in human U2OS cells. I combined 

LSC with RNA-fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to compare the levels of 

Myc and (as a control) Actin RNAs, and used a detergent pre-extraction protocol 

to remove most of the cytosolic transcripts. I focused on nuclear RNAs to 

facilitate quantification, and to enrich for the population of newly-synthesized 

RNA molecules. Results of this analysis are shown in Figure 2.4. Using 

LSC/RNA-FISH, I detected robust levels of Myc and Actin RNAs using labeled 

anti-sense, but not the corresponding sense, probes (Figure 2.4A). Quantification 

of these hybridizations (Figure 2.4B) revealed that the absolute levels of both 

RNAs increase as cells passage through the cell cycle, being lowest in G1 cells, 

and highest in cells from the G2/M population. 

This apparent increase, however, appears to be a result of the increase in 

cell mass that occurs during the cell cycle, because, when normalized for DNA 

content (Figure 2.4C), the relative levels of Myc and Actin RNAs do not change 

as a function of the cell cycle. I concluded that the levels of Myc RNA do not 

fluctuate during the cell cycle. Moreover, because Myc transcripts are extremely 

unstable with a half-life of ~25 minutes (Rabbitts et al. 1985), it is unlikely that a 

significant portion of Myc RNA transcribed in a given cell cycle stage would 

remain detectable in another. Thus, the relatively similar levels of nuclear Myc 

RNA in G1, S, and G2/M phase cells in all likelihood reflects constitutive 

transcription from the c-Myc gene. 

 

Steady-state levels of Myc are unaffected by cell cycle status 
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To further understand the expression patterns of Myc, I employed a similar 

approach to examine steady-state levels of endogenous Myc protein in the 

different sub-populations of cells. In this analysis, as a control I decided to use 

Cyclin E which is known to be expressed in the G1 and S phases of the cell 

cycle.  Moreover, Myc and Cyclin E share certain biological similarities. For 

example, both Myc and Cyclin E are important regulators of cell cycle 

progression and both of these proteins are cellular targets of the Fbw7 Ub-ligase. 

Therefore, I compared the expression patterns of Cyclin E with Myc during the 

course of the cell cycle. This analysis (Figure 2.5) revealed that Myc and Cyclin E 

behave differently as a function of the cell cycle. Whereas absolute levels of Myc 

increase throughout the cell cycle, the levels of Cyclin E—both relative to DNA 

and absolute—are considerably lower in G2/M cells than cells in other stages of 

the cell cycle. The behavior of Cyclin E in these experiments is consistent with 

previous reports showing that Cyclin E levels drop some time after cells enter S-

phase, and with the notion that auto-phosphorylation of Cyclin E by the Cyclin 

E/CDK2 complex leads to its Ub-dependent destruction (Welcker et al. 2003).  

The ability to detect cell-cycle dependent changes in the levels of Cyclin E using 

this method further validates the use of LSC for these studies, and reinforces the 

notion that steady-state levels of the Myc protein do not vary as a function of the 

cell cycle. 

 

Myc turnover rates are constant in all cell cycle stages 
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The differential behavior of Myc and Cyclin E in the preceding experiment 

suggests that, contrary to Cyclin E, the turnover of Myc is unlikely to be 

influenced by the cell cycle. However, earlier reports showing the regulation of 

Myc-phosphorylation by Ras and Akt signaling lead to the strong prediction that 

the Myc T58-phosphodegron will only be active at specific points in the cell cycle; 

the late G1, and possibly late G2 phases. To resolve this issue, I used the LSC 

as a platform for probing cell cycle-specific changes in the rate of Myc turnover. 

Because traditional pulse-chase methods are not adaptable to LSC-based 

analyses, I developed a protocol involving inhibition of protein synthesis with 

cyclohexamide and used the LSC to monitor the levels of Myc protein in each cell 

subpopulation as a function of time. This approach—which is analogous to the 

‘cyclohexamide chase’ protocol that is often used to monitor Myc stability—

allowed me to compare the rates with which Myc protein disappeared in each 

cell-cycle subpopulation. Under these conditions, Myc disappeared quickly 

following addition of cyclohexamide, with an apparent half-life of ~50 minutes in 

the total population of cells (Figure 2.6A). The estimate of Myc stability by this 

method compares favorably with half-life estimates derived from both pulse-

chase and cyclohexamide-chase methods. Actin, in contrast, was relatively 

stable during the period of the experiment (Figure 2.6B). Importantly, examining 

the rate of Myc decay in the distinct cell subpopulations revealed that both the 

apparent half-life of Myc and its decay kinetics were identical in G1, S, and G2/M 

phase cells. This result supports early studies of Myc proteolysis which showed 

that the rate of Myc destruction is constant throughout the cell cycle (Hann et al. 
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1985). From these results I concluded that in an asynchronous cell culture 

system, the stability of Myc is not significantly affected by cell cycle status. 

 

Myc is resistant to Fbw7-mediated turnover 

Considering the MB-I region harbors a near-consensus phosphodegron 

for Fbw7, and that T58/S62 phosphorylation is presumably influenced by the cell 

cycle, the finding that the rate of Myc destruction does not change as a function 

of cell cycle progression is somewhat surprising. One possibility is that Fbw7 is 

responsible for the destruction of Myc at only one phase of the cell cycle, 

whereas other Ub-ligases participate in Myc destruction at the other phases—a 

situation similar to this has been reported to control destruction of the replication 

licensing factor Cdt1 (Nishitani et al. 2006). In this scenario, the rate of Myc 

destruction would appear constant, but in actuality Myc would be ‘shuffled’ 

between different Ub-ligases as the cell cycle progressed. If this were true, we 

could expect that disruption of the function of Fbw7 would result in an 

accumulation of Myc at a distinct phase in the cell cycle. To test this hypothesis, I 

used siRNA-mediated knockdown of Fbw7 to evaluate the relative contribution of 

SCFFbw7 to cell cycle-specific levels of Myc and Cyclin E. 

Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 2.7. Because there are 

three isoforms of Fbw7, I used siRNAs directed against a region common to all 

three isoforms; I also included siRNAs against either Myc or luciferase, as 

controls. In these experiments, Myc and Cyclin E behaved very differently. 

Although the levels of Myc were responsive to the anti-Myc siRNA (Figure 2.7B), 
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and as expected, reduced at all stages of the cell cycle; knockdown of Fbw7 had 

no detectable effect on Myc levels. This result was not due to a failure of the 

siRNA to functionally block Fbw7, because quantitative PCR analysis revealed 

that ~70% of Fbw7 transcripts were lost upon siRNA treatment (data not shown). 

Moreover, analysis of Cyclin E in the Fbw7 siRNA-treated cells gave the 

expected results: not only were total Cyclin E levels strongly induced by the 

Fbw7 siRNA, but there was a preferential increase in the levels of Cyclin E 

protein in S and G2/M phase cells (Figure 2.7A and D). Thus, despite the 

importance of Fbw7 for cell cycle regulation of Cyclin E, Myc appears to be 

resistant to the effects of Fbw7 knockdown at all stages of the cell cycle. 

 

 

2.2.3 Centrifugal elutriation reveals Myc T58phosphorylation occurs 

throughout the cell cycle 

 Fbw7 targets Myc by recognizing the phosphorylated T58 residue. 

Although, based on earlier reports, one concludes that the phosphorylation of 

Myc at this residue could be regulated in a cell cycle dependent manner; the 

description of cell cycle dependent induction of T58-phosphorylation, in these 

experiments, used nocodazole arrested cells. Because my own analysis revealed 

that Myc is particularly vulnerable to chemical perturbations induced by these 

drugs and that knockdown of Fbw7 fails to yield a significant response in Myc, I 

reconsidered the regulation of Myc phosphorylation at T58. Given the possibility 

that compared to drug-synchronized cells, T58-phosphorylation may occur 
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differently in asynchronously cycling cells I decided to measure the levels of Myc 

T58-phosphorylation in unperturbed cells.    

I probed for changes in Myc T58-phosphorylation in U2OS cells by LSC 

and western blotting. Unfortunately, my western blotting analysis revealed that 

the commercially available T58-phospho-specific antibody bound to several non-

specific proteins; consequently I observed that the signal detected using LSC 

was non-responsive to siRNA-mediated knockdown of Myc, suggesting that a 

significant proportion of the signal detected by LSC was not Myc. 

I therefore synchronized U2OS cells using centrifugal elutriation. Unlike 

drug-mediated synchronization techniques which can cause non-specific 

disruptions in the cell, centrifugal elutriation relies on the physical separation of 

cells at different stages of the cell cycle by their relative masses. By applying 

varying amounts of centrifugal force, I eluted several cellular fractions and 

compared their cell cycle distribution using flow cytometry. Results of this 

analysis (percentages shown in Figure 2.8) show that the first elutriated fractions 

contained predominantly the G1-phase cells and subsequent cellular fractions 

contained progressively increasing numbers of S- and G2-phase cells (Figure 

2.8). I studied the levels of total Myc, T58-phosphorylated-Myc, Cyclin E, and 

Actin in these different fractions. As expected, Actin levels did not change 

significantly in any of the cellular fractions. In contrast, Cyclin E levels were 

higher in earlier fractions enriched in G1 and S-phase cells and dropped to nearly 

undetectable levels in the later G2/M enriched fractions (Figure 2.8: compare 

lanes 2-4 versus lanes 6-9). Interestingly, under these conditions both total levels 
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of Myc and the levels of T58-phosphorylated Myc did not appear to significantly 

change in any cell-cycle fraction. This result confirmed my own analysis using the 

LSC that in cycling cells, Myc was expressed constitutively throughout the cell 

cycle. Additionally, this analysis revealed a constant steady-state level of T58-

phosphorylated Myc in the cell. 

These results argue for apparent differences in the regulation of Myc and 

Cyclin E by Fbw7. Because my analysis of Myc T58-phosphorylation patterns 

reveals that the MB-I degron is constitutively phosphorylated, the limited ability of 

Fbw7 to target Myc cannot be explained on the basis of cell cycle regulation of 

T58-phosphorylation alone. 

 

2.3 DISCUSSION 

 Following its discovery several decades ago, the importance of Myc as a 

cellular oncogene has fuelled detailed studies on its function, and the field of Myc 

biology continues to evolve with novel discoveries being reported to the present 

day. One striking example of this has been the discovery of Myc proteolysis by 

the Ub-proteasome system. Whereas early studies recognized Myc as a labile 

protein (Hann et al. 1985), the actual biochemical mechanism for this instability 

was unclear for many years. Work from the Tansey laboratory (and others) has in 

the recent past comprehensively established that Myc is destroyed by Ub-

mediated proteolysis and that this process is one of the important pathways 

regulating Myc function in mammalian cells (Flinn et al. 1998; Gross-Mesilaty et 

al. 1998; Salghetti et al. 1999). 
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Despite the clear links between Myc and cell cycle control, it is has been 

difficult to conclude, based on conflicting reports, whether Myc expression or 

stability itself is subject to cell cycle dependent changes. Given the importance of 

this issue, and the possibility that cell-synchronization methods can influence the 

outcome of cell cycle analyses, I felt that it was important to explore the 

metabolism of Myc during the cell cycle, using an independent method that did 

not require cell perturbation. Laser scanning cytometry provided this opportunity. 

My results demonstrate that Myc localization, synthesis, and stability are 

remarkably unresponsive to cell cycle status. Two main conclusions can be 

drawn from this analysis. First, the relative consistency of Myc metabolism 

throughout the cell cycle is consistent with the concept that Myc generally 

stimulates cell growth and duplication, rather than acting to drive a specific 

stage(s) in the cell cycle. Although early studies reported direct links between 

Myc and activation of the cell cycle machinery (Jansen-Durr et al. 1993; 

Galaktionov et al. 1996; Rudolph et al. 1996) subsequent analyses have 

demonstrated that Myc controls the expression of a large subset of genes, and 

orchestrates a broad program of gene expression that influence not only cell 

cycle control, but also energy production, signal transduction, DNA replication, 

and protein synthesis (Zeller et al. 2003). In such a model, the constitutive 

expression of Myc acts as a constant force to drive cell proliferation under 

appropriate growth conditions. 

Second, my results also illustrate how two Fbw7 target proteins, Cyclin E 

and Myc, behave differently with respect to the cell cycle. Despite the similarity of 
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the Fbw7 phospho-degrons in both proteins, and the clear potential for each to 

be regulated in a cell-cycle-dependent manner, only Cyclin E displayed cell 

cycle-related changes in abundance and sensitivity to Fbw7 knockdown. Indeed, 

my studies found little if any evidence that Fbw7 regulates steady-state levels of 

Myc protein. One possible explanation for this finding is that Fbw7 regulates a 

small sub-population of the Myc protein. Although it is possible that the 

compartmentalization of Myc within the nucleus—either to discrete regions of 

chromatin, or perhaps the nucleolus (Welcker et al. 2004)—could direct 

interaction of a small population of Myc with Fbw7, it is important to note that, at 

steady state, elutriation data shows that a significant percentage of Myc in U2OS 

cells is phosphorylated at the T58 residue, and that disrupting the Fbw7 

phosphodegron by point mutation [e.g., T58A; (Salghetti et al. 1999)] results in a 

robust stabilization of the Myc protein. It seems likely, therefore, that the majority 

of Myc, although technically a suitable substrate for Fbw7-mediated 

ubiquitylation, must be shielded from the effects of this Ub-ligase. 

I suggest that the differential regulation of Myc and Cyclin E by Fbw7 has 

significance to the maintenance of normal cellular homeostasis. Because Myc is 

an upstream activator of Cyclin E transcription (Jansen-Durr et al. 1993), a 

reduction in the expression of Fbw7—or loss of Fbw7 function, as occurs in some 

cancers (Minella et al. 2005)—would be expected to have a disproportionate 

effect on Cyclin E levels, inducing both Cyclin E transcription (via increases in 

Myc) and stabilization (via inactivation of Fbw7). This effect, combined with other 

consequences of Myc overexpression, could result in profound changes in the 
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regulatory status of the cell. By shielding the majority of Myc protein from Fbw7-

dependent proteolysis, however, cells could precisely regulate Cyclin E levels, 

while at the same time modulating the function of only a subset of Myc activities, 

such as ribosomal RNA synthesis. Further studies will be required to determine 

either the precise pool of Myc proteins that are regulated by Fbw7, or the 

mechanistic reason for how the bulk of Myc protein remains unresponsive to this 

Ub-ligase.  

 

2.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.4.1 Cell culture and immunofluorescence 

Human U2OS and HeLa cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 

antibiotics and 10% fetal calf serum. For analysis, cells were plated onto glass 

coverslips, grown at 37oC for 24 hours, and then fixed, either using methanol or 

paraformaldehyde (Spector et al. 1998). Immunofluorescence was performed as 

described (Spector et al. 1998) using the following antibodies: (i) a-Myc (N-262, 

Santa Cruz), (ii) a-Cyclin E (HE12, Santa Cruz), (iii) a-Actin (AC-15, Sigma), and 

(iv) a-phospho T58 Myc (9401S, Cell Signaling). Immune complexes were 

detected using FITC-tagged secondary anti-mouse or anti-rabbit antibodies, as 

appropriate. DNA was stained with Hoechst 33342 (2 µg/ml).  

 

2.4.2 LSC analysis 

All experiments were performed using the LSC-iCys system (Compucyte, 

MA) attached to an Olympus IX-71 microscope. Samples with multiple 
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fluorophores were compensated by measuring the spectral bleed into other 

channels using controls containing each individual fluorophore, and subtracting 

the corresponding non-specific leakage. Thresholds for measuring each 

fluorophore were set at signal intensities where there was negligible background 

signal. The fluorescence units obtained thereafter were used to compare the 

expression patterns within different cell cycle populations. Approximately 2000-

3000 cells were scanned in each individual analysis.  

Cell cycle profiles were gated based on DNA content into G1, S, and 

G2/M populations. For sub-cellular visualization experiments, galleries of cells in 

different cell cycle phases were created. The localization of the Myc was 

compared by merging the pictures obtained from the green (Myc), blue (DNA), 

and scatter (phase contrast) channels. For quantification, the mean signals of the 

respective proteins were measured within the given cell cycle gates. 

Fluorescence values were normalized either to mean signal in the G1 phase or 

reported as a ratio of green/blue fluorescence to quantify relative levels of protein 

or RNA in different cell cycle stages as a function of DNA. 

 

2.4.3 Cell synchronization experiments 

For Nocodazole arrest, cells were seeded for 24 hours, and then treated 

with Nocodazole (100 ng/ml) for 16 hrs. Nocodazole was removed and cells were 

released from G2/M block for varying timepoints. For double-thymidine (DT) 

arrest, cells were treated with 2.5 mM thymidine for 14 hrs, washed and released 
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for 12 hrs, and then re-arrested in 2.5 mM thymidine for 14 hrs before FC 

analysis. 

Centrifugal elutriation was performed as follows. In brief, actively growing 

U2OS cells were elutriated using the Beckman JE-6B rotor, at a rotor speed of 

1500 rpm and rotor temperature of 20ºC. Cells were eluted in DMEM+1% FBS, 

by applying an increasing medium flow rate ranging from 40 ml/min – 150 ml/min. 

Approximately 10 fractions of 250 ml were collected. Cells were rapidly harvested 

by centrifugation and either fixed in methanol and analyzed by flow cytometry or 

lysate prepared for western blotting. 

 

2.4.4 RNA FISH 

RNA-FISH analysis for detection of nuclear RNAs was performed on triton-

extracted, fixed, U2OS cells as described.  

Four anti-sense probes were used for Myc: 

Myc1:TAGTCGAGGTCATAGTTCCTG;Myc2:TCGAGGAGAGCAGAGAATCCG  

Myc3:TTCAACTGTTCTCGTCGTTTC;Myc4:TGTTCGCCTCTTGACATTCTC.

 Two antisense probes were used for actin: 

Act1–ATAGCACAGCCTGGATAGCAA 

Act2–TGGAAGCAGCCGTCGCCATCTCTTGCTCGA.  

In each case, the corresponding sense probes were used as a control. Pooled 

probes were end-labeled with Dig-11-ddUTP using the Digoxigenin End-labeling 

kit (Roche). FISH was performed as described.  

 



2.4.5 Protein synthesis inhibition  

For experiments involving cyclohexamide, U2OS cells, growing on 

coverslips, were treated with 50 µg/ml cyclohexamide, fixed at the indicated time 

points, and Myc and Actin levels at each point quantified by immunofluorescence 

and LSC. The corrected fluorescence value in each of the cell cycle stages at the 

“0” time point was arbitrarily fixed as 100% and values of corrected fluorescence 

from every subsequent time point were represented as relative percentage of the 

“0” (100%) time point.  
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Figure 2.1: Myc expression varies in synchronized cells 
 
(A) Nocodazole block and release experiment to follow cells released from a 
mitotic block showed that Myc T58-phosphorylation peaked in the G2/M arrested 
cells and disappeared as the cells moved into the next cell cycle whereas total 
Myc levels remained unchanged. In contrast, CyclinE levels were lowest in G2/M 
arrested cells and peaked as the cells entered the next G1-phase. Actin levels, 
studied as a control, do not change throughout the cell cycle. 
 
(B) Double-Thymidine block and release to study the behavior of proteins 
immediately upon release from S-phase block is shown. Myc T58-
phosphorylation patterns closely overlap with the expression patterns of total 
Myc, and show an apparent increase in S-phase and drop as cells enter G2. 
CyclinE patterns remain as expected, and peak in S-phase and begin to drop as 
cells proceed through S-phase into G2. Control Actin levels remain unchanged.   
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Figure 2.2: Performance of LSC compares favorably with conventional 
FACS analysis. 

 
(A) Cell cycle profiles of an asynchronous population of U2OS cells obtained 
using by Laser Scanning Cytometry (LSC-Icys) were compared with conventional 
Flow Cytometry. Cell cycle histograms show similar distributions in different cell 
cycle stages. 
 
(B) Quantification of cell cycle profiles from panel A showing that the gating 
capabilities of the LSC are largely identical to those of conventional Flow 
analysis. Data is Mean±S.D from two independent experiments. 
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Figure 2.3: Myc remains predominantly nuclear throughout the cell cycle. 
 

U2OS cells were immuno-stained using the anti-Myc (N262) antibody and 
DNA (Hoechst 33342). Slides were scanned using the LSC approach and gated 
into G1, S, or G2 phase of the cell cycle based on DNA-pixel intensity.  
 Sub-cellular localization of Myc was analyzed by creating galleries of cell 
binned into the specific stage of the cell cycle. Myc signal was observed 
predominantly in the nucleus at all stages of the cell cycle, suggesting that under 
active growing conditions, Myc activity is limted mostly to the nuclear 
compartment. 
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Figure 2.4: Myc and Actin RNA show cell- cycle independent expression 
 
(A) U2OS cells were detergent pre-extracted and Myc and Actin RNA were 
probed by RNA-FISH with oligos labeled with Digoxigenin, followed by detection 
using a FITC-tagged anti-Digoxigenin antibody. Cells were counterstained using 
DNA-dye Hoechst 33342. 

Results show a stronger fluorescence signal for both Myc and Actin RNA 
using the anti-sense oligo-probes as compared to the sense oligo-probes, 
confirming our ability to detect bonafide RNA species using the RNA-FISH 
approach. 
 
(B), (C) RNA-FISH stained cells analyzed using LSC show that absolute 
levels both Myc and Actin RNA continue to increase throughout the cell cycle 
(Panel B). However, normalizing the RNA levels to the relative DNA content 
(Panel C), shows that the expression levels of Myc and Actin remain fairly 
constant throughout the cell cycle. Values represented are Mean±S.D from two 
independent experiments.  
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Figure 2.5: Myc protein levels increase continuously during the cell cycle 
 
(A) Expression patterns of Myc and CyclinE were analyzed by staining Myc 
and CyclinE using indirect Immuno-fluorescence and measuring expression 
levels using LSC. Bivariate analysis, comparing the protein levels to DNA content 
show that the absolute levels of Myc continue to increase from G1 to G2/M. In 
contrast, CyclinE levels increase from G1 to S but are reduced in G2/M. 
 
(B), (C) Graphical representation of mean fluorescence signals as 
measured by using LSC. (Panel B) Myc levels increase continuously throughout 
the cell cycle, whereas CyclinE levels increase from G1 to S and reduce in G2. 
(Panel C) Total protein levels normalized to DNA content shows Myc levels are 
unchanged and CyclinE levels peak in G1/S. G1 fluorescence signal was 
arbitrarily set to 1. Values represent Mean±S.D from four independent 
experiments.  
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Figure 2.6: Myc decay patterns are not influenced by cell cycle status 
 

U2OS cells were seeded on cover-slips and incubated overnight. Cells 
were treated with Cyclohexamide and cells were fixed at specific time-points. 
Cells were immuno-stained and analyzed using LSC for changes in Myc levels 
(Panel A) or levels of Actin (Panel B). The fluorescence levels at time “0” were 
arbitrarily fixed as 100%. Values represent Mean levels observed from two 
independent experiments. 
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Figure 2.7: Myc is resistant to Fbw7-mediated proteolysis 
 
(A) Analysis of Cyclin E and Myc during different stages of the cell cycle using 
the LSC-Icys system in U2OS cells transfected with siRNA against Luciferase 
(Control), Fbw7, or Myc. Knocking down Fbw7 leads to an increase in Cyclin E 
levels, especially in the G2/M population (note the rightward shift in the profiles). 
In contrast, Myc levels do not change significantly upon Fbw7 knockdown.  
 
(B), (C) Quantification of LSC profiles from cells analyzed in Panel A. Cyclin 
E shows a near 3-fold increase in G2/M cells upon Fbw7 knockdown (compare 
blue bars in 2.7B), induction is lesser in G1 and S-phase. Myc levels reduce by 
nearly 75% upon Myc knockdown; however, Fbw7 knockdown has no discernible 
effect on Myc levels.  
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Figure 2.8: Centrifugal Elutriation reveals Myc-T58-phosphorylation 
occurs constitutively. 
 

U2OS cells were separated into fractions enriched in populations of cells 
at specific cell cycle stages (compare cell cycle distribution percentages). 
Western blot analyses of the fractions show that both total-Myc levels and levels 
of T58-phosphorylated Myc remain unchanged throughout the cell cycle. In 
contrast, Cyclin E is detected in early fractions (enriched in G1/S-phase cells) 
and reduces to undetectable levels in fractions enriched in G2/M phase. 
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Chapter 3: 
Regulation of Myc function by the Fbw7-Usp28 pathway. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The c-Myc transcription factor is an important regulator of cell growth and 

promotes the progression of the cell cycle (Grandori et al. 2000). Cellular Myc 

levels, therefore, need to be carefully regulated and elevated levels of Myc are 

frequently observed as a hallmark of many human cancers. Ub-mediated 

proteolysis defines one prominent pathway to limit Myc levels in the cell 

(Salghetti et al. 1999) and by studying the process of Myc destruction by the Ub-

proteasome pathway several groups have reported the discovery of three Ub-

ligases for Myc: Skp2 (Kim et al. 2003; von der Lehr et al. 2003), Fbw7 (Welcker 

et al. 2004; Yada et al. 2004), and HectH9 (Adhikary et al. 2005). Amongst these, 

the importance of the Fbw7 pathway in Myc turnover and its implications in 

oncogenesis are of particular interest to my thesis work.  

Proteolysis of Myc by Fbw7 is frequently attenuated in several cancers by 

either the loss of Fbw7 function or by mutations in Myc which render it non-

responsive to Fbw7. Despite the obvious importance of Fbw7-mediated 

proteolysis in Myc oncogenesis, however, our understanding of the regulation of 

Myc by Fbw7-mediated proteolysis is limited due to several inconsistencies in 
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this process (described in detail in section 3.1.3). This chapter of my thesis 

focuses on studying the influence of Fbw7 proteolysis on Myc function in an 

attempt to resolve some of these discrepancies.  

 

3.1.1 Loss of Fbw7 function in cancers 

 Fbw7 is an important regulator of cell cycle progression and the Ub-ligase 

function of Fbw7 plays an important role in this process. By targeting key cellular 

proteins, including Myc, Cyclin E, and Jun, for destruction via the Ub-proteasome 

pathway, Fbw7 represents one of the prominent means to limit their cellular 

activity. Given the importance of these proteins in oncogenesis it is believed that 

Fbw7 functions as one of the important tumor suppressor proteins in the cell 

(Welcker et al. 2008). Consistent with this notion, different cellular mechanisms 

exist to inactivate Fbw7 function during tumorigenesis.  

In the human genome, the Fbw7 gene is expressed from the short arm of 

chromosome 4 (4q32), and copy number analysis have revealed that 4q32 is a 

locus vulnerable to genomic deletions in a number of cancers (Knuutila et al. 

1999). However, a more pervasive mechanism for limiting Fbw7 function involves 

inactivating Fbw7 via point mutations in its functional domains (Strohmaier et al. 

2001). By interfering with Fbw7’s proteolytic activity, these mutations interfere 

with the destruction of its cellular substrates, leading to an induction in their 

cellular levels. Given that Fbw7 regulates proteolysis of important cellular 

substrates such as Myc and Cyclin E, it is not surprising to find that inactivation 

of Fbw7 is a recurrent theme in cancers from a diverse range of tissues, 
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including blood-borne cancers such as B-cell and T-cell lymphomas or 

leukemia’s (Welcker et al. 2008). 

 

3.1.2 Cancer-associated mutations in Myc 

In addition to Fbw7, the Myc protein itself is altered in certain cancers. 

Cytogenetic analyses from blood-borne cancers, particularly Burkitts lymphoma, 

have revealed that the Myc allele frequently translocates in these cancers to the 

immunoglobulin (Ig) locus (Rabbitts et al. 1983). This translocation event places 

Myc directly under the control of the immunoglobulin (Ig) regulatory elements and 

results in the activation of Myc gene expression. In addition to elevated levels of 

Myc, blood-borne cancers frequently harbor mutations in the Myc coding 

sequence. Although it was earlier reasoned that Myc mutagenesis occurs 

because the translocation of Myc into the Ig locus subjects it to the somatic 

hypermutation pathway (Rabbitts et al. 1983), subsequent evidence shows that 

in most cases Myc mutations are homozygous (Bhatia et al. 1993). The mutation 

in the non-rearranged Myc locus, therefore, suggests that the mutation of Myc 

probably precedes the translocation event in these cancers. Although the 

mechanism of Myc mutagenesis is still unclear, evidence from animal models 

show that some tumor-derived Myc mutants are highly oncogenic (Hemann et al. 

2005). This observation confirms the physiological importance of Myc 

mutagenesis and argues for the need of a more detailed analysis of the causes 

and consequences of Myc mutagenesis in lymphoid tumors.     
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Carefully analyzing the location of cancer-associated Myc mutations 

reveals that rather than being randomly interspersed throughout the coding 

sequence, these mutations often occur in discrete clusters. Moreover, some of 

these mutation clusters overlap with the evolutionarily conserved—and 

functionally important—regions in Myc such as MB-I and MB-II giving rise to the 

notion that such cancer-associated mutations probably alter specific cellular 

functions of Myc. Indeed, studies using the MB-I mutants P57S and T58A, reveal 

that unlike WT Myc, these mutants lose the ability to induce the pro-apoptotic 

BH3-domain containing protein, Bim, and thus attenuate the ability of Myc to 

induce apoptosis. Moreover, by retaining the ability to mediate proliferation, these 

mutants tilt the balance of Myc function in the favor of cell growth and can 

therefore mediate lymphomas with a significantly reduced time of onset (Hemann 

et al. 2005).  

Several years ago, work from the Tansey lab demonstrated that many 

cancer mutants in Myc, including the MB-I mutants P57S and T58A, escape 

proteolysis and increase Myc half-life compared to WT Myc (Salghetti et al. 

1999). This observation and work done by others (Flinn et al. 1998) gave rise to 

the idea that MB-I must be an important site for Myc proteolysis. Indeed, recently 

it was shown that MB-I harbors the recognition sequence for Fbw7, and that 

within MB-I the phosphorylation of threonine 58 (T58) and serine 62 (S62) 

regulate Myc binding to Fbw7. Given that non-phosphorylatable mutations at 

both T58 and S62 occur in many lymphoid cancers suggests that one 
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mechanism for stabilizing Myc in these cancers is by acquiring mutations that 

render Myc non-responsive to Fbw7-mediated proteolysis. 

  

In summary, the cancer-associated alterations in both Fbw7 and Myc 

illustrate the potential importance of the tumor suppressive role played by Fbw7-

mediated Myc proteolysis. Attenuating Fbw7 activity or acquiring mutations in 

Myc which escape Fbw7 proteolysis, therefore, are important routes towards 

cellular transformation, and represent processes which warrant careful 

investigation.  

 

3.1.3 The Myc-Fbw7 paradox 

Despite its obvious importance, the biology of Myc proteolysis via Fbw7 is 

plagued by numerous inconsistencies. Here I describe two such paradoxes, 

which I address in my thesis work: 

 

3.1.3.1 Myc is resistant to Fbw7 proteolysis 

 Several lines of evidence suggest that Fbw7 is a bonafide Ub-ligase of 

Myc and that Fbw7 targets Myc via phosphorylation at T58 (Welcker et al. 2004; 

Yada et al. 2004). First, by studying the ubiquitylation of Myc in a reconstituted in 

vitro assay, it is observed that Fbw7 induces the accumulation of high-molecular 

weight Myc-Ub conjugates on WT Myc but not the T58A Myc mutant. Moreover, 

Fbw7 interacts strongly with WT Myc and this association is reduced by the T58A 

mutation. And lastly, overexpression of Fbw7 leads to a drop in cellular Myc 
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levels and this phenomenon is reversed by chemical inhibition of the 

proteasome. Whereas all these arguments are consistent with the notion that 

Fbw7 is an E3 for Myc, knockdown of Fbw7 using siRNA duplexes do not 

significantly alter either steady-state Myc levels (Figure 3.1) or Myc half-life (Kim 

et al. 2003). In contrast, levels of Cyclin E—another substrate of Fbw7, are 

readily induced upon reduction in Fbw7 levels. This is an apparent paradox. In 

the process of analyzing the possible reasons for this discrepancy, I tested the 

notion that Fbw7 probably targets only a small pool of Myc possibly at specific 

stages of the cell cycle. The results of my analysis, presented in chapter 2, 

revealed that although T58-phosphorylation occurred constitutively during cell 

cycle progression, Myc remained non-responsive to a reduction in Fbw7 levels, 

suggesting that under normal cycling conditions Myc is resistant to Fbw7 

proteolysis. 

 This observation raises concerns about the contribution of Fbw7 to Myc 

proteolysis in the cell and represents one of the major paradoxes in Fbw7-

mediated Myc turnover. 

 

3.1.3.2 Myc harbors a single “weak” Fbw7 degron 

The importance of Fbw7 proteolysis in cell cycle progression has led to 

the systematic identification of numerous cellular substrates in both yeast and 

humans. Comparing the binding properties of Fbw7 to its degron—the Cdc4 

Phosphodegron (CPD)—has revealed one important theme about Fbw7 function. 

Fbw7 substrates can either harbor one strong CPD or function via multiple weak 
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degrons. For example, two CPDs have been identified on Fbw7 substrates such 

as Cyclin E, and as many as nine CPDs have been discovered in the yeast target 

Sic1(Nash et al. 2001; Orlicky et al. 2003). Moreover, biochemical studies done 

using the Sic1 CPDs reveal that these sites have poor binding affinity for Fbw7. 

Importantly, although a Sic1 mutant with all nine degrons inactivated, escapes 

proteolysis by Fbw7 and results in deregulated DNA replication, this phenotype 

can be rescued by replenishing a single strong degron (Nash et al. 2001). This 

result suggests that although one strong CPD is sufficient to regulate Fbw7 

proteolysis and mediate biological function, substrates have evolutionarily 

retained multiple weak degrons, presumably as a measure to exert higher 

regulatory control.  

Unlike these Fbw7 substrates, Myc harbors only one degron for Fbw7. 

Based on the preceding discussion this suggests that the Myc degron should be 

a strong CPD. However, physiological evidence argues that this is probably not 

true. Relative to other Fbw7 substrates, Myc has a much more complex pathway 

for Fbw7 targeting (Figure 1.4). Consistent with the idea that CPDs are small 

sequences harboring either negatively charged or phosphorylatable amino-acids 

spaced four residues apart, phosphorylation of two residues in MB-I: T58 and 

S62, play an important role in Fbw7 recruitment. Whereas T58 phosphorylation is 

the recognition signal for Fbw7 recruitment and leads to Myc destruction, S62-

phosphorylation inhibits recruitment of Fbw7 and protects Myc from destruction. 

The phosphorylation events at T58 and S62, therefore, counteract each other 

and interfere with the proteolysis of Myc by Fbw7. Given that biochemical studies 
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have shown that CPDs phosphorylated at both phospho-acceptor sites have 

higher affinities for Fbw7 than CPDs phosphorylated at a single-site, and 

considering Myc is presumably targeted in the context of T58 phosphorylation 

alone, suggests that Myc probably functions via a weak functional CPD. This 

argument is further supported by the poor response in Myc levels seen upon 

Fbw7 knockdown. In the absence of an additional degron, how Myc can be 

regulated by a single weak CPD, thus represents another gap in our 

understanding of Myc proteolysis via Fbw7. 

 

Taken together, the comparison of Myc with other substrates of Fbw7 

reveals that Myc-regulation presumably via a single degron differs markedly from 

the canonical route of Fbw7 proteolysis. Because Fbw7-mediated Myc 

proteolysis represents an important barrier for oncogenesis, I decided to address 

this discrepancy and clarify its underlying biological reasons.      

 

3.2 RESULTS 

3.2.1 Usp28 shields Myc from Fbw7-mediated proteolysis  

 I first addressed the limited ability of Fbw7 to target Myc for proteolysis. 

Fbw7 targets Myc upon T58 phosphorylation. Given that Myc is resistant to Fbw7 

proteolysis despite the fact that T58-phosphorylation occurs throughout the cell 

cycle suggested that there must exist mechanisms in the cell to shield Myc from 

Fbw7-mediated destruction. Recently the Eilers lab described such a protective 

role for the de-ubiquitylating enzyme Usp28, in Myc proteolysis. By showing a 
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ternary complex between Myc, Fbw7, and Usp28, the Eilers lab argued that 

Fbw7 and Usp28 form a futile cycle of ubiquitin addition and removal on Myc, 

which in turn limits the influence of Fbw7 on Myc turnover (Popov et al. 2007). 

Under special cellular conditions such as DNA damage, however, Usp28 

dissociates from Fbw7 and consequently allows for rapid destruction of Myc 

(Popov et al. 2007). 

  Based on my previous observation that Myc phosphorylation at T58 

occurred constitutively during the cell cycle (Figure 2.8), I predicted that removal 

of Usp28 would relieve the shielding process and in turn would render Myc 

vulnerable for destruction by Fbw7 at all cell cycle stages. To address this 

question, I generated U2OS cells expressing either a control luciferase shRNA or 

shRNA against Usp28. Moreover, to test if Fbw7 was an important contributor in 

this process, I transiently co-expressed either control or Fbw7 siRNA in these 

cells. Results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3.2. I first compared the effects 

of changes in Fbw7 and Usp28, either alone or together, on total levels of Myc 

and Cyclin E by western blotting. Consistent with the shielding model knockdown 

of Usp28 led to a reduction in steady-state Myc levels (Figure 3.2A, compare 

lane 1 to 3). Moreover, Myc levels were rescued to near control levels by co-

expression of Fbw7 siRNA in the cells expressing Usp28 shRNA (Figure 3.2A, 

compare lane 1 to 4), suggesting that in the absence of Usp28, Fbw7 was a 

prominent means to mediate Myc-destruction. Finally, to relate the effect of 

Usp28 loss in the context of the cell cycle, I studied the effect of Usp28 

knockdown on Myc levels throughout the cell cycle using LSC. I stained Myc by 
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immunofluorescence in cells expressing either shRNA against luciferase (as a 

control) or Usp28. Consistent with the T58-phosphorylation patterns observed 

using elutriation (Figure 2.8), my LSC analysis showed that in cells with reduced 

levels of Usp28, Myc levels dropped consistently throughout all stages of the cell 

cycle (Figure 3.2B). 

I concluded that the Fbw7 pathway is indeed a bonafide proteolysis 

pathway for Myc and can target Myc for proteolysis at all stages of the cell cycle 

in the absence of Usp28. In summary, therefore, these results resolved one the 

major paradoxes of Myc proteolysis via Fbw7 and showed that Myc resists Fbw7 

proteolysis because of the shielding effects exerted by Usp28.  

 

3.2.2 Myc-Box I mutations bind and respond to Fbw7 

 Because my previous analysis confirmed Fbw7 to be a context-dependent 

Ub-ligase for Myc, I decided to ask how Myc is targeted by Fbw7 via a single 

weak CPD harbored within the conserved MB-I region. Fbw7 overexpression 

reduces Myc levels in a proteasome-dependent manner; therefore, I analyzed 

the influence of Fbw7 using transient overexpression of Myc and Fbw7 in U2OS 

cells. I first tested the relative contribution of different residues in the Myc CPD 

(residues: 58-62, hereafter called CPD1) in Fbw7 proteolysis. I made systematic 

point and deletion mutations in Myc spanning the entire CPD1 region and 

characterized the effects of the following mutations: a four amino-acid deletion of 

L56-P59, T58A, S62A, and T58A+S62A, thus removing the phosphorylation sites 

at T58 and S62, either alone or together. I first tested Myc binding to Fbw7α, the 
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major nucleoplasmic isoform of Fbw7, using immuno-precipitation assays with 

HA-tagged WT or mutant Myc protein and FLAG-tagged Fbw7α. The results of 

this analysis (Figure 3.3A) show that immune-complexes containing either WT or 

mutant Myc were able to recover Fbw7. Conversely, Fbw7 immune-complexes 

were able to recover both WT and the mutant Myc proteins. I concluded that 

mutations in CPD1—including T58A, S62A, and the T58A+S62A double 

mutant—retained the ability to bind Fbw7. This result was inconsistent with 

existing literature, and I decided to test this more systematically. 

 I decided to carefully analyze the relative interaction of Myc with different 

isoforms of Fbw7. Physiologically, Fbw7 is expressed as three alternately spliced 

variants, Fbw7α, β, and γ, which differ in their sub-cellular localization. Fbw7α, 

the predominant isoform of Fbw7 is nucleoplasmic, Fbw7β localizes to the 

cytosol, and Fbw7γ localizes to the nucleolus. Given that Myc is predominantly 

nuclear, it is believed to be a substrate for both Fbw7α and Fbw7γ, but has been 

shown not to interact with Fbw7β (Welcker et al. 2004).  I therefore decided to co-

express Myc with Fbw7 in U2OS cells and compared the interaction of Myc with 

Fbw7α versus the cytosolic isoform, Fbw7β. Figure 3.3B shows the results of this 

analysis. Consistent with previous reports, I observed that whereas Myc binds 

favorably to the α-isoform of Fbw7, its ability to interact with Fbw7β was much 

lower  (Figure 3.3B: compare lane 1 to 3; and lane 5 to 7). Moreover, in this 

assay, I compared the interaction of WT Myc and Fbw7 with the T58A mutant. 

This comparison revealed several important points. First, comparing the 

interaction of Fbw7α with WT or T58A revealed that, as expected, WT Myc 
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bound Fbw7α more favorably than T58A (Figure 3.3B: compare lane 1 to 2; and 

lane 5 to 6). However, comparing the association of T58A with the two Fbw7 

isoforms revealed that T58A bound Fbw7α at much higher levels than Fbw7β  

(Figure 3.3B: compare lane 2 to 4; and lane 6 to 8). Given that earlier reports 

have shown that Fbw7β is a cytosolic protein which does not encounter cellular 

Myc suggests that Fbw7β interaction with Myc probably reflects background or 

non-specific levels of association. Therefore, results of this experiment show that, 

although diminished as compared to WT Myc, T58A retains a partial ability to 

bind Fbw7α.  

My interaction analysis suggests that mutations in CPD1, did not 

completely block Myc interaction with Fbw7, arguing that other residues outside 

CPD1 can possibly recruit Fbw7. I therefore tested if the CPD1 Myc mutants 

could respond to changes in Fbw7α levels. I compared the effect of Fbw7 

overexpression on the steady-state levels of WT and mutant Myc. Consistent 

with the immuno-precipitation results, the Myc mutants continued to respond to 

changes in Fbw7 levels, with their levels readily dropping upon Fbw7 expression. 

In contrast, expression of Fbw7 had no significant effect on the levels of GFP, 

used as a non-specific control protein in this analysis (Figure 3.3C).  

 

Taken together, all these results are rather surprising because they show 

that inactivating Myc mutants in the known CPD continue to bind and respond to 

Fbw7. I reasoned one possible explanation for these results could be the 

presence of a second—as yet unknown—Fbw7 recognition sequence in Myc 
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outside of MB-I. Given that some other substrates of Fbw7 both in yeast and 

mammalian cells harbor multiple Fbw7 degrons as a means to fine-tune their 

proteolysis, I decided to further investigate this possibility and potentially identify 

additional degrons in Myc. 

 

3.2.3 Myc residues 244-248 harbor a consensus Fbw7-degron 

 To facilitate the identification of the second recognition site, I decided to 

establish a consensus Fbw7-recognition sequence based on a comprehensive 

analysis of the best characterized Fbw7 substrates. Given the structural 

conservation between Fbw7 from both yeast and humans, I performed a detailed 

alignment using annotated phospho-degrons from several Fbw7 substrates both 

in yeast and humans. This analysis, illustrated in Figure 3.4, revealed a 

consensus five residue stretch, which is important for Fbw7 recognition: (S/T)-P-

X-X-(S/T). The consensus sequence suggests that Fbw7 prefers motifs where 

two amino-acids spaced four residues apart (site “0” and “+4”) are either 

negatively-charged or can acquire a negative charge via phosphorylation. 

Furthermore, comparing the phospho-degrons from human Fbw7 substrates 

alone shows that the “+1” and “+2” sites are often prolines in numerous 

mammalian Fbw7 degrons. In theory therefore, a mammalian degron for Fbw7 

would read as follows: (S/T)-P-P-X-(S/T). 

 By studying the Myc sequence for the presence of such a consensus I 

identified not only the previously documented degron—residues 58-62: TPPLS, 

but also the presence of a second potential degron harbored within residues 244-
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248: TPPTT. I decided to study whether region 244-248 in Myc functions as a 

second Fbw7-destruction sequence. Because MB-I, the location of the first Fbw7 

degron, is a well characterized mutation cluster in lymphomas, I first asked if 

region 244-248 also harbored cancer-associated genetic changes. Indeed, I 

found that three residues within this region—P245, T247, and T248—have been 

previously reported as sites of cancer-associated mutations in Myc and this 

pattern of clustered mutations (cluster e in Figure 1.3b) is similar to the clustering 

of mutations within CPD1 (cluster a in Figure 1.3b), suggesting that these two 

regions could share functional similarities, including the ability to regulate Myc 

proteolysis. 

I therefore tested the notion that residues within region 244-248 play a role 

in regulating Myc proteolysis with Simone Salghetti (Tansey laboratory). I 

engineered 3T3 primary mouse fibroblasts stably expressing either WT or mutant 

Myc proteins and Simone analyzed their stability using cyclohexamide chase. In 

this experiment we studied the P245A cancer mutant and a deletion mutant of 

the entire 244-248 region for changes in stability compared to WT Myc. As a 

positive control, I generated 3T3 cells stably expressing the T58A mutant. 

Results of this experiment, presented in Figure 3.5A, show that indeed both, the 

P245A and the Δ244-248 mutations increased Myc stability compared to WT-Myc 

and showed decay patterns similar to the T58A mutant. I concluded that region 

244-248 was important for Myc proteolysis, and changes in this region either by 

point mutations or deletions, attenuate Myc destruction.  
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This analysis confirmed an important role for the 244-248 region in Myc 

proteolysis. Because this region harbored a consensus CPD sequence, I 

predicted a model where Fbw7 has two degrons in Myc: CPD1 (residues 58-62) 

and CPD2 (residues 244-248). This model suggests that mutations in either one 

of the two CPDs would still allow Myc destruction in response to Fbw7 via the 

other degron, as observed earlier in the case of CPD1 mutants (Figure 3.3C); 

however, double-mutants of Myc in both the CPDs would resist Fbw7-mediated 

proteolysis.  

I therefore tested the role of Fbw7 in the destruction of Myc CPD2. I co-

expressed Fbw7 transiently with either a CPD2 mutant alone (P245A) or with a 

double mutant (T58A+P245A) in U2OS cells. Additionally, as a control I 

expressed the Myc-interacting protein, Max. Results of this experiment are 

shown in Figure 3.5B. As expected, levels of the control protein, Max, were 

unchanged upon Fbw7 overexpression. However, although levels of the P245A 

mutant reduced in response to Fbw7 expression, the T58A+P245A double 

mutant failed to show any discernible response to changes in Fbw7 levels, thus 

resisting destruction via Fbw7. Results of this experiment along with the 

computational alignment and the results obtained from the stability experiments 

illustrate the presence of a second consensus-Fbw7 site in Myc within residues 

244-248, which presumably functions as a degron and is represented as a 

mutation cluster in B-cell lymphomas. 
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3.2.4 In vitro assays show mutations of the second degron are oncogenic 

 Region 244-248 represents a cancer-associated mutation cluster; 

therefore, in collaboration with Claudio Scuoppo in Scott Lowe’s laboratory, I 

decided to address the idea that Myc mutants within region 244-248 are 

important in oncogenesis. We first tested the activity of these mutants in vitro. 

Because one common way to study the oncogenic potential of proteins is to 

study their ability to induce anchorage-independent growth in fibroblasts, we 

tested the Myc mutants for their ability to induce colony formation in soft agar.  

For this analysis we used NIH3T3 primary mouse fibroblasts stably 

expressing either WT or Myc mutants. We compared the soft agar colony-

forming ability of WT Myc versus Myc mutants in either CPD1 or CPD2. Results 

of this assay are shown in Figure 3.6A. By counting the number of colonies and 

visually comparing the colony morphology, we observed that Myc induced colony 

formation in these cells at levels much higher than background (compare empty 

vector control versus WT Myc). More interestingly, however, we found that 

mutations in Myc such as T58A and P245A, led to a nearly 1.5 – 2 fold increase 

in the number of colonies. The colonies formed by the T58A and P245A mutant 

were relatively larger and morphologically different from WT Myc. Whereas WT 

Myc formed more regular rounded colonies, the Myc mutants induced irregular 

colony growth with disorganized outgrowths breaking off the colony integrity. We 

concluded from these observations that mutations in CPD1 or CPD2, as 

measured by cellular transformation, induce the oncogenic ability of Myc. 
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We then tested the effects of WT and Myc mutants in proliferative assays. 

Because Myc mutations occur naturally in blood-borne cancers, we decided to 

test their influence using a competition assay in cells of the hematopoietic 

compartment. We cultured hematopoietic cells under previously described 

growth conditions which favored growth of B-cells (Whitlock et al. 1982). We 

transduced the cells with either WT or mutant Myc using vectors which co-

expressed GFP. By following the population of GFP positive cells by FACS, we 

could quantitatively track the enrichment of cells expressing a certain Myc 

mutant.  The changes in the percentage of GFP-positive cells over a time-course 

of several days thus correlates with the advantage conferred upon these cells by 

the respective Myc mutant (Figure 3.6B). Under these experimental conditions 

we made two important observations. First, our analysis revealed that all the Myc 

mutants tested in this assay scored higher than WT Myc, suggesting that cancer-

associated Myc mutations confer a competitive growth advantage over WT Myc 

in the hematopoietic compartment. Moreover, we found that the cells expressing 

the Δ244-248 CPD2 mutant either alone or together with the T58A mutant scored 

higher than the cells expressing P245A. We concluded that under these assay 

conditions, although all Myc mutants confer a growth advantage compared to WT 

Myc, a deletion of CPD2 confers a bigger advantage compared to the point 

mutant, P245A, suggesting that other residues in CPD2 may also play an 

important role in this process. 
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3.2.5 P245A is an aggressive oncogene 

Using in vitro assays, we were able to demonstrate the importance of 

CPD2 in Myc function. We therefore decided to extend our analysis and 

investigate the role of these mutations in physiologically-relevant animal models 

of blood-borne cancer. Because Myc has been historically identified as the 

oncogene driving a majority of B-cell cancers, especially Burkitt’s lymphoma, 

there has been significant effort to recapitulate Myc-mediated lymphomagenesis 

in animal cancer models. Currently there exist two animal models of 

lymphomagenesis which have met with some degree of success: the Eµ-Myc 

model and the adoptive-transfer model. Despite its many utilities, the Eµ-Myc 

model system can be used to study cancer development only in the genetic 

context of WT Myc expression. On the other hand, the adoptive transfer model 

for lymphomagenesis, allows us to study tumor development either using WT or 

mutant Myc expression. Because our goal was to study the effects of the mutant 

Myc proteins, we chose the adoptive transfer method. 

 Using enriched hematopoietic stem cell preparations from embryonic 

livers, we transduced Empty Vector, WT, or mutant Myc using retroviral vectors 

which co-expressed GFP. We tested the relative oncogenicity of the CPD1 or 

CPD2 mutants compared to WT Myc, using the T58A or P245A mutant 

respectively. Development of tumors was followed by routinely palpating mice for 

the presence of enlarged lymph nodes, and oncogenicity was measured based 

on the survival kinetics of the animals injected with the different Myc-expressing 

cells. Our results, as shown in Figure 3.7, establish several important 
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observations. First, as previously reported we observed that T58A was more 

oncogenic than WT Myc and significantly increased the penetrance of lymphoma 

with a much smaller latency period. More interestingly, however, we observed 

that the P245A mutant derived from the second-degron developed lymphomas 

with a time-course nearly identical to T58A and in some cases with a higher 

disease penetrance. Although it is difficult to conclude which amongst the two 

CPD-mutants is more oncogenic from these results; compared to WT Myc we 

conclude that the P245A mutant is indeed an aggressive oncogene, suggesting 

that CPD2 function is important in the control of lymphomagenesis.  

 

3.3 DISCUSSION 

For many years, it has been known that Myc proteolysis is compromised 

in cancers. However, the full extent and mechanism of this alteration has not 

been appreciated. In this context, the discovery of another region in Myc which 

regulates its stability downstream of the Fbw7 tumor suppressor is indeed 

important. Although, Fbw7 has been shown to be an Ub-ligase for Myc, our 

understanding of Myc proteolysis by this process has been limited due to several 

inconsistencies in the regulation of Myc versus the regulation of other cellular 

substrates of Fbw7. Here, by resolving two long-standing discrepancies: the 

resistance of Myc to Fbw7 proteolysis under normal cycling conditions and the 

process of Myc targeting by Fbw7 via a single weak CPD, my analysis reinforces 

the importance of the Fbw7 pathway in Myc oncogenesis. 
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Under normal cycling conditions Fbw7 activity is attenuated by the 

deubiquitylating enzyme Usp28, presumably because Myc function is important 

to drive cell cycle progression. Conversely, [as demonstrated by others (Popov et 

al. 2007)] inactivation of this shielding process in response to specific cellular 

stimuli allows Fbw7 to rapidly destroy Myc and thus prevent cell cycle 

progression. The counter-acting activities of Fbw7 and Usp28 on Myc, therefore, 

establish a rapid cellular means to clear Myc and limit its biological activity. 

Given that Usp28 exerts a protective role on Myc turnover, one would 

predict that Usp28 levels should be induced in cancers. Surprisingly however, 

copy number analyses from cancers suggest that the Usp28 containing genomic 

locus is a site of frequent deletions (Knuutila et al. 1999; Hicks et al. 2006). This 

observation is somewhat counter-intuitive, given that Usp28 loss destabilizes 

Myc by making Myc vulnerable to destruction by Fbw7. I speculate that this 

phenomenon possibly underlies the need for inactivation of Fbw7 in cancers. The 

loss of Fbw7 function in these cancers, therefore, could probably serve as a 

secondary compensatory mechanism to overcome the oncogenic barrier 

established by loss of Usp28 function. 

Although inactivation of Fbw7 has been described in many cancers the 

resistance of Myc to Fbw7 proteolysis under proliferating conditions raised 

doubts about the importance of this process in Myc-dependent tumorigenesis. 

My analysis now reveals some insights about the importance of Fbw7-mediated 

tumor suppression in Myc biology. This analysis shows that similar to other Fbw7 

substrates, Myc harbors at least two CPDs and mutations in these regions, which 
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occur in blood cancers, interfere with Fbw7-mediated proteolysis. Similar to the 

regulation of Cyclin E which also harbors two CPDs (Welcker et al. 2007), I now 

speculate that the two Myc degrons simultaneously mediate the recruitment of an 

Fbw7 dimer and that disruption of this process attenuates Myc proteolysis in 

several cancers.  

The similarity in the oncogenic effects of the CPD1 and CPD2 mutants 

raises a very pertinent question: why have two degrons where one would suffice? 

We consider two possibilities for this observation. First, based on observations 

made with other cellular Fbw7 substrates, and considering both Myc CPDs occur 

in regions conserved throughout the Myc family (Luscher et al. 1989; Atchley et 

al. 1995), suggests the possibility that Myc too evolutionarily retains multiple low-

affinity CPDs as a means to achieve greater regulatory control over Fbw7 

proteolysis. Second, given the importance of environmental cues in Myc 

proteolysis at CPD1, it is not difficult to imagine that the regulation of Myc 

turnover via these two degrons could occur in response to different cellular 

needs—independent of one another. One possible means to achieve such a 

differential regulation could be via differences in the cellular kinase(s) which 

phosphorylate Myc at these two degrons. Indeed, by comparing the regulation of 

phosphorylation at CPD1 with the phosphorylation events at the T244 and T248 

sites in the second degron, I continue to currently investigate this rather 

interesting possibility.  

 

3.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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3.4.1 LSC analysis 

All experiments were performed using the LSC-iCys system (Compucyte, 

MA) attached to an Olympus IX-71 microscope. Signal from multiple fluorophores 

was compensated by measuring the spectral bleed into other channels using 

controls containing each individual fluorophore, and subtracting the 

corresponding non-specific leakage. Thresholds for measuring each fluorophore 

were set at signal intensities where there was negligible background signal. The 

fluorescence units obtained thereafter were used to compare the expression 

patterns within different cell cycle populations. Approximately 2000-3000 cells 

were scanned in each individual analysis and cell cycle profiles were gated 

based on DNA content into G1, S, and G2/M populations.  

For quantification, the mean signals of the respective proteins were 

measured within the given cell cycle gates. Fluorescence values were 

normalized to a ratio of green/blue fluorescence to quantify relative levels of Myc 

protein in different cell cycle stages as a function of DNA. 

  

3.4.2 RNA interference  

Myc and Fbw7 knockdown was performed using RNA interference. Pools of 

siGenome RNA against Myc, Fbw7, and Luciferase (control) were obtained from 

Dharmacon, and transiently transfected into U2OS cells using the Oligofectamine 

reagent (Invitrogen).  
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The effect of USP28 was studied by transfecting shRNA pools against 

USP28 into U2OS cells. Knockdown of USP28 expression was confirmed using 

quantitative RT-QPCR, and found to be ~50% (Data not shown). 

 

3.4.3 Immuno-precipitation analysis 

 Immuno-precipitation analysis to study the binding of Fbw7 and Myc was 

studied by transiently co-transfecting U2OS cells with p3xFLAG-Fbw7 (0.5 µg), 

pCGT-Max (250 ng), and pCGN-Myc (50 ng) using the Fugene 6.0 transfection 

reagent. After 48 hrs of transfection, cells were lysed under non-denaturing 

conditions (50 mM Tris [pH:7.5], 170 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.5% NP-40 with 

fresh protease inhibitor cocktail). Cell lysates were immuno-precipitated using 

either α-FLAG (M2 antibody, 1:1000) or α-HA (12CA5 antibody, 1:500). Immune 

complexes thus recovered were analyzed by western blotting.  

 

3.4.4 Anchorage-independent growth 

 The ability of Myc to induce anchorage-independent growth was studied 

using NIH3T3 cells stably expressing either WT- or mutant-Myc oncoproteins. 

The assays were done by studying the growth properties of Myc in soft-agar 

medium. Specifically, 3.2% agarose was diluted to 0.8% using DMEM+10% Calf 

Serum+Pen-Step. 2.5 ml basal layer was poured in each well of a six well dish 

and allowed to set for 10 min at RT followed by another 10 min at 4˚C. Equal 

volume of 0.8% agarose (pre-warmed at 55˚C) was mixed with the respective 

3T3 cells, to yield a final concentration of 10,000 cells/ml of 0.4% agarose. 2 ml 
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of this cell mix in soft agar was poured on top of the basal layer and allowed to 

set for 10 min at RT followed by 10 min. After overnight incubation, the agarose 

was layered with 1 ml of growth medium which was carefully replaced every four 

days for the entire course of the assay, usually 2 – 3 weeks. Colonies formed in 

the different samples were counted under a bright-field microscope and 

graphically represented relative to the colonies formed by WT-Myc (arbitrarily set 

to 100). 

 

3.4.5 Adoptive transfer assay for lymphomagenesis 

 Adoptive transfer assays were done using stem cell cells isolated from 

embryonic fetal livers derived from pregnant E14.5 C57BL/6 WT mice. The stem 

cells were infected every 12 hrs four times with retroviruses expressing either WT 

or mutant Myc using vectors which co-expressed GFP. Retroviruses were 

derived using standard techniques in ecotropic phoenix packaging lines. Prior to 

reconstitution, the population of GFP-positive cells was measured, and cells were 

injected via the tail vein into cohorts of five sub-lethally irradiated C57BL/6 WT 

mice. Reconstituted animals were routinely monitored for signs of disease by 

palpating the lymph nodes and survival was defined based on the time taken 

from stem cell reconstitution until the animal was sacrificed. Tumors derived from 

the animals were processed into single cell suspension and analyzed for cell 

surface markers using FACS analysis.          
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Figure 3.1: Effect of Fbw7 knockdown on Myc and Cyclin E 
U2OS cells were transfected with siRNA duplexes against luciferase-

control, Fbw7, or Myc. Cell lysates were assessed using western blots for Myc, 
Cyclin E, and Actin. The Western blot shows that levels of Cyclin E, but not Myc, 
are induced upon Fbw7 knockdown. Knockdown of Myc leads to a reduction in 
Myc levels, as expected. 
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Figure 3.2: Usp28 knockdown reduces Myc levels at all cell cycle stages 
 
(A) U2OS cells were co-transfected with shRNA against control-luciferase or 
Usp28 with or without siRNA against Fbw7. Compared to control cells (lane 1), 
knocking down Fbw7 alone (lane 2) has very little effect on Myc whereas 
knocking down Usp28 alone (lane 3) leads to a reduction in Myc levels. Knocking 
down Fbw7 in cells with Usp28 knockdown, rescues Myc levels to near control 
levels, suggesting that in cells with lower Usp28 levels, Fbw7 represents a 
prominent pathway for Myc destruction. 
 
(B) LSC-analysis of cells was done using U2OS cells expressing shRNA 
against either control-luciferase or Usp28. Usp28 knockdown leads a reduction in 
Myc uniformly at all stages of the cell cycle.  
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Figure 3.3: MB-I mutants retain partial ability to bind and respond to Fbw7 
expression. 
 
(A) HA-tagged Myc-Box I mutations, T58A, S62A, TA/SA (T58A+S62A), and 
ΔCPD1 (residues 56-59: LPTP) were co-expressed with FLAG-tagged Fbw7. 
Immuno-precipitations were performed by recovering either HA-Myc or FLAG-
Fbw7 in parallel. Immuno-blotting shows that Myc mutants continue to recover a 
significant fraction of Fbw7 and vice versa. 
 
(B) Myc interaction with specific forms of Fbw7 was studied by co-expressing 
WT- or T58A-Myc with either Fbw7α or Fbw7β. Immuno-precipitations were 
performed in parallel for either the HA- or the FLAG-epitope and immuno-blotted.  
Compared to Fbw7α, Fbw7β  interacts poorly with Myc. Although T58A binds 
Fbw7α  much weaker than WT-Myc; this binding is significantly more than the 
near-background levels of Myc recovered by Fbw7β 
 
(C) Consistent with the results of the immuno-precipitation experiments, 
steady-state levels of Myc mutants drop in response to forced expression of 
Fbw7. In contrast, the non-specific protein GFP does not respond to changes in 
Fbw7 expression.   
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Figure 3.4: Sequence alignment of multiple Fbw7 targets reveals the 
presence of a second Fbw7-binding site in Myc. 
 
(A) Multiple sequence alignment of phosphor-degrons from numerous yeast 
and mammalian Fbw7 substrates shows conservation of the “0”, “+1”, and “+4” 
sites as serine/threonine, proline, and serine/threonine respectively. 
 
(B) Weblogo of the consensus Fbw7 recognition sequence. 
 
(C) Primary sequence analysis of Myc shows two sequences (bold-faced) 
which fit the Fbw7 consensus: the originally characterized binding site at 
residues 58-62 and a second recognition site harbored within region 244 – 248. 
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Figure 3.5: Region 244 – 248 is important for Fbw7-mediated proteolysis 
 
*(A) Myc stability was studied using Cyclohexamide chase.  The P245A and 
D244-248 mutants are more stable compared to WT-Myc, and follow decay 
patterns similar to the T58A mutant. These results confirm that the 244-248 
region is important for Myc proteolysis. 
 
(B) Overexpression of Fbw7 reduces P245A levels. However, the double-
mutant T58A+P245A is resistant to Fbw7 proteolysis. As a control, T7-tagged 
Max is expressed and shows no change in response to Fbw7. 
 
(* This experiment was done by Simone Salghetti, Tansey laboratory) 
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Figure 3.6: Mutants in the 244-248 region are oncogenic in vitro. 
 
* (A) Soft agar colony formation assay using 3T3 cells stably expressing either 
WT or cancer-associated Myc mutants shows that Myc cancer mutants are more 
oncogenic than WT. Note in particular the much larger colony morphology in 
mutants of the second Myc degron. The graph depicts quantitations of colony 
number from three independent experiments as Mean±S.D. 
 
* (B) The Whitlock-Witte assay to study the effect of Myc mutants on B-cell 
proliferation was done using WT and mutant Myc for a period of 8 days. The 
enrichment of GFP-positive cells shows that all Myc mutants score higher than 
WT Myc. Among the mutants, Δ244-248 and the T58A+Δ244-248 double mutant 
yield the highest competitive advantage. Results are plotted as Mean %GFP-
positive cells from six independent experiments.  
 
(*These experiments were done in collaboration with Claudio Scuoppo, Lowe 
laboratory) 
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Figure 3.7: The P245A cancer mutant is highly oncogenic in animal 
models of lymphomagenesis. 
 
* (A) GFP-positive lymphomas were observed in animals expressing the Myc-
mutants. Animals injected with cells expressing Empty-Vector as a control, did 
not develop any tumors during the course of analysis. 
 
* (B) Kaplan-Meier survival curves showing the comparison between animals 
injected with cells expressing either Empty Vector (Control), WT, T58A, or P245A 
Myc. Compared to WT Myc, both the mutants tested, T58A and P245A, showed 
higher disease penetrance and induced tumors with reduced disease latency. 
 
 
(*These experiments were done in collaboration with Claudio Scuoppo, Lowe 
laboratory) 
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Chapter 4 

Regulation of Myc-proteolysis by the adenoviral E1A oncoprotein 

Tworkowski KA*, Chakraborty AA*, Samuelson AV, Seger YR, Narita M, Hannon GJ, Lowe SW, Tansey WP. (2008) Proc 
Natl Acad Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. (*Equal authors)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 DNA tumor viruses such as SV40 and adenovirus have been historically 

utilized to expose the cellular mechanisms underlying oncogenic transformation. 

It is believed that via specific regions within their small genomes, DNA tumor 

viruses have evolved mechanisms to hijack host machinery and drive key 

biological processes such as DNA replication and cell cycle progression. 

Because loss of growth control due to deregulation of these pathways often 

underlies the evolution of tumorigenesis, studying DNA tumor viruses over the 

years has provided a means to identify the most potent cellular pathways 

mediating cell proliferation, apoptosis, and oncogenic transformation.  

One of the best studied oncogenes from DNA tumor viruses is the 

adenoviral E1A oncogene. Expressed as an early gene upon viral infection, E1A 

has been demonstrated to mediate several key cellular processes, including the 

ability to induce cell proliferation, inhibit differentiation, and regulate cell death 
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(Sang et al., 2002). E1A harbors discrete regions to mediate its biological 

functions, and consistent with their functional importance, some of these regions 

are evolutionarily conserved in E1A from several adenoviral serotypes, and 

commonly called Conserved Region (CR) 1-4. 

One common means by which E1A mediates many of its functions is via 

the interaction with important modulators of cell growth and apoptosis (Ben-Israel 

and Kleinberger, 2002).  Probably the most prominent of these modulators is the 

tumor suppressor protein Retinoblastoma (Rb). Rb regulates the cellular activity 

of the E2F1 protein. Under normal growth conditions, Rb-interacts with E2F at 

specific stages of the cell cycle and thereby limits E2F ability to induce 

proliferation. E1A interaction with Rb via an LXCXE motif located within CR2 

sequesters of Rb and consequently releases the E2F transcription factor. This 

release from the Rb complex leads to ectopic activation of E2F and results in the 

activation of genes required for S-phase entry and subsequent cell cycle 

progression (Howe et al., 1990). 

Besides CR2 other regions in the amino-terminus of E1A, including the 

conserved CR1 region, are also required for E1A’s biological activities. However, 

because these regions do not participate in Rb-binding it is believed that 

inactivation of Rb may not be the sole mechanism through which E1A functions 

(Howe and Bayley, 1992). The amino-terminus of E1A binds to numerous cellular 

proteins; however, the interaction of E1A with a number of chromatin-remodeling 

factors such as p300/CBP and the SWI/SNF related protein p400 is believed to 

be particularly important for E1A function. This fact is best evidenced by studying 
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the importance of E1A-p400 interaction. p400 is essential for the ability of E1A to 

induce apoptosis, and an E1A mutant that can bind p300/CBP but not p400, is 

impaired in its ability to induce both cell death and transformation. Although, the 

importance of p400 in E1A is well established, the downstream cellular target(s) 

of this pathway was unknown for many years.   

Many years ago, it was proposed that E1A and Myc are structurally 

related. For several years thereafter, E1A and Myc have been independently 

described to mediate the same biological processes. Moreover, both E1A and 

Myc bind to many common cellular proteins including the chromatin-remodellers 

p300 and p400. These results gave rise to the notion that the oncogenic 

pathways of E1A and Myc could partly overlap. However, no biological link was 

established in the E1A and Myc pathways. Recently, such a link was revealed 

and it was demonstrated that during the course of adenovirus infection, E1A 

expression inhibits the ubiquitin (Ub)-mediated destruction of Myc (Lohr et al., 

2003). Considering the importance of both E1A and Myc as cellular oncogenes, 

and the importance of deregulation of Myc proteolysis in oncogenic pathways, I 

speculated that the stabilization of Myc by E1A may play a more direct role in 

E1A activity. I therefore investigated the mechanism through which E1A 

stabilizes Myc, and probed the role of this mechanism in the function of E1A.  

 

4.2 RESULTS 

4.2.1 Adenoviral E1A expression stabilizes Myc  
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 My work to understand the importance of the Myc function in the E1A 

pathway was done in collaboration with Kathryn Tworkowski in the Tansey 

laboratory. To study the influence of E1A on Myc stability, Kathryn infected 

human U2OS cells with Ad5-serotype adenovirus (dl520) which expresses WT 

E1A, and followed the expression of both Myc RNA and protein at various time 

points following adenoviral infection. Myc protein levels were assessed by 

Western blot. This analysis revealed that 6 to 8 hours after infection there was a 

transient increase in the steady-state levels of Myc which then tapered off over 

the time course of 12-24 hours post-infection (Figure 4.1A). Consistent with 

previous reports, adenoviral infection led to a decrease in the cellular levels of 

Myc mRNA (Figure 4.1B). The transient increase in Myc protein levels, therefore, 

together with the reduction in Myc mRNA levels argue that Myc protein is 

stabilized upon adenoviral infection. To test this notion, U2OS cells were infected 

with adenovirus dl520 and 6 hours after infection protein synthesis was inhibited 

using the drug Cyclohexamide (CHX). Studying the decay of Myc protein, under 

these conditions, revealed that adenovirus stabilized Myc considerably. 

Moreover, this stabilization occurred in an E1A dependent manner, as 

expression of a control adenovirus expressing LacZ (β-gal), instead of E1A, 

failed to stabilize Myc (Figure 4.1C). These results confirmed earlier observations 

regarding the ability of E1A to stabilize Myc and provided us with a biological 

setting to understand the mechanisms of this process. 

 

4.2.2 E1A stabilizes Myc independent of global inhibition of the proteasome 
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 The amino-terminus of E1A interacts with numerous cellular proteins 

including many subunits of the 19S proteasome (Turnell et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 

2004). This interaction is believed to inactivate proteasomal function and has 

been demonstrated to result in the cellular stabilization of the tumor suppressor 

protein, p53. Because Myc too is a direct target for proteolysis via the Ub-

proteasome pathway, we considered that the stabilization of Myc by E1A may be 

an indirect outcome of proteasomal inhibition. 

 We tested this notion in two independent ways. First, Kathryn used an 

artificial substrate, U-GFP, which is an unstable version of GFP and is rapidly 

targeted to the proteasome for destruction. Comparing the decay patterns of U-

GFP in cells infected with the WT-adenovirus dl520 versus the control cells 

showed that although dl520 expression led to the stabilization of Myc, it had very 

little effect on the stability of U-GFP, suggesting that proteasomal activity was not 

globally attenuated in adenovirus infected cells (Figure 4.2).  

Using an entirely different approach, I investigated the sub-cellular 

localization patterns of Myc in cells infected with adenovirus. Recently it was 

shown that inhibition of the proteasome using chemical inhibitors led to the 

redistribution of Myc to the nucleolus (Arabi et al. 2003). If E1A indeed caused a 

global inhibition of proteasomal activity, I argued that it should induce a similar 

sub-cellular redistribution of Myc. I addressed this question in U2OS cells 

following adenoviral infection and observed the localization patterns of Myc by 

immuno-fluorescence. Results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.3, and 

reveal two important points. First, consistent with previous literature, I observed 
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that inhibition of the proteasome with a chemical inhibitor (MG132) led to an 

accumulation of Myc in the nucleolus (Figure 4.3A). Importantly however, 

infection with neither the control adenovirus nor the dl520 adenovirus induced 

any discernible change in Myc localization patterns (Figure 4.3B). I concluded 

that although under some settings, E1A has been shown to inhibit proteasomal 

activity, this observation cannot completely account for the stabilization of Myc 

under our experimental conditions. 

 

4.2.3 E1A-p400 interaction is important for Myc stabilization 

 E1A has been documented to interact with many cellular proteins via small 

modular domains, and these interactions are believed to contribute significantly 

towards E1A’s biological functions. Because our analysis revealed that 

attenuation of proteasomal activity was not the predominant mechanism for E1A 

to stabilize Myc, Kathryn probed for regions of E1A that are required for its ability 

to stabilize Myc using a set of overlapping E1A deletion mutants (Figure 4.4A). 

Results of this experiment, presented in Figure 4.4B, revealed that out of the 11 

deletion mutants tested only three mutant viruses: dl1101, dl1102, and dl1103 

failed to stabilize Myc. These three mutants span residues 4-49 in the amino-

terminus of E1A, a region which mediates E1A interaction with numerous cellular 

proteins, including proteasomal subunits, TBP, p300/CBP, and p400. However, 

the smallest deletion (residues: 26-35) which fails to stabilize Myc interacts with 

all of these proteins with the exception of p400. These data argue that interaction 

of E1A with p400 is important for E1A’s ability to stabilize Myc. 
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4.2.4 E1A requires p400 to stabilize Myc 

 The idea that p400 plays a role in E1A-mediated Myc stabilization was 

tested by comparing the ability of E1A to stabilize Myc in cells with reduced p400 

levels. The expression of p400 was knocked down in U2OS cells by stably 

expressing shRNA against p400. Simultaneously these cells were transduced 

with either a control empty vector or a vector expressing WT E1A. The stability of 

Myc in these cells was tested using CHX chase. The results of this experiment 

revealed two important observations about the behavior of Myc. First, these 

results revealed that knockdown of p400, even in the absence of E1A 

expression, destabilized Myc; and second, knocking down p400 attenuated the 

ability of E1A to stabilize Myc. These results revealed that not only does E1A 

require p400 for its ability to regulate Myc, but also that p400 normally promotes 

Myc stability (Figure 4.5A-C). 

 To address the ability of p400 to protect Myc against proteolysis, I tested 

the influence of p400 on the destruction mechanisms of Myc. Because Ub-

mediated proteolysis is one the major cellular pathways which regulates Myc 

destruction, I studied the effects of p400 expression on the ubiquitylation levels of 

Myc. Using U2OS cells, I co-transfected Myc with or without p400 alongwith a 

vector expressing a His-tagged version of Ubiquitin. By recovering the 

ubiquitylated species using Ni-NTA beads, the steady-state ubiquitylated levels 
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of a given protein can be detected as high-molecular weight ubiquitin conjugates 

by western blotting. By western blotting I probed for high-molecular weight Myc-

Ub conjugates and observed that p400 over-expression led to a reduction in the 

formation of the Myc-Ub conjugates specifically. In contrast, p53-Ub conjugates 

which I analyzed simultaneously as a control were unaffected by the changes in 

levels of p400 (Figure 4.5D). Based on these results, I concluded that p400 

expression was important for E1A to stabilize Myc and that p400 promoted Myc 

stability presumably by reducing the extent of Myc ubiquitylation. 

 

4.2.5 E1A promotes the cellular association of Myc and p400 

 Given the importance of p400 in Myc stabilization via E1A, I sought to 

understand if E1A targets the ability of p400 to protect Myc from proteolysis. The 

chromatin-remodeling protein p400 has been shown to interact with both E1A 

and Myc. Therefore, I considered the possibility that E1A might regulate the 

association of Myc and p400. I tested this notion in U2OS cells transiently 

expressing HA-tagged Myc and FLAG-tagged p400. Using adenoviral infection I 

tested the effects of E1A expression on the association of Myc and p400 by 

immuno-precipitation from these cells. In parallel I infected cells with either 

control (β-gal) adenovirus or the p400-binding defective dl1102 adenovirus. 

Recovering either Myc or p400 immune-complexes, I discovered that the 

association of Myc with p400 was increased in cells expressing WT E1A 

compared to uninfected cells or cells infected with the β-gal control adenovirus 

(Figure 4.6, compare lane 2 to 3; and lane 6 to 7). In contrast, the dl1102 mutant 
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which is impaired in its ability to recruit p400 was attenuated in its ability to 

stimulate interaction between Myc and p400 (Figure 4.6, compare lane 3 to 4; 

and lane 7 to 8). I concluded that E1A promoted the association of Myc and p400 

in solution and that E1A’s interaction with p400 was important in this process.    

 I next asked if the co-association of Myc and p400 in response to E1A 

expression also occurred on chromatin at a transcriptional target of Myc. I 

studied the the recruitment of Myc and p400 at B23 (nucleophosmin), one of the 

best characterized transcriptional targets of Myc. Because in my pilot 

experiments I found that the commercially available antibodies against p400 did 

not work very efficiently for ChIP, I decided to test the effects of E1A expression 

on Myc and p400 recruitment in cells expressing FLAG-tagged p400, which 

would allow me to recover p400 using anti-FLAG antibodies. Using U2OS cells 

expressing FLAG-tagged p400, I first performed a ChIP using an antibody 

against Myc and observed that expression of WT E1A, but not of the dl1102 

mutant strain, led to an increase in the association of Myc at the E-box cluster 

harbored within intron I of B23. To address if these Myc complexes were also 

enriched for p400, I recovered Myc-bound DNA complexes, released them from 

the beads and performed a second round of immuno-precipitation on the eluates 

using the anti-FLAG antibody to pull down p400 containing complexes. Results of 

this sequential-ChIP assay, presented in Figure 4.7, revealed that expressing 

WT-E1A also promoted co-association of Myc and p400 on chromatin at the B23 

promoter. In contrast, the dl1102, which failed to induce Myc-p400 interaction in 

solution, did not promote the formation of these complexes at Myc target gene 
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promoters. I concluded that E1A promotes the formation of Myc and p400 not 

only in solution but also on chromatin at the Myc target gene B23. Taken 

together, this ability of E1A to promote recruitment of Myc to its target gene, and 

that too in complex with the p400 transcriptional co-activator, supports a model 

where E1A can functionally target Myc via its association with p400.  

 

4.2.6 E1A functionally interacts with the Myc pathway 

 E1A and Myc have been described to share many functional similarities, 

such as the ability to induce cell proliferation and the ability to collaborate with 

Ras to transform primary fibroblasts. Because results from my ChIP analysis 

suggested that E1A might be able to stimulate Myc activity at its target gene 

promoters my earlier results, I considered if this overlap was partly due to the 

ability of E1A to function via Myc. Therefore, I tested the influence of E1A on the 

expression of several Myc target genes using primary human fibroblasts, IMR90. 

I transduced these cells with retroviruses expressing empty vector (as a control), 

WT E1A, or the Δ26-35 E1A mutant which fails to bind p400. Using these cells, I 

studied the expression of some of the best characterized Myc target genes, such 

as AHCY, B23, PCNA, and Rcl1. Interestingly I observed that compared to 

control cells, the cells expressing WT E1A showed elevated levels of the Myc 

target genes. Conversely, expression of the mutant E1A protein failed to evoke a 

comparable induction in Myc target genes. To confirm that Myc was important for 

the ability of E1A to induce target gene expression, I transfected these cells with 

siRNA-duplexes against Myc, and analyzed the target gene levels in cells with 
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reduced Myc levels. As expected, the ability of E1A to stimulate expression of 

these target genes was compromised in cells with Myc knockdown. These data 

support a model where E1A recruits Myc to target genes in transcriptionally 

active complexes with the co-activator p400 and in turn stimulates the expression 

of Myc target genes (Figure 4.8).  

 To address the functional importance of the ability of E1A to induce Myc 

function, we collaborated with Andrew Samuelson in the Lowe laboratory and 

tested the importance of Myc expression in E1A function. The requirement of 

Myc for the ability of E1A to induce apoptosis was tested in Rat1 fibroblasts. 

Expression of E1A led to a potent induction of apoptosis in Rat1 fibroblasts, upon 

treatment with the DNA-damaging agent, Adriamycin. However, in congenic Myc-

null fibroblasts (HO15.19), where both copies of Myc are disrupted by 

homologous recombination, E1A failed to signal apoptosis. The inability of E1A to 

induce cell death was because of the absence of Myc, because reintroduction of 

Myc in the HO15.19 cells rescued the ability of E1A to mediate cell death in 

these cells (Figure 4.9). In summary, these data are consistent with the model 

that E1A can target the functional network of Myc and requires the expression of 

Myc in cells to be able to mediate its key biological functions, such as apoptosis.  

 

4.3 DISCUSSION 

Although it was known for many years that E1A and Myc share numerous 

biological similarities, such as the ability to induce cell proliferation, the ability to 

drive quiescent cells back into the cell cycle, and the ability to co-operate with 
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other oncogenes and promote transformation of cultured primary cells, the 

mechanism for this functional overlap was never understood. Our results 

establish that this overlapping functional repertoire emerges, at least in part, from 

the ability of E1A to directly hijack Myc’s cellular function. By targeting a 

proliferative pathway, such as Myc, E1A can initiate a global transcriptional 

program to induce cell cycle progression in infected cells.   

Additionally, these observations highlight a novel means by which E1A 

can target its cellular substrates. We originally approached the ability of E1A to 

stabilize Myc as an indirect outcome of proteasomal inhibition by E1A. However, 

the course of our investigations has proven that it is the regulation of the levels of 

Myc-p400 complexes by E1A which affect Myc-stability, rather than a global 

inhibition of the proteasome. Although we can never completely discount the role 

of E1A-mediated proteasome inhibition in our analysis, the more direct effects of 

p400 on Myc-ubiquitylation seem to suggest that E1A can target Myc upstream 

of ubiquitylation itself.  

One means for E1A mediated stabilization of Myc is via the effect of E1A 

expression on p400 levels. Besides requiring p400 to mediate its biological 

functions, E1A has been previously demonstrated to induce the cellular levels of 

p400 (Samuelson et al. 2005). Given that our analysis suggests that p400 can 

act as a physiological regulator of Myc and promote its stability, it is easy to 

imagine that by inducing p400 levels, E1A targets the ability of p400 to regulate 

Myc proteolysis.    
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Another clue to explain this observation emerges from the fact that p400 

interacts with Myc via the well conserved MB-II region. Given that MB-II also 

serves to recruit the Ub-ligase Skp2, I speculate that E1A could instigate a 

biochemical competition between p400 and Skp2 for binding to Myc. By 

promoting Myc-p400 association, therefore, E1A may interfere with Skp2 binding 

to Myc, thus protecting Myc from proteolysis. 

 Lastly, our body of work clarifies some previously known cellular networks 

regulating proliferation. For example, although it was earlier believed that 

knockdown of p400 leads to cellular senescence and growth arrest, primarily via 

induction of the p53-p21 pathway our work allows for a more comprehensive 

model for this process. Besides inducing p53 and p21 activity, we now propose 

that, loss of p400 would destabilize Myc and thereby simultaneously repress the 

growth-promoting function of the Myc-transcriptional program.  

 Historically, DNA viruses have been used in modern biology because of 

their ability to target the most vulnerable (and probably minimal) set of cellular 

pathways to mediate their function. It was therefore not surprising when E1A was 

demonstrated to target Ras, p53, and Rb-E2F function in the cell. Our work now 

demonstrates a more complete strategy by which E1A simultaneously and 

synergistically targets the transcriptional networks of two key transcriptional 

factors in the cell: E2F and Myc. This ‘‘double whammy’’ likely lies at the heart of 

the oncogenic potency of E1A and further highlights the utility of DNA tumor 

viruses as roadmaps to understanding cancer initiation and progression. 
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4.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.4.1 Adenovirus culture  

Adenoviruses were purified by freeze-thaw lysis followed by CsCl 

equilibrium centrifugation after 72 hour infections in 293 cells. For adenoviral 

infections, U2OS cells were incubated in a small volume of culture medium 

containing adenovirus particles to achieve a multiplicity of infection of 

approximately 15-30 plaque-forming units per cell, for 2 h at 37°C with 

intermittent rocking. Following this, additional media was added and infections 

were continued for appropriate time duration. 

 

4.4.2 Ubiquitylation Assays.  

Myc and p53 conjugates were detected by using the His-tagged Ub 

method after transfection of U2OS cells with pMT107 expressing His-tagged 

Ubiquitin, pCGN-Myc, pCGN-p53, and pCMV-p400 as indicated. Ubiquitylated 

species were recovered by binding Ni-NTA beads under denaturing conditions in 

Buffer A (6 M guanidine-HCl, 0.1 M Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4,10 mM imidazole, 

pH:8). Beads were washed multiple times in Buffer A and protein samples 

prepared by boiling  in 2x Laemmli buffer containing 300 mM Imidazole. Samples 

were analyzed for the levels of high molecular weight Ub-conjugates by western 

blotting. 

 

4.4.3 RNAi  
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Duplex pools of siGenome RNA against Myc and nontargetting control 

sequences (Dharmacon) were transiently transfected into IMR90 cells using 

Oligofectamine (Invitrogen) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Knockdown of 

Myc RNA was at least 50% (data not shown). 

 

4.4.4 Cell Viability  

To assay the ability of E1A to induce apoptosis in Myc-/- cells, HO.15.19, 

and parental Rat1 cells, TGR-1 were transduced with retroviruses to express 

constructs for WT E1A, E1A Δ26–35, or Myc, in the indicated combinations. 

Relative apoptosis was determined by comparing cell death using the trypan blue 

exclusion method, 24 h after treatment with increasing doses of adriamycin. Data 

presented are the average of three independent experiments. 

 

4.4.5 ChIP and Sequential-ChIP Analysis  

ChIP analyses were performed in U2OS cells that had been transfected 

with either control (pUC119) or pCMV-FLAG-p400 construct by using Fugene 6 

(Roche). After 48 h, cells were infected with control, dl520, and dl1102 

adenovirus for 8 h. Primary immunoprecipitation was performed by using anti-

Myc (N262) antibody; for re-ChIP, a secondary immunoprecipitation using anti-

FLAG (M2) antibody was performed. Co-precipitating DNAs after each round 

were assayed by quantitative PCR using the B23_C (specific) and B23_M 

(nonspecific control) amplicons. Re-ChIP DNA signals for FLAG-p400 were 

further normalized to those from cells transfected with the vector control.  
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*Figure 4.1: Adenoviral E1A stabilizes Myc 
(A) Western blot analysis to assess the effect of adenoviral infection on Myc 
protein levels shows that Myc levels peak transiently around the 6-8 hrs after 
infection around the same time as E1A expression is first detected.  
 
(B) Myc RNA levels were measured after 6 hours of adenoviral infection by Real 
Time quantitative PCR. Myc RNA levels drop by nearly 50% upon adenoviral 
infection. Values represent Mean±S.D. from three experiments. 
 
(C) E1A is important for the ability of adenovirus to stabilize Myc. Adenoviral 
infection with a control virus expressing β-gal does not significantly change Myc 
stability, compared to the uninfected control conditions. Chemical inhibition of the 
proteasome using MG132 stabilizes Myc. 
 
(This figure was reproduced from Tworkowski KA, Chakraborty AA, etal (2008) Proc Natl Acad 
Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. Copyright: National Academy of Science, USA, 2008). 
 
(*These experiments were done by Kathryn Tworkowski, Tansey laboratory) 
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Figure 4.2: Adenoviral E1A does not induce global suppression of 
proteasome function. 
 

The amino-terminus of E1A interacts with numerous sub-units of the 
proteasome and inactivates their function. The effect of E1A on global function of 
the proteasome was analyzed by assessing the stability of an artificial 
proteasomal substrate, U-GFP. Although Myc was stabilized upon adenoviral 
infection, the stability of U-GFP remained virtually unchanged. This observation 
suggests that E1A probably stabilizes Myc independent of a global shut-down of 
proteasome function. (This figure was reproduced from Tworkowski KA, Chakraborty AA, etal 
(2008) Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. Copyright: National Academy of Science, USA, 
2008). 
 
 

(*This experiment was done by Kathryn Tworkowski, Tansey laboratory) 
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Figure 4.3: Adenoviral infection does not alter sub-cellular distribution of 
Myc 
 
(A) Chemical inhibition of the proteasome by MG132 leads to an accumulation 
of Myc in the nucleolus. 
 
(B) Adenoviral infection does not induce any discernible change in Myc 
localization patterns, showing that the effects of adenoviral infection on Myc are 
different from proteasomal inhibition. This data further reinforces the idea that 
E1A stabilizes Myc via a mechanism different from global attenuation of 
proteolysis.  
(This figure was reproduced from Tworkowski KA, Chakraborty AA, etal (2008) Proc Natl Acad 
Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. Copyright: National Academy of Science, USA, 2008). 
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Figure 4.4: Interaction of E1A with p400 is important for Myc stabilization 
 
(A) Schematic representation of an overlapping set of deletion mutants of E1A. 
 
(B) Cyclohexamide chase experiment was done to assess the effect of several 
E1A mutants (shown in panel A) on Myc stability. Three deletion mutants: 
dl1101, dl1102, and dl1103 were impaired in their ability to stabilize Myc. These 
mutants span residues 4-49 of E1A and overlap tightly with the region important 
for E1A interaction with the chromatin remodeler, p400. (This figure was reproduced 
from Tworkowski KA, Chakraborty AA, etal (2008) Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. 
Copyright: National Academy of Science, USA, 2008). 
 
 
 
(*This experiment was done by Kathryn Tworkowski, Tansey laboratory) 
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Figure 4.5: p400 is a required for E1A mediated Myc stabilization. 
 
* (A) The ability of E1A to stabilize Myc was compared in U2OS cells expressing 
either control shRNA or shRNA against p400. Knockdown of p400 attenuated the 
ability of E1A to stabilize Myc, suggesting that p400 is important in this process. 
 
* (B), (C) p400 expression positively correlates with cellular Myc levels. Knocking 
down p400 by shRNA expression leads to a drop in Myc levels (panel B); in 
contrast, over-expression of p400 induces levels of Myc. 
 
(D) The ability of p400 to regulate Myc destruction was analyzed by assessing 
the influence of p400 overexpression on Myc ubiquitylation. The results show 
that p400 expression leads to a reduction in the levels of high molecular weight 
Myc-Ub conjugates. However, p400 expression does not alter the levels of p53-
Ub conjugates. (This figure was reproduced from Tworkowski KA, Chakraborty AA, etal (2008) 
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. Copyright: National Academy of Science, USA, 2008). 
 
 
(*These experiments were done by Kathryn Tworkowski, Tansey laboratory) 
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Figure 4.6:  E1A promotes association of Myc and p400 
 

The effect of E1A expression on the interaction of Myc and p400 was 
analyzed by immuno-precipitation in U2OS cells. Compared to mock infected 
control cells, or cells infected with the β-Gal expressing virus, the expression of 
WT E1A induced the association of Myc and p400. Conversely, the dl1102, 
which does not interact with p400, was impaired in its ability to stimulate the 
association of Myc and p400. (This figure was reproduced from Tworkowski KA, 
Chakraborty AA, etal (2008) Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. Copyright: National 
Academy of Science, USA, 2008). 
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Figure 4.7: E1A promotes recruitment of Myc-p400 complexes on 
chromatin 
 

The ability of E1A expression to influence Myc recruitment to its 
transcriptional targets was studied by ChIP analysis at the well characterized 
Myc target gene, B23, in U2OS cells. Infection of the dl520 adenovirus 
expressing WT E1A induced recruitment of Myc. Conversely, expression of the 
dl1102 mutant adenovirus failed to stimulate Myc recruitment. 

The presence of p400 in the Myc complexes was analyzed by sequential-
ChIP analysis. Results of this analysis show that WT E1A promotes the 
enrichment of Myc-p400 complexes whereas mutant E1A is unable to induce 
recruitment of p400-containing Myc complexes at B23.  

Results are represented as Mean±S.D from three independent 
experiments. (This figure was reproduced from Tworkowski KA, Chakraborty AA, etal (2008) 
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. Copyright: National Academy of Science, USA, 2008). 
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Figure 4.8: E1A regulates Myc function 
 

The effect of E1A expression on Myc function was analyzed by 
measuring the levels of Myc target gene mRNA in stable IMR90 cell lines, 
expressing either WT or the Δ26-35 E1A mutant. Compared to vector 
control, cells expressing WT E1A showed elevated levels of Myc target 
genes such as Rcl, AHCY, B23, and PCNA. This effect was not observed 
in cells expressing the Δ26-35 E1A mutant. 

To address if this induction was due to Myc activity, the stable cells 
were transfected with siRNA against Myc. The results show that the ability 
of E1A to induce the levels of Myc target genes is attenuated upon 
knockdown of Myc. Results are Mean±S.D from three independent 
experiments. (This figure was reproduced from Tworkowski KA, Chakraborty AA, etal 
(2008) Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 105(16):6103-8. Copyright: National Academy of 
Science, USA, 2008). 
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*Figure 4.9: Myc expression is important for the biological activities of E1A 
 
 The importance of Myc expression in E1A function was assessed by 
studying the ability of E1A to sensitize cells for cell death in response to DNA 
damage. Whereas E1A readily induced cell death in WT Rat1 fibroblasts it was 
unable to induce apoptosis in the congenic fibroblasts HO15.19, where both 
copies of Myc are inactivated by homologous recombination. This loss of function 
was dependent on Myc and reintroducing Myc expression ectopically in the 
HO15.19 cells rescued the ability of E1A to mediate apoptosis. (This figure was 
reproduced from Tworkowski KA, Chakraborty AA, etal (2008) Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 
105(16):6103-8. Copyright: National Academy of Science, USA, 2008). 
 
 
 
(*This experiment was done by Andrew Samuelson, Lowe laboratory) 
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Chapter 5 
Concluding Remarks 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Myc is an important oncogenic transcription factor which features 

prominently in many human cancers. Considering deregulation of Myc 

proteolysis is one of the major themes of Myc induced cancers, I decided to 

study the molecular mechanisms of this process. I focused on the regulation of 

Myc destruction under three different physiological settings: during cell cycle 

progression, in response to the SCF-type Ub-ligase Fbw7, and by the viral 

oncoprotein E1A. Here, I summarize my findings and provide concluding remarks 

of my thesis work. 

 

5.2 Constitutive regulation of Myc during mammalian cell cycle progression 

 Myc is an important regulator of cell cycle progression and by virtue of its 

ability to control transcription Myc activates the expression of stimulatory factors, 

such as Cyclin E, and represses the expression of cell cycle inhibitors, such as 

p21. Despite the importance of Myc in the regulation of cell cycle progression, 

how the levels or stability of Myc itself are influenced by the cell cycle was never 

clearly understood due to conflicting results. Whereas some investigators 
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demonstrated that Myc expression and post-translational modification patterns 

were invariant during cell cycle progression, others showed that phosphorylation 

of Myc at the T58 and S62 residues is induced during G2/M transition. Because 

the T58 and S62 phosphorylation events are important for the recognition of Myc 

by the Fbw7 Ub-ligase, I decided to understand the regulation of this 

phosphorylation during the cell cycle. 

 I reasoned that many of the earlier results probably conflicted due to 

perturbations caused by the methods employed in those analyses. Indeed, my 

early experiments revealed that Myc was particularly susceptible to perturbations 

caused by drug-mediated cell synchronization, a common approach employed in 

many of the previous analysis. I therefore worked on an alternative approach 

which would allow me to study the cell cycle associated regulation of Myc in 

asynchronously growing cells. The recently developed laser scanning cytometry 

(LSC) technology offered me this opportunity.  

 My analysis using the LSC approach shows that Myc expression at both 

the RNA and the protein levels occurs constitutively during the progression of the 

cell cycle. By studying the turnover of Myc at different cell cycle stages, using an 

adapted cyclohexamide chase approach, I observed that Myc decay also 

occurred at similar rates at all cell cycle stages. Because of technical limitations I 

was unable to study Myc phosphorylation using LSC. I therefore used the 

physical separation method of centrifugal elutriation to assess Myc 

phosphorylation and observed that Myc phosphorylation at T58 did not occur as 

a function of cell cycle progression in cycling cells. Considering phosphorylation 
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at the T58 residue mediates the recruitment of Fbw7, I analyzed the effect of 

knocking down Fbw7 on Myc levels. The results of this experiment were rather 

striking and revealed that, unlike Cyclin E which is another cellular substrate of 

Fbw7, Myc was largely resistant to Fbw7 mediated proteolysis. 

My analysis revealed two important insights into Myc function. First, 

although Myc was earlier believed to influence cell cycle progression by 

regulating the expression of cell cycle modulators such as cyclins, cyclin 

dependent kinases, etc; more recent models suggest a role for Myc in cell growth 

and metabolism. Consistent with this model, my data suggest that by regulating 

transcriptional targets involved in diverse biological processes such as DNA 

replication, protein translation, and metabolism throughout the cell cycle Myc 

possibly orchestrates a global biological program to mediate cell growth and 

proliferation. Second, my observation that in spite of T58 phosphorylation 

occurring throughout the cell cycle, the inability of Fbw7 to target Myc for 

proteolysis, suggests the existence of cellular mechanisms which protect Myc 

from destruction. These protective mechanisms are probably enforced under 

conditions when Myc function is important to drive growth. Conversely, relieving 

these shielding processes could provide a rapid means to target Myc under 

conditions requiring cell cycle arrest. Therefore, by studying Myc expression and 

proteolysis in the context of the cell cycle, my analysis supports a model where 

the constitutive nature of these counter-acting processes provides the cell with a 

rapid means to regulate the function of Myc.  

` 
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5.3 Regulation of Myc proteolysis by Fbw7 

Genetic changes involving inactivation of Fbw7 or mutations in Myc, which 

relieve it from Fbw7-mediated proteolysis, are frequently detected in neoplastic 

cells suggesting an important role for the Fbw7 pathway in Myc function. 

However, because my earlier work found that Myc was resistant to Fbw7 

proteolysis in cycling cells, I decided to address the nature and importance of this 

resistance. The deubiquitylating enzyme Usp28 was recently shown to have a 

protective role for Myc proteolysis by interfering with Fbw7 function. I asked if the 

protective role of Usp28 could underlie the resistance of Myc to Fbw7 proteolysis. 

By studying Myc in cells with Usp28 knockdown, I observed that loss of Usp28 

led to a reduction in Myc levels at all stages of the cell cycle and that Fbw7 was 

one means to target Myc under these conditions. Because Fbw7 was shown to 

be an Ub-ligase of Myc, the inability of Myc to respond to Fbw7 knockdown under 

cycling conditions represented an apparent paradox. By revealing the importance 

of Usp28, my analysis resolved this major discrepancy associated with Fbw7 

mediated Myc proteolysis (Figure 5.1A). 

Recent evidence suggests that Fbw7 substrates either harbor a single 

strong degron for Fbw7 or multiple low-affinity degrons. Although the presence of 

a single strong degron is sufficient for proteolysis, it is believed that many Fbw7 

substrates have evolutionarily retained multiple low-affinity degrons as a means 

to exert higher regulatory control. Biochemical studies analyzing the binding 

characteristics of Fbw7 to several physiological degrons reveals that Fbw7 

preferentially binds to degrons which harbor two negatively-charged or 
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phosphorylated amino acids four residues apart. Myc harbors one known Fbw7 

degron and Myc interaction with Fbw7 occurs via phosphorylation of a single T58 

residue. Moreover, phosphorylation of the second phospho-acceptor site S62 in 

the Myc CPD interferes with Fbw7 binding. This is an apparent anomaly and 

argues that the binding characteristics of the Myc degron would be biochemically 

equivalent to a weak Fbw7 degron. In the absence of a second degron, how a 

single weak degron of Myc mediates Fbw7 proteolysis represented another 

discrepancy in the regulation of Myc by Fbw7 (Figure 5.1B). 

I addressed this discrepancy using mutants in the known degron of Myc. 

By analyzing the ability of Fbw7 to interact with these mutants and target them 

for proteolysis, I discovered that mutants in the Myc degron retained the ability to 

bind Fbw7 and were also responsive to changes in Fbw7 levels. My subsequent 

analysis led to the discovery of a second Fbw7 recognition sequence in Myc 

within residues 244-248. Similar to the first degron, the second degron also 

represents a mutation cluster of Myc in blood cancers. The lymphoma-derived 

mutants from the second degron, such as P245A, escape proteolysis and are 

stabilized compared to WT Myc. In animal models of lymphomagenesis, 

compared to WT Myc, the P245A mutant behaves like an aggressive oncogene 

and induces lymphomas with significantly lower latencies and at much higher 

penetrance. In summary, this work resolved a second paradox in the Fbw7 

mediated Myc proteolysis and showed that Myc harbors two Fbw7 degrons. 

Changes in both these degrons occur in blood cancers and this observation 
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supports a model where Myc acquires mutations in its degrons to escape Fbw7 

mediated proteolysis and that this process is important in oncogenesis. 

 

5.4 Adenoviral oncogene E1A targets Myc function 

 Viral oncogenes from DNA tumor viruses such as adenovirus and SV40 

target some of the most important cellular pathways. E1A represents one of the 

best studied viral oncogenes and the ability of E1A to drive cell proliferation, 

regulate cell death, and mediate cellular transformation is well documented. 

Many years ago it was shown that E1A and Myc are structurally related. Given 

that Myc too can mediate many of the biological roles attributed to E1A, 

suggested that E1A and Myc might be functionally related, however no functional 

link was known between these proteins for several years. Recently, such a 

functional link was revealed and E1A expression during the course of adenoviral 

infection was shown to stabilize Myc. Because Myc is a labile protein and 

alterations in Myc proteolysis pathways are frequently observed during 

oncogenesis, I speculated that regulation of Myc stability by E1A may also 

influence Myc function. My interest in understanding the importance of either 

cellular or viral processes which regulate Myc stability attracted me to investigate 

the regulation of Myc by this pathway. 

 My analysis in collaboration with Kathryn Tworkowski, a previous graduate 

student in the Tansey laboratory, revealed that E1A was indeed an important 

regulator of Myc stability. Exploring the underlying molecular mechanisms of this 

process by doing structure-function analysis of E1A, using a set of ‘‘classic’’ E1A 
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mutants, we identified residues 26 to 35 of E1A as being uniquely required for its 

ability to block Myc turnover. Given the modular nature of E1A, we reasoned that 

loss of interaction with a specific cellular protein might underlie the inability of the 

Δ26-35 E1A mutant to stabilize Myc. The amino-terminus of E1A interacts with a 

slew of cellular proteins, but through comparison of different sets of E1A mutants 

that disrupt the various interactions, we were able to determine that p400 

interaction is uniquely required for the effects of E1A on Myc. p400 is part of a 

nucleosome-remodeling complex that is important for the activity of both E1A and 

Myc. The common connection of Myc and E1A to p400, and the ability of other 

chromatin-remodeling proteins to regulate Myc stability, led us to hypothesize 

that p400 may underlie stabilization of Myc by E1A. Indeed, our subsequent 

studies showed that p400 is required for the ability of E1A to stabilize the Myc 

protein and that forced expression of p400 attenuates Myc ubiquitylation. Based 

on these results, we concluded that p400 is an important regulator of Myc 

stability and that interaction of p400 with E1A promotes its ability to stabilize Myc.  

Moreover, E1A promotes the stable association of Myc and p400 both in solution 

and, critically, on chromatin at Myc target genes. Consistent with the role of p400 

as a cofactor for the transcriptional activity of Myc, this enhanced Myc-p400 

interaction leads to activation of a set of Myc target genes. In a sense, therefore, 

E1A uses p400 to ‘‘hijack’’ Myc and its activities. We believe that the E1A-Myc 

connection is important for the activity of E1A because E1A cannot stimulate 

apoptosis in the absence of Myc.  
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 In summary, we concluded that E1A drives oncogenesis, in part, by using 

p400 to tap into the transcriptional program of Myc and elicit a Myc-like response 

(Figure 5.2). 

 

5.5 Summary 

 In summary, by studying independent cellular processes regulating Myc 

destruction, my thesis work reveals the profound importance of Myc proteolysis. 

My studies are consistent with a model that requires Myc expression and 

destruction to occur constitutively in cycling cells and demonstrate how the cells 

have evolved context-specific shielding mechanisms such as Usp28 to achieve 

this process. By studying Myc-mutants which relieve Fbw7 proteolysis and by 

analyzing the influence of the adenoviral E1A oncoprotein in regulating Myc 

stability, my work describes the existence for many cellular processes that 

converge on the regulation of Myc proteolysis as a means to control Myc activity. 

Indeed, deregulation of Myc destruction by such pathways often correlates with 

the increased oncogenicity of Myc and potentially defines early events during the 

onset of tumorigenesis. 
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Figure 5.1: Existing and Revised Models of Fbw7-mediated Myc turnover. 
 
(A)   Current evidence about the Fbw7-pathway implicates phosphorylation at the 
T58-residue in Myc as the single identification site for Fbw7 in Myc. Under 
normal growth conditions, the de-ubiquitylating enzyme Usp28 protects Myc from 
Fbw7-mediated proteolysis. However, under specific cellular conditions, such as 
DNA damage, Usp28 dissociates from Fbw7 and signals for rapid destruction of 
Myc. 
 
(B)   Our new data confirms the presence of a second Fbw7 degron in Myc. This 
raises interesting questions about the cross-talk or regulation of Myc by Fbw7. 
Considering the ability of Fbw7 to dimerize, it is easy to imagine that the Fbw7-
dimer recognizes Myc in the context of both the degron simultaneously, thus 
enforcing a rapid response to upstream signals, which call for Myc proteolysis. 
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Figure 5.2: Adenoviral E1A, a regulator of proteasome function, utilizes 
Myc function via the p400 pathway. 
 
 The Adenoviral oncoprotein E1A interacts with numerous proteins via its 
N-terminus; including sub-units of the Proteasomal complex. Interaction of E1A 
with Proteasomal sub-units blocks their proteolytic activity and can consequently 
stabilize cellular substrates such as p53.  
In contrast, E1A regulates Myc independent of proteasomal inhibition via the 
chromatin remodeling protein, p400. Association of E1A with p400 promotes its 
interaction with Myc. The interplay between Myc and p400 has two important 
consequences: it stabilizes Myc by interfering with its ubiquitylation, and it 
promotes the formation of Myc-p400 complexes on Myc target genes, leading to 
their activation. Thus, E1A is able to elicit, in part, a Myc-like cellular response 
that contributes to function in apoptosis and cellular transformation. (Figure adapted 
from Chakraborty AA and Tansey WP (2009) Cancer Research. 69 (1):6 – 9). 
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Adenovirus E1A drives oncogenesis by targeting key regulatory 
pathways that a re critical for cellular growth control. The interac
tion of E1A with p400 is essential for many EtA activities, but the 
downstream target of this interaction is unknown. Here, we 
present evidence that the oncoprotein transcription factor Myc is 
the target of th is interaction. We show that E1A stabilizes Myc 
protein via p400 and promotes the coassodation of Myc and p400 
at Myc target genes, leading to their transc:riptional induction. We 
also show that Et A requires Myc for its ab ility to activate Myc
dependent gene expression and induce apoptosis, and that forced 
expression of Myc is sufficient to resc:ue the activ ity of an E1A
mutant defec:tive in p400 binding. Together, these findings estab
lish that Myc, via p400, is an essential downstream target of E1A. 

proteolysis I transcription I transformation I apoptosi. 

O neofthe most important tools for exposing the mechanisms 
of oncogenic transformation are DNA tumor viruses. Be

cause these viruses, such as adenovirus, depend on the cellular 
DNA replication machinery to propagate, they must drive host 
cells into the cell cycle. It is this release from cellular growth 
control that promotes oncogenic transformat ion. The ut ility of 
DNA tumor viruses for cancer research is based on the premise 
that they have evolved to target the minimum number of cellular 
pathways necessary for virus propagation and cellular transfor
mation. Underslanding how DNA tumor vir uses promote on
cogenesis, Iherefore, can reveal the mosl vulnerable cellular 
pathways and nodes that are linked to tumorigenesis. 

Adenovirus EJA is perhaps the most widely studied oncogene 
from a DNA lun1Orvirus. EIA encodes proteins that have a range 
of aClivities, including the abili ty to induce cell proliferation and 
transformation, inhibit differemiation, and promote apoptosis. 
E1A proteins exert these effects by binding to, and modifying the 
function of, key cell cycle regulators ( I). The most prominent of 
these regulators is the tumor suppressor protein Rb, btl{ illlerac
tions of EIA with chromatin remodeling factors such as p300/CBP 
(2) and p400 (3) also contribute to its biological activities. The 
illleraction of EIA with p400 is particularly important because EIA 
fails to induce apoptosis in cells that do not express p400 (4), and 
an EIA mutant that is specifICally defective for p400 binding 
(.6.26- 35), but can still interact with p300/CBP, is impaired for both 
transformation and apoptosis (3, 4). Although p400 is clearly 
required for E1A·s activit ies, the mechanism through which it 
functions in th is capacity is unknown. 

Recently, it was reported tha t EIA can inhibit the ubiquit in 
(Ub)-mediated destruction of Myc during the course of adeno
virus infect ion (5). It has also been repon ed that EI A can 
interact with mul tiple subunits of the 19S proteasome to inhibit 
proteasomal proteolysis (6). Although global proteasome inhi
bi tion could account for the stabilization of Myc by EIA, the 
exact mechanism through which E1A stabilizes the Myc protein 
is unknown. We have invest igated how E1A allenuates Myc 
proteolysis and find that, contrary to expectat ions, stabilization 
of Myc does no t occur via widespread proteasome inhibition. 
Instead, EI A stabilizes Myc by promoting its association with 
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p400, which in turn reduces Myc ubiquitylation and promotes 
form ation of a Myc- p400 cocomplex on promoter DNAs. Con
sistelll with these findings, we also show that EIA can activate 
Myc target genes and that Myc is an essential downstream 
effector of EI A. Together, these data reveal that stabilization of 
Myc by E 1A is a specific targeted effect of the adenoviral protein 
and establish that the E1A- p400- Myc connection is important 
for oncogenesis. 

Results and Discussion 
To examine the effects of EI A on Myc protein stability, human 
U20S cells were infected with the Ad5 adenovirus dI520, which 
expresses \VT 12S EIA, and endogenous Myc protein levels were 
assessed by Western blot (WB; Fig. 1A). Six to 8 h after infection, 
at the point at which EI A expression was first detected, we observed 
an increase in steady-state Myc levels, which gradually subsided 
over a 12-to 24-h period. Consistelll with previous reports (5), the 
increase in Myc protein levels at 6 h was accompanied by a decrease 
in the levels of Myc mRNA (Fig. JB). Although BaluchamYe/ al. 
(7) have reported that adenovirus activates Myc gene expression, 
these experiments were done in quicscclll cells; our assays, and 
those of Lohr e/ al. (5), were performed in cycling cells, suggesting 
that regulation of Myc transcription by adenovirus is influenced by 
the growth status of the cells. 

The transient increase in Myc levels we observed, togelher 
with the decline in Myc mRNA, suggested tha t Myc is stabilized 
during the course of adenovirus infect ion. This notion was 
confi rmed by treating infected cells with cyclohexamide (CHX), 
and monitoring Myc levels by \VB (Fig. Ie). Under these 
condit ions, adenovirus stabilized Myc considerably, and in a 
manner that depended on EIA; a virus that expresses LacZ 
(l3-gal) instead of EI A did not induce Myc stabili ty (Fig. Ie). 
Important ly, expression of EIA alone was sufficie1l1to stabilize 
Myc; reHoviral expression of 12S E1A in U20 S cells resulted in 
a potent stabilization of Myc (Fig. lD) and a commensurate 
decrease in Myc mRNA levels (Fig. IE). Thus, confirming 
earl ier work (5), EIA promotes Myc stability. 
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Adenovirus E1A drives oncogenesis by targeting key regulatory 
pathways that are critical for cellular growth control. The interae
tion of E1A with p400 is essential for many E1A activities, but the 
downstream target of this inte raction is unknown. Here, we 
present evidence that the oncoprotein transcription factor Myc is 
the target of this interaction. We show that E1A stabilizes Myc 
protein via p400 and promotes the coassociation of Myc and p400 
at Myc target genes, leading to their transcriptional induction. We 
also show that E1A requires Myc for its ability to activate Myc· 
dependent gene expression and induce apoptosis, and that forced 
expression of Myc is sufficient to rescue the activity of an E1A· 
mutant defec:tive in p400 binding. Together, these findings estab· 
lish that Myc, via p400, is an essential downstream target of E1A. 
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O neoflhe most importamlOols for exposing Ihe mechanisms 
of oncogenic transformation are DNA IlImor viruses. Be

cause these viruses, such as adenovirus, depend on the cellular 
DNA replicalion machinery 10 propagate, Ihcy must drive hosl 
cells into Ihe cell cycle. It is Ihis release from cellular growth 
comrolthal promotes oncogenic transformat ion. The utililY of 
DNA tumor viruses for cancer research is based on the premise 
that they have evolved 10 largellhe minimum number of cellular 
palhways necessary for virus propagation and cellular Iransfor
mation. Underslanding how DNA tumor vi ruses promote on
cogenesis, therefore, can reveal the most vulnerable cellular 
palhways and nodes Ihat are linked 10 tumorigenesis. 

Adenovirus EJA is perhaps Ihe mosl widely studied oncogene 
from a DNA tunlOr virus. EIA encodes proleins thai have a range 
of activ it ies, including the ability to induce cell proliferation and 
transformation, inhibit differentiation. and promote apoptosis. 
EIA proteins e;.:crt these effects by binding 10, and modifying the 
function of, key <:ell <:ycle regulalors ( I ). The most prominent of 
these regulators is the {UnlOr suppressor prolein Rb, but imerac
tions of EIA with chromalin remodeling fa<:tors such as p300/CBP 
(2) and p400 (3) also comribUie 10 ilS biological activities. The 
imeraclion ofEIA wilh p400 is particularly importam because EIA 
fails to indure apoptosis in cells thai do not express p400 (4), and 
an EIA mutant thai is specifically defooive for p400 binding 
(.6.26- 35), bUI can sliH imeract with p300/CBP, is impaired for both 
transformation and apoptosis (3. 4). Although p400 is clearly 
required for EIA's activities, the me<:hanislll Ihrough which il 
functions in th is <:apadlY is unkllOwn. 

Recently, il was reported that EIA <:an inhibit the ubiquitin 
(Ub).medialed destruction of Myc during the course of adeno
virus infection (5). It has also been reported that EIA can 
imeract with muhiple subunils of the 19S proteasome to inhibil 
proteasomal proteolysis (6). Although global proteasome inhi
bition could accounl for the stabilizat ion of Myc by EIA, Ihe 
exact mechanism through which EIA siabilizes the Myc prOiein 
is unknown. We have invesliga{ed how EIA allenuales Myc 
proteolysis and find Ihat, cOnlrary to expectat ions, stabilization 
of Myc does not occur via widespread prOicasome inhibit ion. 
Instead, EIA stabilizes Myc by promoting its association with 
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p400, which in turn reduces Myc ubiquitylation and promOies 
formation of a Myc-p400 cocomplex on promoter DNAs. Con· 
sis{enl with these findings, we also show thai EIA can activate 
Myc larget genes and Ihat Myc is an essential downstream 
effector of EIA. Together. these data reveal that siabilization of 
Myc by E IA is a specific targeted effect of Ihe adenoviral protein 
and eslablish thai the EIA- p400- Myc connection is important 
for oncogenesis. 

Results and Discussion 
To examine lhe effects of EIA on Myc prOiein slabili!)', human 
U20S cells were infooed wilh the Ad5 adenovirus dJ520, which 
expresses WT 125 E IA and endogenous Myc prOiein levels were 
assessed by Western biOI (WB; Fig. 1A). Six 10 8 h after infection, 
at the point at which EI A expression was fi rS! dete<:ted, we observed 
an increase in steady-stale Myc levels, which gradually subsided 
over a 12- 10 24·h period. Consistent wilh previous reports (5), Ihe 
increase in Myc protein !evels at6 h was accompanied by a decrease 
in the levels of Myc mRNA (Fig. 18). Although Baluchamy I!I al. 
(7) have reported that adellOvirus aclivates Myc gene expression, 
Ihcsc experiments were done in quiescent cells; our assays, and 
Ihose of Lohr ef al. (5), were performed in <:ycling cells, suggesting 
Ihat regulation of Myc transcription by adellOvirus is influenced by 
Ihe growlh status of the cells. 

The transient increase in Myc !evels we observed. together 
with the decline in Myc mRNA, suggested that Myc is slabilized 
during Ihe course of adenovirus infection. This nOlion was 
confirmed by trealing infecled cells with cyclohexamide (CHX), 
and monitoring Myc levels by WB (Fig. Ie). Under these 
conditions, adenovirus stabilized Myc considerably, and in a 
manner Ihat depended on EIA; a virus thai expresses LacZ 
(l3·gal) inslead of EIA did not induce Myc siabili ty (Fig. I C). 
Importantly, expression of E IA alone was sufficient to stabilize 
Myc; relroviral expression of 12S E1A in U20S cells resulted in 
a potent stabilization of Myc (Fig. lD) and a commensurate 
decrease in Myc mRNA levels (Fig. I E). Thus, confirming 
earlier work (5), EIA promotes Myc slabililY. 
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fig. 4. My< is a downst ream effe<tor of flA. (A) IMR90 (ell.we,e transdlKed by , .. trOll;,,,1 ~ecto" expressing 125 EI A, the EI A &26- 35 mutant. or My<. RNA 
was harv",ted, and ,,,,,,,1. of Rdf a nd CadcDNk we.e determ ined by quantitative PCR. (B) IMR90 (en. "",.e transdlKed with the indicated ' .. I'O\I;ru ..... and then 
tramfectedwith e ither nontafgeting .;Conlrol, or 'iMy<: RNA, dup lexe, 10.48h. RNA was then harve,ted and 1 .. ~ .. I.of Rei cDNA were ana lyzed byquantitatille 
PCR. Fold induction is normalized to an actin control for eoch sample. (e) M in B but assaying for levels of AHey cONA. (D) WT (TGR· t cells) orcongenic myr--'
Rat· I (ells (HO.t5. I '} (ells) were transdlXed w ith retrovir",es exP'"essing. El A. E I A &16- 35. or emptyvector. and the resulting (ell populat ions were t reated with 
adri amycin a nd assessed for vi ability after 14 h by trypan b lue exd us ion . The myc - 1- ; My<: panel represents myr--'- ce lls where full-length Myc was re introdlXed 
by retroviral gene transfer. (f) WO ana l)"is of samples derived from e showing expression of CoiIspas .... 7. EtA. or tubulin. (f) IMR90 (el ls were transdlXed w ith 
retrovira l expression (onstnxtsen(oding ElA (e ). EIA &16- 35 (6..). EIA .1CR1 (+ ). My( (0). EIA &16- 35 + Myc (O). EIA&CR.2 + My<: (l>. ). or an empty vector (II). 
Cell populations were treated with the indicated doses of adriamycin for 14 h. and viabi lity was determ ined by trypan blue exdusion. (G) OJ fibroblasts were 
retrovirall y transdlXed with the indicated (onstructs. The resulting (ells were assayed for colony form at ion in soft ag ar. 

can induce apoplOsis in Rail fibrobl asls in which bO{h copies of 
the c-myc ge ne were disrupted by homologous recombination 
(13). In Rail cells, EIA was a potent inducer of apoptosis 
triggered by adriamycin (Fig. 4D; see Fig. S4A for expression 
dala on the EIA and Myc prO{eins). In congenic M}"c-null cells, 
however, E1A was unable to induce aJXlptosis. This deficit was 
caused by a loss of Myc and nO{ a secondary mutalion, because 
reintroduction of Myc into Myc-null cells reslOred the ability of 
E IA to induce aJXlplosis. ImJXlrtantly, this deficit was nOI caused 
by a general defeci in EIA activity in Myc-null ce ll s. Our previous 
studies have shown that binding of E IA to Rb is important for 
inducing the expression of several caspases, and thai t his induc
tion JXlte1lliates cell dealh in EIA-expressing cells (14). When we 
examined caspase-7 levels in our syslem (Fig. 4£), we found thai 
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E lA was capable of inducing caspase-7, and Ihat this induction 
was not diminished in M}-c.null ce ll s. This result demonstrates 
clearly Ihal Ihe abi1ilY of EIA 10 function via Ihe Rb pathway 
does nOI depend on Myc expression and reveals that only a subset 
of E1A activ ilies require Myc. 

A key prediction of our model is Ihat overexpression of Myc 
should rescue defects in EIA Ihat are associated wilh loss of the 
p400 imeraction. To challenge th is predict ion, we asked whether 
overexpression of Myc can reslore the ability of the E1 A d26- 35 
mutant 10 sensitize cells to aJXlPtosis (4). As reJXlrted ( IS), expres
sion of EIA in IMR90 fibroblasts sensitizes them to aJXlPtosis in the 
presence of adriamycin (Fig. 4F Left) and resul1s in the induction of 
b01h ARF and p53 ( Fig. S48). Under Ihese conditions, E IA is a 
more JXltem inducer of aJXlPlosis than Myc, and its proapoplO{ic 
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tramfeded with either nonta'geting .'Control, or 'iMy< RNA, duplexe. for 48 h. RNA was then lurvested ilnd level, of Rei (DNA were ana lyzed by quantitative 
PCR. Fold induction is norm aiizi'd t o an actin controJ for ea<h "'mple. (C) Iu in B but ass~ying for level. of AHCYd)NA. (D) WT (TGR· I <ells) or congenic myc"'
Rat· I <ell. (HO.15. 19 <ells) were transdlKed with retrovi""es upres';ng. ElA. E 1 A ,l.26- 15, or emptyvector. and the re.ulting <ell populations were t reated with 
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by retroviral gene traml er. (£) WD anal)"is o f ",mples derived from C .hawing expression o f <a'Pa ..... 7, EIA. or tubulin. (F) IMR90 <ell. were tranwlKed with 
ret rovira l expres,;on <onslrlKtsen<oding ElA (e J. EIA ~16-15 (oL). EIA ~CR2 (. ). My< (0). riA 416- 15 t Myc(O). EIAJ.CRl -+ Myc ~). or an empty vector (II). 
Cell populatiom were treated with the indicat ed do",. 01 adriamycin for 24 II, and ~iabilitywa. determined by trypan blue exd",ion . (G) OJ fibrobla.tswere 
retrovirally transdlKed with the indicated corutructs. The resulting <ells were assayed for <olony formation in soft ag ar. 

can induce apoptosis in Ratl fibrobiasis in which both copies of 
the c-myc gene were disrupted by homologous recombination 
( 13). In Ratl cells. E IA was a potent inducer of apoptosis 
triggered by adriamycin (Fig. 4D; see Fig. S4A for expression 
data on the EIA and Myc prmeins). In congenic Al,-c-nuH cells, 
however, EtA was unable to induce apoptosis. This deficit was 
caused by a loss of Myc and not a secondary mUl alion, because 
reintroduction of Myc into M)'c-null ceUs restored Ihe ability of 
E IA to induce apoplosis. Important ly, this deficit was not caused 
by a general defect in EIA activity in Myc-null cells. Our previous 
studies have shown thai binding of EIA to Rb is imporlant for 
inducing the expression of scveral caspases, and tha t this induc
tion potentiates cell death in EIA-expressing ceUs (14). When we 
examined caspase-7 levels in our system ( Fig. 4£), we found that 
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E IA was capable of inducing caspase-7, and that this induction 
was nOl diminished in Myc-null cells. This result demonstrates 
clearly that the ability of EIA to function via the Rb pathway 
does not depend on Myc expression and reveals that only a subset 
of E1A activities require Myc. 

A key prediction of our model is that overcxpression of Myc 
should rescue defcct.s in EIA that are associated with loss of the 
p400 interaction. To challcnge this prediction, we asked whether 
overexpression of Myc can restore the abililY of the EI A d26- 35 
mutant to sensitize cells to apoptosis (4). As reported (15), expres
sion of EIA in IMR90fibroblastssensitizesthem toapoptosis in the 
presence of adriamycin (Fig. 4F ufl) and results in the induction of 
both ARF and p53 (Fig. 548). Under these conditions. EIA is a 
more potent inducer of apoplOsis than Myc, and its proapoptotic 
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aCliv ilY (Fig. 4F), and ability 10 induce ARF and p53, is disrupled 
by the 6,26- 35 mutation. As predicted from the model, overex
pression of Myc in the presence of the 6.26- 35 EIA mutant rescued 
both EIA's ability to trigger apoptosis (Fig. 4F) and induce ARF 
and p53 (Fig. 548). The rescue of mutant E IA function was specific, 
because overexpression of Mycdid nor rescue the apoptoticdefccts 
of an E IA mutant (6.CR2) that still interacts with p400 but fails to 
interact with Rb (Fig. 41'). Thus, increased expression of Myc can 
specifically rescue apoptotic defeclS associated with loss of the 
E IA-p400 interaction. 

Finally, we asked whether the same phenomenon applied to the 
abi lity of E I A to drive human cell transformation. Our previous 
studies have shown that expression of EIA and activated Ha
RasV l2 in early passage normal human foreskin fibroblasts (des
ignated 61) allows the formation of colonies in soft agar (Fig. 4G 
and ref. 16). Blocking the ability of E1A to imeract with p400 also 
attenuates its ability to collaborate with Ras to drive human cell 
transformation in th is assay (Fig. 4G). Importamly, this activity can 
be reslOred by overexpression of Myc. Thus, overexpression of Myc 
can rescue both the transformation and apoplOticdefects tha t result 
when the ability of El A to imeract with p400 is blocked. Thesedma 
are consistent with the idea that lhe critical function of the 
E IA-p400 interaction in transformation and apoplOsis is to in
duce Myc. 

Conclusions 
Together, ollr data support a model in which the binding of EIA to 
p400 promotes the formation of a Myc-p400 complex at Myc-target 
gene promoters. The increase in interaction of Myc and !HOG is 
associated with stabilization of the Myc protein and an induction of 
Myc target genes. These funct ions of E lA are required for its ability 
to induce the ARFfp53 pathway, promote apoptosis, and drive 
cellular transformat ion, reveal ing that the downstream arm of the 
E IA-p400 i11leraction is media ted via Myc.. Although it has long 
been known that E2F functions as the downstream target of the 
E IA- Rb interaction, the molecular processes downstream of the 
E IA-p400 connection have remained obscure. OUT data indicate 
that Myc is the ultimate target of th is connection. This finding not 
only provides an explanation for the {)\'erlapping biological funC"
tions of Myc and E IA, but also reveals an interesting viral strategy 
for promoting oncogenesis. By targeting and activating both t he 
E2F and Myc transcriptional networks, EIA can provoke a sytlcr
gistic response in parallel pathways to efficiently couple cell cycle 
progression, transformation, and apoptosis. Moreover, given that 
E IA targets cellular pathways relevant to transformation, our dma 
also support an imponant role for the Myc-p400 connection in 
human cancer. 

Methods 
Ant ibod ies. The antibodies used in thi' ,tudywere: anti (a)-AdS E I A antibodies 
M7l and MS8 (17) and ",-430 (Santa Cruz); a -p400 monoclona l antibody 
RWI44 (2); a -<:a'pa",-7 (14); a -My( 9El0 (On«>gene) and N262 (Santa Cruz); 
a -Actin AC-l 5 (Sigma); a -GFP PC408 (Novagen); a -FLAG M2 (Sigma); a -pS3 
CM I (Novoca 'tra);a-ARF K-8340(Santa Cruz);a -HA 12CA5 (Roche);a-tubu lin 
B512 (S igma); and a -nlxl"" lin (Santa Cruz). 

C. II, and Adenovi ru, ... U20S, IMR90. HEKl93. HO.l S. 19. and TGR-1 (13) (elk a nd 
BJ hUJYliln fibrobla,t. were gr<Mm under ,tandard mnd ftiom. WT adenovirm 5 
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(AdS), d15ZO, wa! obtained from ATCC. Ad) mutant. we re obtained from Arnold 
Berk (Unive"ity of California. Loo; Angeles) (18) and Phi lip Branton (McGill Uni
ver,ity. Quebec. Ca .... d a) (19). Adenoviru"" were propagated in 293 (elk and 
purified by escl equ ilibrium (entrifugation . For adenoviral infection .. U20S (ell, 
were inwbat edwithvi"" at a multiplidtyof infection o f 1 5plaque-forming unit. 
per (ell. for 1 h at 37·C with intermittent rocking. 

Pro," in Au. Y' . My<: protein turnover wa, meamred by adding CHX (100 
,.glml) to (ell .. colle<ting protein ,ample, at the indicated time po int .. and 
a .. aying re levant protein leve l' byWB. My<: and p53 (onjugates were detected 
by ", ing the Hi,-tagged Ub method after tramfection o f U20S (ell, w ith 
pMTl07 (20). pCGN-My( (8). pCGN-pS3 (unpubl i,hed work). and pCMV-p400 
(3) a, indicated. 

<DNA mu.u .. m~n t. Where appropri ate. total (ellular RNA wa, har;e,tedwith 
TRlzol (Invitrogen) an d rever",-tranKr ibed with the T~qMan kit (App lied 
Bi"'Y'te .... ). and ( DNA level' from the indicated gene, were qu ant ified by 
u,ing the SYBR Green PCR Ma,ter Mix (Applied Bio.Y'term) in (onjunction 
with a MJ Research CFD-3240 Chrom04 Dete<tor. TranKript leve l' for t a'get 
genes we,e normalized to tho ... of actin . Primer 'equenc:e, are available on 
'<'que,t. 

RNAi . Duplex pool! of ! iGenome RNA agairnt Myc and nontargetting control 
""luenc: ... (Dharmacon) we,e tramiently tramfected into IMR90 (ell, via 
Oligofe(tamine (Invit'ogen). Km><:kdown of My( RNA wa , at lea,t SO l'. (data 
not,hown). 

C. II Vi . bifit y. To a' .... y t he ability of My( to reKue the a poptotic defect of the 
E IA .126- 35 mutant. IMR90 (ell, we,e ,tably tramdu(ed w ith pLPC. pLPC E IA 
(21). pLPC EIA &26- 35 (4). pLPC &CR2 (4). or pBabe Hygro HAM My( (22) by 
,et,oviral in fect ion. The resulting (ell lines were plated into 12-well di,he, at 
a dernityof I X 10' (e/l, per well. Twenty-four houn; later. (ell, we,e t,eated 
with adriamydn for 24 h. Adherent and nonadherent (ell, we,e then pooled 
and analyzed for viability by trypan blue ex<iu,ion. At lea,t 200 (ell, were 
countedforea(h data point. Toa' .... y the ability of ElA to indtxe apopt",i, in 
MyC

'
- (ell" HO.1 5. 19, and pa,ental Ratl (ell,. TGR -I (13) we,e tramdexed 

with ,etrov ira l exp,es, ion comtnxt. for EIA. EIA .126- 35. or My<:. in the 
indicat ed combination.. Re lative apopto,;, wa, determ ined by (omparing (ell 
death 24 h after treatment with inc:rea, ing doses of adr iamyd n. Data p,e
sented a,e the average of three independent experiment.. 

An < hor.~· lnd~p~nd~nt Growth . BJ norma l human primary foreskin fibrobla,,, 
were ,tably transdtxed with pBABE-PlJo Ha-RaNI2. pWZL-Neo EIA. or Hygro
MarXII -My<: in the indkat ed(ombinatiom by,etrovira l infection and a .... lyzed for 
anc:horage-<ndI'pendent growth in """i",l id media .. described (16). 

ChiP and R. ·ChIP Ana lysi, . ChiP analyse' were performed in U20S (ell, that had 
been tramfe<ted w ith either (ontro l (pUC (19) or pCMV-FLAG-p400 comtruct 
by ",ing Fugene 6 (Roche). After 48 h. (ell, we,e in fe<ted with control. dl5Z0. 
and dll 102 adenoviru, for 8 h . Pr imary immunopre< ip itationwa, performed 
by ",ing ant i-My<: (N262) antibody; for re-ChIP. a secondary immunopredpi 
t at ion u,ing anti -FLAG (M2) ant ibody wa, performed. Cop'e<ipitat ing DNA, 
after eoch round we,e assayed by quant itative PCR u,ing either the B23_C 
('pe<ific) and B23-.M (nompec:ific (ontrol) amplicom (23). Re -ChIP DNA ,igna l, 
for FLAG-p400were further norma lized to those from (ell, trarnfected w ith 
the vector (ontrol. 
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activity (Fig. 4F), and ability 10 induce A RF and p53, is disrupted 
by the .1.26- 35 mutation. As predicted from the model. overcx
pression of Myc in the presence of the .A26- 35 EIA mutant rcscued 
both ElA·s ability to trigger apoptosis (Fig. 4F) and induce A RF 
and p53 (Fig. S48). The rescue of mutant E lA fu nction was specific, 
because overexpression of Mycdid nor rescue the apoptotic defects 
of an E lA mutant (.1.CR2) that sti ll interacts with p400 but fails to 
interact with Rb (Fig. 4F). Thus, increased expression of Myc can 
specifical!y rescue apoptotic defects associated with loss of the 
E IA-p400 interaction. 

Finally, we asked whether the same phenomenon applied 10 the 
abi lity of E t A to drive human cel! transformation. Our previous 
studies have shown that c.xpression of E lA and activated Ha
RasV l2 in early passage normal human foreskin fibroblast s (des
ignated BJ) allows the formation of colonies in soft agar (Fig. 4G 
and ref. 16). Blocking the ability of EtA to interact with p400 also 
attenuates its ability to collaborate with Ras to drive human eel! 
transformation in this assay (Fig. 4G). Importantly, this activity can 
be restored by overexpression of Myc. Thus, overexprcssion of Myc 
can rescue both the transformation and apoptoticdefects that result 
when the ability of El A to interact with p400 is blocked. These data 
are consistent with the idea that the critical funct ion of the 
E lA-p400 interaction in transformation and apoptosis is to in
duce Myc. 

Condusions 
Together, our data support a model in which the binding of ElA to 
p400 promotes the formation of a Myc-p400 complcx at Myc-targct 
gene promoters. The increase in interaction of Myc and p400 is 
associated with stabilizat ion of the Myc protcin and an induction of 
Myc target genes. These functions of E lA are required for its ability 
to induce the A RF/p53 pathway, promote apoptosis, and drive 
cellular transformation, re\-ealing that the downstream arm of the 
E lA-p400 illleraction is mediated via Myc. Although it has long 
been kmw.·n that E2F functions as the downstream targe t of the 
E IA- Rb interaction, the molecular processes downstream of the 
E lA-p400 connection have remained obscure. Our data indicate 
that Myc is [he ultimate target of this connection. This finding not 
only provides an explanation for the {)\'erlapping biological fun c
tions of Mye and E lA, but also reveals an interesting viral strategy 
for promOling oncogenesis. By targe[ing and activating both the 
E2F and Myc transcriptionalnC{works, ElA can provoke a syne r
gistic response in parane! pathways to efficiently couple cen cycle 
progression. transformation. and apop tosis. Moreover. given that 
E IA targets cellular pathways relevant to transformation. our data 
also suppon an imponam role for the Myc-p400 connection in 
human cancer. 

Methods 
A.ntibGdi .... Th .. antibodi", used in thissludywere , anti (a)· AdS f 1 A antibodi", 
M7J a nd MS8 (17) and ,,-430 (Santa Cru z); a ·p400 monoclonal anlibody 
RWI44 (1); a-<:a'pa ... · 7 (14); a -My( 'lEto (Oncogene) and N162 (Sanla Cruz); 
a -Actin AC-1S (Sigma); u -GFP 1'C408 (Novag e n); a -FLAG Ml (Si'lma); a -pS3 
CM 1 (Novoca,tra); a ·AR F ",-8340(Sanla Cruz); a ·HA t2CAS (Roche);a-tubulin 
BSll (Si'lma): and ... -nlxleo lin (Santa Cruz) 

C.1l0 and Adenoviru, . o. U2OS. IMR90. HEK29J. HO. t S. t'l. and TGR· t ( I J) (el~ a nd 
BJ human fibrobla,t, were '1rown under ,tandard (ond ft ion-o;. WT adenoviru, 5 

I. 80n· l>r...,1 H. K~inbo~, T (2OOl) Ao.noviru, a.-.d coli eye!. <""u ol. Front 8;0><:; 
7,136'1 - 1195 

l . Atany Z. ~I"" WI\. living<lon OM. ~<kn., R (1 9'}4) ~1A·."od"'od p100 .nd CRE8· 
• "o<i~ .. d (8P bolon g ' 0 ~ <o m .,vod family 01 <o"", iv.'o". ( oil 77 :199 --1. FLKh, M. or .. I. (2001) The p.4OO <ompiox is . n .. ""mi.1 ~ l A " .ndorm.tion t'f1lH. Coif 
106;.l'I1- .107. 

4. ""muol"", AV. <taU 2oo5) p.4OO iHo-qui,.d lor flA '0 pr<>mOt< 'P"I"<><is. J 8 iol Chom 
280:2 1915-z1921. 

5. lon , K.. K.rtmann O. 1och.I., H. Dobbo l<t<in. M (.IOOl ) MUI",I intort.,o",o ol~".,. 
viru, inffft io n.nd my<: <>pro"ion. I V ,,,,J 77:7916- 7944. 
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(AdS), d15ZO, was obta ined from ATCC. AdS m!rtilnt! w e re obtained ffom Arnold 
Be rk (Univ .. r!ity of California. Lm Ang .. I",) (18) and Philip Branton (McGill Uni· 
ver!ity, Quebe<. Canada) ( t9). Ad<'f\()\liruses were prOJ>ol901ted in 293 ( .. I~ and 
purified by Clel equili br ium (entrifugation. For adenoviral infection .. U20S (I'll-; 
were irxubatedwithviruo; at a muttip lidtyof infection of ISplaque-forming unit! 
per ( .. Il for 1 h al J]"C ....... th intermittent rocking. 

Prot .'n A . .... Y". My<: prot .. in turnov .. r was measured by adding CHX (100 
"g/ml) to (e ll,. collecting prot .. in , ample! at t h .. indicated tim .. point .. and 
a,,,,y,ng rel ..... ant proteIn 1 ....... 1, byWO. My( and pS3 (onjugal'" w .. re delected 
by using the Hi!·tagged Ub m .. thod aher tramfection of U10S (e ll, with 
pMTl07 (20). pCGN· My( (8). pCGN-pS3 (unpubli,hed work). and pCMV-p400 
(J) a! irnlicated. 

<aNA muour. m. nl. Wh ...... appropri ate , total ~ellular RNA was harvestedwlth 
TRlzol (lnvitrog .. n) and r .. ve r ..... tran"'ribed with th .. T~qMan kit (Applied 
Bias)'!t .. ",,). and (DNA leve ls from t h .. Indicated ge""s w e re qu anlified by 
u,ing t h .. SYBR Gree n I'CR Ma,l .. r Mix (Applied Oios)"t .. ",,) in conjunction 
with a MJ R", .. arch CFO·J240 Chrom04 Detector. Tran",ript lev .. ls for ta'get 
gen", were normaliz .. d to tho! .. of actin . Prim .. r sequerx .. s are available on 
request . 

RNAi. Duplex pools of ~ iGenome RNA agairnt My<:: and nonl argetting conlrol 
seque rx", (Dharmacon) we,e transiently lransfected into IMR90 ( .. lis via 
Oligofectamine (Invitrogen). Knockdown of My( RNA was at I .. ast 50% (data 
not,hown). 

C. II Viabilit y. To as",y the ability of My<: to r .. ",ue lhe apoplotic d .. fect of the 
E IA .l.26- JS mutant. IMR90 ( .. lis we,e ,tably transduced wilh pll'C. plPC E IA 
(21). plPC EIA .l.16- J5 (4). plPC .l.CR2 (4). or pBab .. Hygro HAM My<: (12) by 
r .. lroviral inf .. ction . Th .. r",ulting (ell lin'" were plated into 12-we ll dishes al 
a density of 1 X 10' (ell! pe' well. Tw .. nty-four hours laler. (ells w .. re Ireat .. d 
with ad riamydn for 24 h. Adhere nt and nonadhere nl (e llsw .... e th .. n pooled 
and analyzed for viability by Irypan blue "l«lusion. Al I .. ast 200 ( .. Us w .. re 
count .. dfor each data point. Toas",y the ability of ElA 10 irnllX .. apopl",is in 
MyC ' - <ells. HO. IS.19. and palenlal Ratl (eUs. TGR· I ( t3) we,e transdtxed 
with r .. lro~ iral "xl"",s;on construct< for Ell\. EIA .l.26- J 5. or My<:. in the 
indicat .. d (ombinatiom. R .. lat ive apopto';s was d .. termined by (om!",ring (ell 
death 24 h after treatme nl with incr .. asing doses of adriamycin. Data pre· 
sented a,e th .. avera!l<' o f t hree ind .. pende nt "xperiments. 

An<horag. ·lndepend. ,n G rowt~ . OJ "",mal hum.an primary for""'-in f ibroblarn 
w e re stably lransdlXed with pBAOf·!"ao Ha·Ra!Vt2, pWZl-Neo EIA, or H)'9ro
MarXII ·My<: in the indicat edcombinatiom byretroviral infection and analyzed for 
a nchor"'l .... ndependent growth in """i",lid media as described {IG}. 

ChiP an d R.·ChtP Ana lysis. ChiP anall"'" w .. re performed in U10S ( .. u, thai had 
be .. n t ramfected with either (ontrol (pUC 119) 0' pCMV-FLAG-p400 const ruct 
by using Fug .. ne 6 (Roch .. ). After 48 h, c .. U! we,e infecte d with control. d15ZO, 
and dlttol adenoviru, for B h . Primary immunoprecipltationwa, performed 
by using anti·My<: (N261) antibody; for r .... Ch IP. a secondary lmmunopredpi · 
t ation using anli · FLAG (M2) antibody was performe-d. Copredpitatlng DNA. 
after .. ach round w .. ,e assayed by quantftati~e I'CR u,ing eilher the Bn_C 
(specific) and 02J.M (nonspecifi{ (ontrol) amp/ico ns (23). R .. ·Ch IP DNA signals 
for FLAG-p400wer .. furth .. r normalized t o those from { .. lis transfect .. d with 
th .. ~eclor (ontrol. 
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Review 

Adenoviral E1A Function through Myc 

Abhishd, A. e h a" rub" .. t )'''' ami Will ia m 1'. Tan ",,),' 

'"",", ~ ........ ,_ ,..,. c,,", SJ>ri'l!l H ....... __ -' 'M"'",~-' Cd,,,, """o!y ""'P .... S<o<. L _ _ y"'_"'ok 
.. ""'y """"'.""'y """",,._"'ok 

Abstract 
T he " ud )' o r IJ~.\ IWllo C ,;cu_,,,, ha, """n i",-a lu a ble in 
uncO\'L't"i ng lhe c<~lul ac node. a nd palb,,-a)~ Ib a l c'H,'cibut e 10 
o nco gcnc';"" I'crhal" o ne of lhe be.t ·.tudic d oo,c"l,rolcin, 

e ncodoo "" a IJ I~,\ lumoc ,ic~ i, adc n,,,'icu_ • • : U . "'bkh 
modific. lbe runctio n o r h '}' rqr,u laloC)' I .... "ein. "-lcb a. 
.... iinobla"o m a (lI b l a nd the c ..... "llalin remodeling 1>I'1>1ci n 
1',1011. Altbougb the inleraction of Et A ,,-ilb li b ba. " H'~ """n 
kno,,-n 10 la cg<i ", ~ulal~'" o r the F.:! I' tcan",ript~'" fac~, .... 
Ibe do ,,-n .trcam lac",,1 o r Ibe .: U · I, t OlI inle racl~," ba, 
rc m ai noo elu_';, ... lI'e ba , 'e r«cntl )' "'porled Ibal a crilical 
do ,,-n.trcam link of Ibe .: U ' p ,tOlI nc xu_, i. lhe o ncol,rotei n 

Iran ,;cri"'~H' factor c . M)'c. Thro ugb ils inlcract~'" ,,-i lb p ,tOlI. 
.: U .ta hili ... ", M)t: a nd I,ro n~,'e, ~, cmal;'", or M)" ' p ,tOlI 
con'I,Ic>c , o n chro malin . Icadi ng 10 acti,'al~," of M)" la rg<i 
~c n"". Th L"" finding. poinl 10 a n iml"wtanl role ~'r p ,tOlI in 
M)'c funct;'," a nd re,'cal lhal [1 ,\ dri , 'c. oncogcnc';, b )' 

la",'in ~ inlo ' ''-0 iml"wtanl Ira ,o;c ri 11I~,"al n<i "-o r\; ,, Iho .., o r 
E:W a nd M)c. [e."""" lies ~6'l( 1 )h-91 

DNA Tumor Vi ruses : Keys to Unlock ing Molecular 
Mechanisms 

DNA twnor vi",..,.. 5Uch as 5\'40 and aJenoviTU5, h",,, long 

hccn used ll!l tools with which to probe critical cclIub.r 1'''''''''''''''' 
including oncogcnic transformation Beca use of their .maD 
gcnome, and "riking hiological effect .. il i. Il"ncrnlly "",un><'d 
lhat DNA tnmor viruses ""''' ",,,1,'-'<1 to taoget the minimal 
numhcl' of ""DulaO' nodes and pathwaY' "-"Iuired for transfonna · 
lion, Thus, hy .tudying th""" virus"" m.". the )"'ars. """,,,,,,hen 
h",,, """n able to prohe mochaniSffi!l of"""""" initialion a.5 """II .. cx"""" the underlying hioiogical event .. Th"", i. a rich legacy of 
exploiting DNA tnmol' viruses to slDdy Il"nome arehilcclIIre. 
""""rymi< Irar .. criplion. DNA replication. and onrogCne!i;', \\brk 
dOn< on DNA twnor ,-irusC!l in the 197(k and 19lO5 led to the 
dcvclopment of IcchniqUC!i ... ch ll!l the U5e of ethidiwn bromide 
.taining for DNA and RP[P anaIy'5;"as wcO "" """cating I"""mRl'lA 
.plicing. trar=riptiOlnai regulation. and onrogcn< cooperation ( I ~ 
Thus. much of what we take for granted in modem-day molccul"" 
hiology and can""" """,...-eh hali come from slDdying DNA twnor 
virus"", 

One of lhe hcst·slDdi<d DNA twnor vi"""" i. adcnovirus. which 
usually """"'" uJlPCT ""'Pir-atory trod infection .. pw1icularly in 
ch~dren Although adenovirm ;, not thought to cause ca."""" in 
hwna .... it. cariy Il"ne product. are pw1i<ularly effective at 
t"""fonning mammalian cells in vitro, Much of the """",reh <Il 

adenovirm ha< ",,,""-'<Ion the F. IA protein of adenm-irus..5 (A<Jy..5 ~ 

_ . ... ......... ".~ .... p_ ~ c"",, S¢"!I ........ ut.u-.y. 
, ""'lI'''''' ' """"- c""' .'f>Aot ......... " ... , ...... _ " ..... 7 ... '" _ " ..... 7· 
...,,, "--"'> ' '''''-- ''''''-

mooo A_ ""aria<ioAfor c...o.._ 
.... ,O"' .......... 5072.CA1<OoI-1026 

Cane., Ru 2009; 69: (11. J a nuary 1, 2OD9 , 

a .mall t",ctabic protein that efficicntly coOaborates "ith the 
adenovVm EIB protein to drive one"ll"nic IraruformalifI}, AtJv..5 

EIA ;, =t>""ocd ali """ alternately spliced i.monru. refCTTcd to ll!l 
12S and 13S, and sh""", foUO' highly con"""'ed regiOll5 (CRI ·CR,1j 
with E IA proteill5 from othCT oemt)'pes, 1'he5e foUO' con""",'-'<I 
region_. ha,,, """n slDdicd extCll5;..,Jy and are lhought to inl1uence 
d;,ti nct ",,'hrlaO' p",c""",. lhal. toscthcT, contribute 10 twnorill"n • 
C!l;' (2 ), By focming on the .. regio .... """",rehen """'" able to 
m""" beyond EIA 10 the ""Oular protein. w~h which ~ internct. 
and cxpIOl~' to excrt ~. effect .. The mo" notable oflhcoc cclIuI"" 
protei", i. the rrlinobla5loma ( Rb) protein (3). which Wll!l 
identif>Cd "-' a celhrI"" factor that interact. "ilh F. IA , ... CRI and 
CR2. "-'siOll5 e=ntial for the ab~~y of F. IA to promote ""II cycle 
p"'8""'';''n, [t i. now c lear that undCT normal cond~ion .. Rh 

functions "" a tnmol' ""'Jl"'S"Or hy " _'<IUC!itcring the ",,0 cycle 
regulator F..lF and tim~ing ~. role in indueing protifcralion, On 
adenonr-al in"ction. ho"",,,,,.. hinding of EIA to Rh . trip" il away 
from the E2F compicx, which in tum Ica,h 10 ectopic act;.. ... tion of 
F.2F and it. I""get Il"n"" and loss of gml'>th control Thcoc early 
.tud;.,. of the EtA·Rh connoctiOln thus """,,1«1 an important 

regulatm)' pathway thai has .ubsequcntly been fOlund to he 
d""-'8" laIed in mo" human """",,", 

[n add~ion to Rh. F. IA interact. with an im"""";-.,, coUcction of 
""Dulac protein .. including TBP, CBp/pDJ, J>IXI. IT! , and CDK8. 
to name a few (2 ~ Although ~ can he difficult to di""",t tbe 
individual contrhrtiOll5 of cach of the .. intcractioll5 to EIA 
function, a growing hody of evidcnce indicates lhat interaction of 
EIA w it h chromatin ",modeling protcin. such ll!l CBp/p.'W (4) 
and J>lOO (5) i. impmtant for lhe hiological act;";I;'" of EIA [n the 
first case. ~ has """n argued that inte",ction of F. IA w~h CBp/ 
p:lOO rcgulat"" il. """",,;'tion with the anaph ..... promoting 
complex AI'C. which in tnm inl1uc""", ",,0 cycle prog", .. ion 

during m~osi. or carly G, """'" of the ""II c ycle (6~ Por lhe E lA· 
p.oJ intCTactiOn. ho,"""",,., the dOl"''''''''''' effector netwo"" ,,"-' 
unknown. Our """,nt "udiCOl (7) h",,, led to the "",hation thai the 

""Dulac Olncopmtcin .,.MY" ;, an important t""get of the EIA.polOO 
nexu5 and thai F. lA can functiOln through 1',100 to exploil the 
tran...-riplional program of My.:. 

Myc as a Downstream Effector 01 E1A 
Myc ;, an onroprotein Irarucription factor thai promote . 

twnorill"nooi. by acti, ... ting and """"""ing a wide . et of l""ll"t 
gc",," that conlml ",,0 gml'>th and protifCTation (8), The amounl of 
Myc in a nonnal ",,0 is ,,,,}, ,,,..- and;' tightlycontroOed at hoth the 
tran...-riplional and JlO,ttrall5criptionai 1",,,Is, \\e ha,,, previously 

found that one meehani5m regulating Myc level. iii ohiqu~in . 

mediated proteolysi. and that tnmol'-dcrivcd mutatioll5 within 
MY" thai ....... ·crt this Jl1"'C"'" are .. oociated "ith aM"'"';'" 
Oln""ll"nic activity (9, IO~ M"""".".. """ and othCT!l ha,,, abOl fOlund 
that the activit)' of t"'ll5cription facto ... ,uch ll!l Myc can he 
pmi:oondly regulated hy their uhiquit)iation "atll!i (11 _ 15 ) and 
that in ""me """"" proteolysi. of lhese facto .. i. tinked to their 

w_ .. ac,Jour ....... otg 
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Adenoviral E1A Function through Myc 

Abhis hd, A. e h ak .. "b" ... )"'"' ami Willi"m 1'. Tan sey' 

'c",", Sf'''''j! ......." , ....... "" Cdd~ "_. __ .... . "",,«w.._ c.M", """",, Prop-. ..... L __ 'of_ Yo .. 

.. """1 """" ..... , -. _ Yo"" 

Abstract 
T he .• tud )· of IJ~'" tW1l0r ,iru,.,. M . l>een i",'alu ~hlo in 
unc,wering ,he c<~ lul ~r nodc.~nd p~' h " ... )~ that contrih~ e '0 
o ncojl,e nc ;; ;. I'c rtoal" one or , .... """" ·. tudic d "ncopro'ei n . 
e n<..,d,od ", . • IJ I~ ,\ tumor ,i r~ i. od~n ",·iru . f.U . ,,·h ich 

modir"" ,he funct ion o f k,,)' "'lIu l.to l')· f""O'ein; ",c h •• 
.... ~inoh l a"oma (Kh f and the c hromatin ,..,m"d,~in ... profdn 
" .11)0 . . \U hou ... h the int<'racH'Ml of [lA "'ith lib ha. Ion ... l>ee n 
knml"n to tor ... <'1 "'g nla tion of th~ F.:U' t r an""ri l'ti.on facto ..,., 

'h~ do,,·n . ,..,.m t a rJl!'t o f th~ f."' · I"OO inte r ac tion h .. 
.... ' ll a inoo <"Iu;;,,,. II" ha,·~ " ,.",,,,' )' "'porte d th.t K ..... it ic al 
do"'"", rcam link of 'h~ .: U · I, ·I/)() neIl" i.; the o n ""I,roloi" 
'ran,..,..i,,,~., fador c-1II)·e . Throu~ it.. intc r acti.on " 'it h " .10 11. 

.:I A ~t.ahi l il.<'" M)c a nd pmn~,tu "'rmotion of 1II)·~ . p .tIlO 

c'.ll pl",~ , on c hromotin . leadin ... to acti,·. ';on or 1II)·c tar~<'1 
ge n"" . T h ....... findin". l>Oint to on im l,.,..ta nt .. ~e ~,r 1'.14)0 in 
M)·c runct ion a nd r " " , oJ tha, .:1 ,\ dri,..,. onco ... en c ;; . h ) ' 

ta l'l, in ... into t ,,·o iml,,>rIa nt , .. ,...,ri 11I ~",al n<'I"'ork ;: tt~".e of 
.:21' and M)" . ICo,..,.". Reo "Ml9fi~ I~_91 

DNA Tumor Vi ruses : Keys to Unlocking Molecular 
Mechanisms 

OSA lumo, vi."..,.. such as S\'otO and odcn",;TIl5, h",,, tong 

heen U><'d as tools with which 10 prohc critical cclIuIar pro=<se!i. 
including oncrog<1lic tnon.ro,matinn. B<'C8""e of thciT ,moD 
genomo, "".I striking biolofPcal effect .. il i. ",n<"TaIly a,,,,un,,,d 
lha, OSA rumo, ,;ru.,,,,, have cvol,-.d to "''lIet the minimal 

n~ of c.,gular nod"" and pl1lhW3Y" requi red for tnln.<fo"",,_ 

l ion. Thus. by .tOOymg th""" ,;rusCfi ."...". the Y"""" "". ",re""'" 
h",,, b«,n able to p""'" mochani""" of cane.,,- initialinn ,.. ",~~I "" 

""J1O"" the underlyins biological L .. """''' Th<'re i. a rich '''P'CY of 
""pIoiting DSA rulnOT virus"" 10 slDdy !l""0"'" arehik'Cmr.,. 
/.'Ukaryoti< Ira'1!lcription. OSA tqJIication. and onroge,..,.io. \\'ork 
done on OSA lumor ,-in .... in th~ 1'1700 and !9lCo led to the 
dc.dop"",nt of t<chniques such ... lhe me of ethidiwn bromide 

staining for OSA and RPIP anaty.io, "" w<"ll "" "" . .,aJjng J1"<'"mR;'IA 
.plieing. tran.'iCr¥i"naI "'gu/ation. and o"""!!"",, co opcrntion {! ~ 
Thus. much or whal we take fo, gr.ontoo in modem-day "",I...-uIaT 

hiology and can"", "",earch h"" come from ..... dying OSA lumor 
,;rusCl. 

One of lhe """1·slDdird OSA lumo' ,;rus"" i. ad""",;""" which 
u..wJy "'"U!"'" uJIPCT """iratory trn<:l inf<'Cfinn .. J1"1"Iicu!arly in 
chadren. Although adenoviru> io not thought to cau"" ca...,.". in 
humans. It. ,,;aly W'ne pro ducts . re parlil:w.rIy effecti,.., at 

tr.>tlIiforming "",rnmaI"n eel" ;" vim>. Much of the """",reh <II 

odenovinu has i>cUO<"<l on th~ E!A protein of a denm;""' ·5 (Adv-5). 

""l-' ... ..". .... ",.~ .... P. ~ C""' SpIo@ ....... Uohu'-"; 
, ..... "". """,,"C,,", ~ _~.,. '110" _Sl ..... 7~'"' """Sl"''''· .., .. ,_ , ... .,_ "'u. 

........ .........., ... """""",,,,ca..-_ 
"""' .. II ..... _~J«IO...,. 

Concar Reo 2009; 69: (1). J .. ,u.-y 1. 2009 , 

a ,mall I",ctable protein lhal cflici""'ly coUahornt"" "ith lhe 
adenoriru., E IB protein 10 drive onc"ll"nic lJ'aR!iformaliaJ. A<Jv-.5 

r IA is <!XJ1""'oed ali "'" alternately ",oced ioof<mno. ",f=<..,j to as 
!2S and 135. and "'""", four highly ""n"",,'oo regiOtlli (CR! ·CR.I) 

with E IA protei .... from other """")1""" 'These (oW" con."""-.d 
....-gion .• ha,.., b«,n slDdied exlensildy and are lhought I" inlWence 
d iotinct ootular J1I'OC"''''' lhat. toscthcT. contribute 10 tomorill'!'" 
""io (21 . By focusing on the.., tqlio ..... """"""...".. """"" ahie 10 
m""" beyond EIA 10 the ccllular p""eir,. with which ~ intcrnct.o 
and expto~.lo cx<'TI ito d'fect .. The mo" ""Iahie ofl""'" cclIular 
pruteins i. the relj""htaSlo"", (Rhl proIein (3) , which was 
idcntiroed as a cellular f.odo, that int""",-1. ",ilh EIA via C RI and 

CR2. "'siD"" e"",ntial fo, the ahil~y of E IA to p romote ""It cyd~ 

p"'fl""'sion. It i. now ct.."" tho~ under normal C1>nd~ion .. Rb 

function ... a bJIDOT ""l''''''''''''' by "''1'''''''''"''11 I .... ",,0 cycle 
"'Sulator F2P and ~m~ing h mle in inducing pro~fcrnlion. On 
adenm;,al inloellon. he,we,..,,-. binding of E IA '0 Rh .trip" il away 
from the ElF complex. which in lum ,,-ads 10 <'CIopic actil."tion of 
E2f' and it. l"'ll<~ ",n .. and I.,.. of g""".h control Theoc early 
srudies of the E!A·Rb connoction th", ""TaJed an imponant 
....-gulatory "",hway lhai hao . uhscqucntly b""" found 10 boo.' 

d<"'1I"latoo in most human """"""-
In .oddlion 10 JIb. EIA intcr.tct. with an im.,..,..i>-" coUcdion of 

""Bula, prote in .. includinllTBP, CBpJpDJ, J>IO(\. ITZ. and COKS. 
to ... me a r.".. (2~ Although ~ can boo.' ddlicuh to di""",,1 the 
individual contri>utio,," of each of the .. interactions to E!A 
function, a growing body of evid"""" ind"",,,,,, that intCTactinn of 
EIA with cbro"",~n T<.'t1"oOdeiing proteins ouch as CBplp.~ ('1) 

and 1'100 (5) is impon"", fm lhe biological ""'n;H"" of EtA. In lhe 
r. .... ca.!iI.'. ~ ...... been ~ lhal in", ,,,ction of EI'" with CBpl 
p:l(){l "'Sulat .... it. .. ....,;"Iion ,,;th the """ph"""'promoting 
com""'~ APc. which in rum inllue"""" cclI cycle J1I"1I!""ision 

during m~osi. or ca dy G , """"" of the ""It cY"'" (6~ POT lhe E IA · 
1' ,100 inlcrw;tion. h"",,.,,,,.. lhe dm."SI"""" eff<ctOT network "'''' 
unknown. Ou, """'nl "udi"" (7) h"' .... led to the reaJil.aliu n lhat lhe 

""Bular oncoprotein .,.My" " an importan' ''''get of the E!A-polOO 
nCXllS and lhat E lA can function thmugh p ,1OO to <!XJ1toil the 
Ir.lt1JiCTipiiona! pros""" of Myc. 

Myc as a Downstream Effector of E1A 
My" io an o nropro"'in lnonscriptio n f"",o , lhai promoteo 

lumorill" ncsi. by acti, ... ting and ... "..,...ing a wide . et of largel 
g"""" th," control ""U g,o",.h and protifcrnl .. m (81. Th~ 8IDOunl of 
My" in a normal cclI i",,'1 I"",· and io tighdycontroUoo at both the 
'"",.'iCripiinna! and p'>sitr.o .... criptiona! le·,~"' . II" ha,,, previo",,1y 
found that one m""hanism "'gulating Myc 1c.-ds io ubiqu ~in . 

mooiatoo pro1<'O!y<i. and thol bJmOT-deriV<.od mu",ti""" within 
MY" that .w....cT1 this J1"OCe!i' are ","";atoo ",ith aM""!.'''' 
oncogenic acti,;ly (9. IO~ M""""..".. "'" and oth .... ha,.., a l<o found 
lhal the actn;ty of tntrncription facton .uch ... Mrc can boo.' 
prowndly ~,.t<od by lheir uhiquilybtion "at", (1! _ 15) and 
lhat in !.,,"'" ca,.,. protcol}-.i, of lheoc faeton i. tinkoo 10 IheiT 
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abitity to activate trarl!lcription (16~ lIccause of the import"""" 

of ubiqu~in .m<diatoo protcolpis in inl1ucoong MY" level. and 
aetr.;ty. therefore , ~ is importo.nt to identify and undeTStand the 
mol<cu!o.r 1"'"'''''''''' through which MY" ubiquit)iatio n and 
stab~~y a re "'Sulal:oo. 

II=ntly. Lohr and coU"'.!!IIJe!l ( 17) rq><>rtcd that E IA .tab~iz.c. 
MY" during the c<>urse of adenoviral infectio n To explore the 
underlying mol<'<.'UIar mcchan;,m th rough which this oocurs. w e 

perfonncd a stru~"nction analpis of EIA, U5ing a .ct of 
"cb.<';c· EIA mutants dewlopoo by ot"""', and pmb<d for "'Siom 
in the protein that a re nl.""''''''''Y for My" .tab~iJ;ation Thi5 analysis 
identir.,d "";du"" 26 to 3; of EIA as being uniquely ""lui""] for ~. 
abitity to block My<: lumm=, Gi,,,n the modular natureof EIA w e 
rea!il)noo that 100. of intcr:aetion "ith a ",,,die ""11uI,,, protdn 
might underlie the inohitity of the .l.26·:l.~ E IA mutant to .tahiti.., 
My". The '-'1, t erminU5 of EIA inteTaCu "ith a .Iev.' of protei .... 
including Rb. I'IS prot"""'omc .ubun~ ... C111'/p:KJO. TOP, J>!lx!' 
and TRRAI', but through compa";'on of diff"",nt .ct. of E IA 

mutant. that di5rUJll the various inteTaction .. """ w'-"'" able to 
dctcnnine that 1'..00 inleTaction i, uniquely ""luired m the eff<et. 
of EIA on Myc. 1" 00 ;' part of a nuclco!iO"""~ing complex 
thatthe Uvinll"ton group has ohown is important m the acti,'ily of 
both EIA and My,, ( 5) , The common connection of MY" and EIA to 

1'..00. and the ah~ity of abeT chromatin.",modeting protei", to 
"'Sulatc My" .tabitity (1 8). 100 115 to h)l"'ihcoize that 1"00 may 

.' 

AdIo",,"' .. , EIA Function throcJgh Alye 

underlie .tahitization of My" by E IA [nde«l,our '''''''"'quent studi"" 

.OOwoo that I'iOO i. ""Iui red for the obny of E IA to .tahiti .., the 
My<: protein and that fOl'Cl.'d ""Jl"'SSion of 1'00 attenWlIe!i My<: 
ubiquilylation f!.a.oo on thcoe ""uIt .. we haw concluded that 1'00 

;, an importa.nt "'8"lator of My" .tab~ity and that inleTaction of 
J>oo wilh E IA promotes ~. abny to .tabilize Myc. 

What i. the functio nal .ignificance of the EJA .p «JO. M)" 
connection? Our ''''''''''Iuent .ttJdi"" .OOwoo that E IA pmmot"" 

the .table ll5Sociation of My<: and 1'400 both in ""Iution and, 
crilnUy. on chromatin at 11.1)" tar)l"l ll" ""'" O msi.tc nt " i th the 
role of 1'00 a . a col3etor for the tr"'l!lcriptional activity o f Myc. 
this c nhan""'] Myc'Jl400 interaction leads to acti,'alion of a.ct of 

My<: target gene .. [n a . c",c. therefore. EIA 115 .... J>lOO to "hijack" 
~I)" and it. _ r.;ties , We bcIi""" that the E IA. My<: conn<'Ction i, 
importo.nt m t he activity of EIA because EIA cannot .timu!o.w 
apoptosi. in the absc""" of 11.1)" and bocau.., i........,a'1Cd """"",;on 
of 11.1)" can c o rnpcn .. w m tra",fonnation defccl5 that are 
"",ociawd willl 100. of the E IA.p'oo inwr:action Tak ing our 
obseT,'aliom tog>ther. we co""lude that EIA <1m'.,. o nrog""""is. in 

port. by U5ing p..:o t o tap into the tranocriptional program of M)" 
and ciicit a Myotikc ""po",e ( F'S, I) , 

Coopt ing a Cellular On coprotein 

The functio nal simi!o.rit;.", hetw<en My<: and EIA haw b ...... 
app reciated for many}""'" (19~ Iloth protei", h",,, the ability to 

1 

FIg_ t . E, A r~ ~.io p<OO. _ ",iMionolE, A _1hoc~reg<J_p<OO_ IIII __ ","" I.tyc. Ttw.~ _ ~_p400 

_ ..., 1"-,"",,,,,,,,_, . atabI_ ~ b<\' -<>;I "'"" III <bIq<.i~ _Itp<~ 11>0""_01 ~p<OO """flIo.<_ on ~ ~_ 
1_"11 10 hi, ..... """". Thull, E 1A _ _ 10 eliejt, n paIt, • ~~b ".. .... _p<nIe "'"' c __ 10 u"lion ln _ _ om col kJlor uanokl«nalion. 
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abitity to ""Ih"",~ Ir.uucription (16~ 8e.:"us~ of the imponance 

of ubiqu~in_m<diate<l prolL'o,lysi. in inl1uencing MY" J"""J. and 
oct;";ty, th""-of,,re, it i. importont to identify and und<"l'S!..oo the 

mol<cular JlI'lC"""" through which MY" ubiquilylalion and 
,tah~ity.m "'8wal<.'d 

J\ccently. LOO, and coU .... .!f\"'" (17) rq><>rt<.'d I"", E IA sl.ah~iu. 
Myc during lhe .,.,une of a<l<'TlmnJ infection. Th explore the 
underlying mol<'CUIar mechanism thmush which IhI, DcrW'II. we 
periOTTTM.'d a ,lructure-i",ction anal}"'o of EtA , using a ... of 
·c .... sic· EtA muta.nU dc",lol",d by others,and prob<d for "'8iono 
in th~ protein I"", a", llOCessary fur Mj-'C .tabili:r;ation. This analy";. 
identified ",,"duCl1::!61o 3; of ~IA aB bring uniquely ~"'" for iL. 
abitity 10 block Myc tnmm.."..Giv<''Tllhe modu .... n3l""'of EIA we 
""""n<'<I I"", 10 .. of i"",,,,ction ,,;th • specific C<'Ilular protein 
might underlie the inabitily of the .126_35 E 1,1. mutant to slabitizc 
Mye. The Nil, tennilW5 of EIA int."....,,, ,,;th a ,lew of prot.,; .... 

iocloding Rb. 19S protea",mc Bublmits. CBP/p:DO. TBP. p400. 
and TRIlAI', hut through compo";'on of different .ct, of EIA 

mutant. t"'" disn"" the ,-ario .. " inteT3dion .. we ,..""" able to 
d""'nnin~ thot p.j()Q intcTaction i. uniquely ""Iw",d i:.r the effect, 
or EIA on :'lyc. plOO" part of a nuclc"""",,-,"I'. ,modding complex 
that the Uvingslon group ha.s shown is iml"'rlanl i:.r the actn-ity of 
both EIA..,d M)'C(5). The common ""nnection ofMyc and EtA to 
p .1OO, and the ab~ity of .. """ chromatin-remodeting protei", to 

"-'gul3lc MY" stahitity (1 8). 1<'<1 us 10 hypoI"""izc that plOO may 

Ado""", .. / EIA FUller/on Ihrough My<: 

underlie slahitiz.alion of My" by EIA Indeed,ou, ,ubscquent studies 

showed thai plOO i. ""!"ired for lhe "h~dy of EIA to <tahi6.., lhe 
MY" protein and that forero ex"""",inn of plO allen",,"'" MY" 
ubiquityJation 8as<'<I on I"""c ",,,,Its. we have conch"lcd that plO 

is an impoTttnl "'S"""or of M}'C .tab~ity and th31 inlcTarnon of 
p'1OO,..ith EIA promolCl1 h 8bny 10 .tabihe M)-.:. 

Wb.t io the functional significance of lhe EIA-p~MI'" 

conncction1 Our Bobs<"!ucnt olDdi"" showed lhal E IA promot"" 

the .. able a .. ociation of MY" and p400 both in ooIution and, 
criti<a.Dy. on chrontiltin .t M)'C to'lI"-I 11""""" Con sistent ,,;th the 
,ole of plO a. a co£.ctor fo, the Irnnocriplinnal activity of :'1)-.:. 
thi. enhane<.>d M)""P<IOO int<'r.O<tion k.,,1. to actl,,,,ion of .. "'--I of 

MY" ""l:I<~ g"""" In a .ens". lherefore. EIA u"'",. plOO to -hij""k
M}'C and iill ad;';I;"'. W~ hcIi""" that the E IA. MY" conn<clion i. 
important fi". t he activity of EIA becau"" EIA cannot otimulaw 
ap<>ptmi. in the """"nee of My" and b""a.",,, incre'"f<.'d ""J'l"""";nn 
of ~I)-.: "'In compen ... '" i:.r iran.rOTmaiinn <l<of<'ctB tlwt are 
a'."""""'d willi los. of the EIA.p'lOO inw .. ction Thking our 
obocn3lion. "'8"thel'. ,,·c coocJude lhat EtA drivCl1 OTlroJI""",is. in 

part. by U5ing p.j(() to top into the tm"""';plional program of ~I)'C 
and dicil a Myc-tikc TeSpons~ (I"'S. I) . 

Coopting a Cellu lar Oncoprolein 

The functional ';milaritie!l bctw""",, :'1)" and EtA ""''' bren 
appreciated for many)""'" ( 19~ Both prot";", h",'C the ability 10 

FIII_ t . E1Aff9""_ l.t\'C"ap<OO. n.o<iotlOnol Ell. _ ""'<_~f~_p<OO~ i .. '-_....., r.tv<-TtN~ _1.t\'C ..... p«IO 
_ twol"-'""""'n .... J._' ...... lleI I.I)c ~ -<>;I ....ni .. <lliqu~ _It~ "'""" ..... _01 ~p<Ol """fIIu_ on l.t\'C IM;IOI_ 
1_"II "'!l>!Nr ..... atiotI. T"""E'AiI_"'otlci', n""", . Io.I\'C~ .... """ ........ __ c_"'fInc_,n_il_< .. """"~ 
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promote ectopic ,~.pha>c entry and ""U protifCTalion, IIoth can 
block dif("",ntiation, and both coopCTale "ith on""!!"n",, ,uch ... 
lias to d";"" ceDular transformation Despite the m=la ppi ng 
""",rtoi"", of My" and EIA the underlying biological ba.i, of this 
phenomenon has been unclear, Ou r demon<tration that EIA can 

function through My<:. thus regulating My" tarll"t Il"""'" """ideo 
one ""planation for this m=lap and sh"",~ how a viral oncopmtcin 
can I'<'C1'Uit a ""lIul", onrnpmtein to CJ<C1"I its e f eru, 

The ",gulation of Myc by adenovirus EIA rai""" .. ,.,,,,,,1 
int""""'ing is""", about the underlying P"'''''''''''' at work and 

h"",' the.., P" '''''''''''' affect ""II growth control ""thwal'" One 
intriguing issue is the mechanism through which EIA act, on p «lO 
to stimulate its inleTaction with MY'" We favm the idea that EIA 
aru by fonning a ternary compl"" bet",,,,,n itself, 1'100, and My" 
and that ~ is this complex that "","embl"" on Ml""reguJated ge",," 
to acti,..te their exp" ""oon Although the livingston group (5) has 
shown that 1'100 a.,,,xiatc . with distinct populations of ElA and 
My" in ""lution ~ i, "",,;hIe that ,uch a compl"" forms only 
transiently OT is stabitizcd "ithin the context of chromatin, The 
concept that EIA aru "ithin the context of chromatin is not 
without JlI'.'C'-'dent, Work from the llarfu r group (20) h"" shown 
that ElA associate . "ith F.2P.depcndent br!l"i Il"netl a nd that this 
association leads to chang"" in chromatin structn", that pcrm~ 
ge,,", activation, In thi. instan"". EIA i, not ';mpIy acting to 
''''IueslcT Rb fam~y protei", but i, p laying an active role in .. tting 
the appropriate cpill"nctic .tate for F.2P.depcndent t"""cription 
We hypothesize that ElA . imaarty aru at MY" br!l"i ge",," to 
inJ1ucnce their chromatin structu.., via plOO Indeed, we ha,,, 

detected El A at ,cveraI MY" br)lCl ge ..... by using chromatin 
immunopr<.'Cipibtion' con';stent with the idea that El A act. on 
Myc that i, promoter bound, If this notion i. cmT<.'Ct. it raj""" the 
int""""'ing _ib~~y that ElA could influence MY" function not 
. imply through 1'00 bot abo through the unique ,et of other 
transcription fact"", with which ~ inte",ct, (4 In this way, ElA 
d""" not just ,timulate My" activity but, through I'<'CT1litment of 
new cofactors. could q""tibti,,,1y cha"flO the manner in which My" 
functio", and how it, target Il"""" are regulated, 

An additional unanswered qoestion i. the mechanism through 
which p «lO ,bb~izc, the Ml'" protein, Curiously, MY" .bba~y is 
known to be r<.>gulated by the histo,,", acetyltransf"""'e!I hC.cN5 
and TIP60 (18 ~ ",bblishing a JlI"C'.'dent for how a chromatin 
modifier can inJ1uen"" MY" turnover, In the latter i",tan"". 
h"",,,,,,,,. hC,cN5/TIPW function by acctylating Myc. which could 
pOS<ibly block ",.,.aabitity of lpi,,", "";duetl within the protein for 
ubiqu~in conj"ll"tion Gi",n that J>IOO "",ide . within the TIPW 
complex (5~ ~ i. "",,;hIe that My" acetylation i, a ",Ie·,ant 
mechanism in the EIA'p ,KJO.My" nexus, Akcmatively. ~ is po .. ible 
that 1'00 binds dir<rlly to the iranocriptional acti,..tion domain of 
Myc. the same "-Won that ';gnab MY" uhiquitylation (2l ~ In this 
ca!ie. stabilization could occur by st""" hindran"". with p 400 
blocking binding of either the flm'7 (22) or !;kp2 (12. 15) ubiqu~in 

lig"'''' to their cognate d'-W"", withi n My"" 
RcgardlCSli of the mechanism through wh ich ploo ,tabaizcs 

M)-c. however. the obocrvalion ~..,If rais"" a curiol15 paradox. 
Nwner", .... lndies h",,, implied that the uhiquitylation ldeslruc . 

tion of prote .... such ... My" ;, coupled to their llCti,;ty and in 
• ome """'" may be ""Iuircd for activator function (l3. 14 ~ 
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At least hm ubiqu~in lig;ueo that br)lCl MY" abo ..".,,, as """.,. 
t;"'at"", for MY" function (II. II, 12. l5~ If indeed ubiqu~)-lation 
promote, Myc activity. how can EIA which attenuates Myc 
ubiqu~)-lation via 1'100. .timulate My" activity? \\e "'M"'t that 
.timulation of the p KJO.MY" inleTaction by ElA •• ,,''''' to obviate 
the ""Iu;"'ment of MY" uhiquitylation in Ml'" activity, Thi. could 
occur dher if p 400 byp&< ... the n<'<.'d for uhiquiiJ'-lation by ini · 
tiating a dif("",nt mode of MY" activity or if ubiquitylation itself i, 
a ';gnal that nonnally aru to promote or .lab~izc the plffi. Myc 
interaction In dher ",,"c. ElA both .timulate!i MY" activity and 
disconncc1:s it from a potent mode of ""Hular r<.>gulation that 

int'-W"tes multiple 'ignating pathw"Y' (23. :H) that typically ""cp 
MY" in chock. Int"""'ingly. ElA ""'y h""" multiple mean. to 
disconnect MY" activitz. from deotruction MY" is .tahitizcd by 
pho""ho.,.-Jation of ,w (24) " ithin its degron This phO<phOT' 
ylation is carried out by extra""Uular ';gnal .reguJated ki"""e 
(FjU': ~ which in tum i. indueed by El A (25), Thus. in add~ion to 
promoting the p KJO.My" intcnoction, El A may abo .lab~izc My" 
by acti,..tion of ERr.: , A5 it i, tikely t hat """'" ca""",·,.",ociated 
MY" mutants "'" stab~iJ;ed by aocumulation of ,o;d'" phO<phOT' 
ylation (24). further .tudy of El A and ploo may thl15 provide 
important insight into the mechanism through which highly 
aM """';"" mutants of MY" function An important fulIIre pI 
will be to ,Indy the parallel. betw,,",n the effect, of ElA on ~iJ''' 

""'SUS the mmor.derivcd MY" ca""", mutants, It will also be 

important to determine how 1'00 and MY" uhiquil)-lation f'llure 
in this context 

A5 mentioned earlier, the utitity of studying DNA twnor vi"""" 
.tem, in Iarll" part from their abitity to.hed light on the """t 
inJ1""ntial and ",1""",hIe ""Dular procc5"'" that modulate gmv.th 
control, Just as the inleTaction of EIA "ith Rb """,,]cd the 
importan"" of the Rb.E2F pathway in conlml of the uU cycle and 
""ncer pmg""";on we beti""" that interaction of EIA with p «lO 
highlights the importan"" of the p KJO. M)" connection to the 
.ame JlI'OC",""", PTeviou. work has shown that pIOO is a """,I 

regulator of the p53-p2l ""11u[,,, .. n""""n"" pathway (26), and led 
to the notion that "P'regulation of 1'100 could ,uln,," normal 
.e""'''''lre mechanisrru, Ourdata imply that.com""",ly. in="", 
in p 400 """ .. would abo lead to a ]lI'Ofound deregulation of M)" 
target ge,,", """",,;on which could «>Ilahorate "ith a block in 
..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,e to drj", transfonnalion Although th"", are no data 

cu""ntly pointing to akered 1'100 ""J>"'SS;"n in human can.,.".., 

the doal~y with which perturbation< in 1'100 could influen"" 
twnorill"nesi, mak"" an examination of 1'00 "'P", ,,;on and 
regulation in tnmors an attracti,,, idea. 

A Left J ab, RighI Hook Slraleg y for Tran sformat i on 

ElA i. a ",markable protein Despite its """D . izc ( _250 amino 
acid.~ it has cvoll-cd to target a surpri';ng nwnher of host ""II 
factors, A5 a viral .trategy, the abitity of EIA to lap into the M)" 
pathway is both highly effecti'" and economical, as tittle as nine 
amino acid. in EIA (26.35) could allow it to modulate exp",,,;"n of 
many of the hundrcd5 to tho ... ands of ge",," that"", under the 
conlml of ~Iy<:. Together with a plethora of previous stndies, our 
work """,,15 that EIA ';mulbnrous/y and synergistically act ;"."te • 
at least hm critnl gmwth.contmUing trarucriptional nct""""" 
MY" and E2P, Thi •• double whammy" ti ""ly ties at the heart of the 
on""!!,,nic potency of ElA and further h ighlights the utHy of DNA 
twnor vim..,. as roadmapo to understanding ca""", initiation and 
p"'ll""';"n, 

W_"""'jo"",".org 

promobe ectopic S."""'" ""try and ""ll pro~f"""ion , IIoth can 
block differentialion. and hath """,,=>Ie "ith on""!l"""" . uch ... 
II.as to dri ... , uDolar transformation. De.pite lhe Ol"""'pping 
"-"P"rIoi"" of M}"C ard E!A. the wderl)ing bio!DsnJ ba. ... of 1m. 
phenomenon has been uoc!.".., Ou r do."Tno,""""inn thai EIA can 

function through My<:. Ihus "'guhlling ~1j."C ''''W'' W'''''''- prmides 
one explonalion for this m-erlap ard .I"",~ "",,, .• ,TaJ onC1!Jlr<llcin 
COIn ""-"">it a oolu!ar onroprotein to exen il> ell'edo. 

The "'gulalinn of Myc by a<lenovirm EIA "'i ..... ,,,,.era] 
inl""""ing is....,. about the und<-rlying p"'''''''''''' aI work and 
how the .. 1"""""""" alf."" ""]! growth control pathw.)". One 
intrit!uing i ..... c is the mochanism through which EIA "d. on 1' ,100 
to .timulaie it. in"""'ction with Mre. \\,,, fa"'T the ide .. thai EIA 
act. by f"mUng a Iftn"')' complex Irl"""n It.clf. 1'100. aId Mye 
and that a II this compleJ: IhlIt ,"",cmbl"" on MJ"""-"gL'!aled ge"",,, 
10 adi_e lheir """"",sion. AJthoug.h the INingston group (5) """ 
. hown lhal 1'100 _oci"",. with distinct popuIaiinn. of E!A and 
~1j."C in ..,wtion. ~ i. J>05"bIo thai , uch • complex f0Tm5 only 
lrnrl5iently OT II stabiti.....! "ithin the c o ntext of chromatin. The 
concept thai EtA act5 "ithin the context of chromalin is not 

withoul JlI'."<"'deni. Work from the II"TlleT group (201 has '00""" 
lhal E tA associow. "ilh E2F-d'"P"ndeni ta'9'-~ Il"""" and thai tm. 
"",ocioItion loads to chang"" in chromalin structure lhal p<"fiDl 
ge"" ..,ti,"alinn. In lhi. instan"". EIA i, not si mply acting to 
''''IUe!l1cT Rb fam~ypT<!l<ins hut i. playing an acti,"C role in ..,tting 
lhe _riabe <']>iW'nctie . tabe for E2F-d<"P"ndent ""n,,:r~tion. 

We hypoth<>:izc lhat EIA .im~"'ly act5 at MY" tarll'-~ ge""" 10 
influence lOOT chromatin structuTC via J>400. Indeed. "'"" rum, 
detected EIA at .. ,,>=I MY" tarS'" g< ...... by using chromatin 
immullOJ""-"Cipilation.' consi,itenl "ilh I .... idea thai EIA...-t. on 
Myc lhat i. promolCT b"und. If this notion i. coTT<."Ct. il rni..,. the 
inl""""ing po!II!iiMity thai EtA could influence Myc function not 

.lmply through J>fOO hoi ab" Ihrough the uniqu< set of oIher 
"an5cription f...-t"", with which ~ in"-'ructll (4 In this way. EIA 
d""" not just .timuiaiC MJ"C acti,ity but. Ihrough T<."<."TUiImenl of 
new cofactors. could quatilati",ly duu'll" the mannCT in which Mye 
funetin", and OOW il. targ<t W''''''' are n.-gulal<'<!, 

An additional una"",,'crcd 'l"""tion i. the mochanism Ibro"l!h 
which p'iOO .lah~ize. the M)'O prot";". Cu""IJ5ly. My<: . tahilly iii 
knuwn to .... rq:uialed by tho hi"on< acctyltr ... uf ........... hC.cN5 
and 111'60 { 18 ~ establishing a JlI'!C'."dent fm how a chromatin 
modiliCT can influence ~lJ."C in"",,,,,,. In the laitCT inslan"". 
ho",,,v,,r. hC,cN5/TIPW fuoction by acrlylaiing Mye. which could 
possibly hlock ",uabitily of lyoino rcoidu"" within the prot<in fOT 
uhiquitin conj"ll"tion. Gi,,,,, thai 1'100 "",ide. within t .... 11PW 
comj>lc>: (5). ~ Is poosiblc thai MI"C ""'"'ylation i. a rclcvant 
mechanism in the ElA.polOO-Myc nc:<m. AkcmatiV<!ly. ~ io _ihle 
lhat poo binill dirKlly to the lranocriplinnal acti_i"n domain of 
~!yc. lhe ... me region that !dgn .... ~1j."C obiquityialion (2l ~ In 1m. 
"" ..... ab~ization could on"UT hy .. eric hind"",,,,,. with 1' ,100 
blocking binding of e,theT the I'b",,7 (22) OT Skp2 (12. IS) ubiqu~in 
liga,,,,, to their cognale dcgmllll "i!hin ~lJ.-.:. 

J\cgann.".. of the mochanilim Ihrough which plOO .lab~izc!; 

Myc. hoWCVCT. lhe oboc,,-,won ~.df ",is"" a cu"",,-, """,<lox. 

Nmncro ... . lndies hal"C impli<'<! Ih.ai the ui>iquityialinn /deslruc . 
linn of """" .... 5Uch as M}"C II coupled 10 their ""ti,;'y and in 
",Tn< CIUCS may be ""Iuir<."d fOT activalor function ( 1:'1, l4~ 
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AI least t"", ubiquain lip>eo thai iargIot My<: abo ...".,,, '" coac
In,at"", fOT ~Iyc fonctinn (8. II. 12. 15). If indeft! ubiquitylation 
promote, ~lJ."C activily. ho ... can EIA. which aitenua"'" M)-.: 
ubiqulylation l"io plO(l, ,timulalc ~1j.'C .etil;!y? \\<> .... M"" lhai 
.timul",ion of tho J>IOO-.\!Y" interaction by ElA ".:TV,," 10 OOviaie 
lhe ""Iuir<!menl of My<: ui>iquiqialinn in M)'O acti,ily. Thi. could 
oa:ur cit ...... if 1',100 b}l""""" the nero fOT ui>iquilylation by ini · 
tiating a differenl mode of MY" actilily or if obiquit)'i"'ion il>dI'i. 
a signallhat nonnally acts to promote or ,tah~ize the plffi.Myc 
intCTaOtion. In dh<."T calie. E IA h,,'h . timulal.,. Myc ...-tiYily and 
discmm<."C'IB il from a potent mode . >1' OOlular ....-gulalion lhat 
inl'Wdlcs multiple .ignaJing palhway>' (23, :l-I) thallypically ""<"I' 
Mye in cbccli:. InI<!Tt!OIingly. ELA may h",,, multiple mean, to 
disconnect ~Iyc activi'r, from destruction. Myc is .tabiti","<1 by 
phosphorylalinn of SeT (24) "ithin i1l do.-grnn. Tm. phosphOI' 
yialion iii carried ""t by enraccllula, oignal_"'ogWalcd kj"",e 
(F.R" ~ whicb in tum i. induc....J by EIA (25). Th".. in .&Iaion to 
promoting I .... p 'IIJO.M)", int""""'ion. il i A ""'Y .... 0 .lab~1ZC ~lJ."C 

by activalion of ERIC A5 il i. ~kcly lhat >orne """",-,,""a<soeialed 
~Iyc mutanto an stab~iz ... d by oocumulation of SeT'" phosphOT. 
yialion \2~). fwth", .Iudy of EIA ..00 plOO may th", pro,;de 
import"", iruigbt into the ""-,,banism through which highly 
aAAT<!S!Iive mutant. of My<: function. An important fLlbJre pI 
w~1 .... ,0 .ludy t .... pandlol. betw."", the cJfccto of EIA on My" 
V<!TS1J5 the inmor·de,.h .. "<1 ~Iyc """""'" mutant.. It w~1 "bo be 
imponanl to determine how J>fOO and Myc ui>iquitylation f'Sure 
in this o:on"""t 

A5 mcntinned carliCT. the utitity of _!>dying DNA twnor viruse. 

'''''''' in 1a,W' ""n from lOOT abi~ty to ,hcd l'Sht on t .... mo5t 
inl1uenlial and l"Ulncr~bIo ""Dolar procc!l""" thai modulate grov.1h 
control, J"" a.s lhe intcrnction .>1' ilIA "ith Rh """"led lhe 
import"""" of the Rb-E2F palhw.y in control oflhe c ell eyelo and 
canc<:T progn=ion. we beti""" lhat int.".""tion of EIA with p'iOO 
highlight. lhe importance of the pKJO.~lJ."C connectinn to lhe 
.arne p"''''" ..... !'''-">"iou. work ha • • hown IhlII [>100 iii a "",,,I 
n.-gulalor of the ]>5:1-1'21 OOlulaT !iOn""""nce palhw.y (26). and led 
10 the notion lhat "P""-"gulalinn of 1'100 could '''''',-"T1 rwmnal 
,e""",,,,,,,,,e mochani""",. OuT dala imply thai. co",,,,,,,,Iy. increa.'iC' 
in pm 1.,,,,,10 would .... 0 lead to a J""found ~lation of Myc 
tugct gene cxpr<!S!don. which could e<>JIohor.>ie "ilh a block in 
.. " .... """"e 10 drh" Irnn.,[onnalion. Although th"", are no dala 
cu",-"nlly pointing to a/tCT<."d [>100 CIp"""inn In human ca,><'eTZ. 
lhe duaI~y with which pcrIurbotiOIlll in [>100 could inllucnce 
IIIf""riW'''''';, mak"" on """mination of 1'00 expression and 
n.-gulalion In tmn<mi an altract;'", idea. 

A Left Jab, RighI Hook Slraleg y fo r Transformat ion 
E IA i. a ,. "naRabic protein. Deripibe ito xmaU .ize ( _250 amino 

acid,). il ha.s c..-o""<."d to tuget a ourprising TWmbeT of host 001 
facto ... As a ,TaJ ,tralcgy, I .... a bitity of E!A 10 tap into the ~1j."C 
pathw.y II both highly c1f ...... ti,,, aId economical, ... ~ttlo ... nine 
~mino acid, in EtA (26.3&) could allow it 10 modulate expre5sinn of 
many of lhe hundred5 10 lho""anill of g""'" ,""1 are under lhe 
conlml of ~1j."C. Together with a plethon! of J'R";0,," ""'dies. our 
wOTk """ab that E IA ';multanrously and lIJ"'Crgisticaily act.,,,be. 
al least I"", critical 8rowth.controUing Irn'l!lcriptionaJ net""'","" 

My<: and E2F. Thi •• double whammy" ti"'-~y ti .... all .... heart of lhe 

on""ll"nic potency of ELA and further highlight. the utilay of DNA 
tumor viru ..... a. "",<!map" 10 undentanding canceT initiatio n Wld 
pmll"">i<m, 
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Mechanisms that couple protein turnover to cell ~le proglt'ssion alt' critical tor coon:linating the events 

of cell duplication .100 division. Despite the importaoce of cell ~1e-reguLated proteolysis, however, 
technologies to measure this phenomenon are limited, and typically involw- rrnnitoring (l'lls that are 

It'leased back into tbe cell ~le after synrnronization. We describe bere the use of laser scanning 

cytometry (LSC ), a technical merger between floolt'scence microscopy and flow cytomerry, to determine 
(I'll cycle-dependent changes in protein stability in unperturbed, asynchronous, rultult's ofmammalian 
(l'lls. In this methoo, the ability of the LSC to acrurately measure whole cell fluores(l'n(l' is emplO}ed, 

together with RNA floolt'scence in situ hybridization .100 immunofloolt'scence, to It'Late abuooanceof a 
partiruLar RNA and protein in a (I'll to its point at the (I'll ~le. Parallel rrnnitoring of RNA .100 protein 

levels is used, together with protein synthesis inhibitors, to reveal cell cyde-specific changes in protein 

turnover. We demonstrate the viability of this metood by analyzing the proteolysis of t\W prominent 
human oncoproteins, Myc and C)':lin E. .100 argue that this LSC-based approach offers sew-ral practical 
advantages over traditional cell synchronization methoos. 

Introduction 

Ordered progression through the eukaryotic cell cycle depends on 
mechanisms that tie the abundance and activity of critical 
regulatory molecules to the events of DNA replication and cellular 

division. One of the most pervasive of these mechanisms is ubi
quitin (Ub )-mediated proteolysis, a process in which covalent 
attachment ofUb to target proteins signals their destruction by the 

26S prdeasome. By destroying proteins at specific points in the 
cell cycle, the Ub-proteasome system (UPS) provides directionality 
to the events of cell duplication. and insures that each phase of 

the cycle occurs afte r the previous one is completed [ I J. 
Despite the biological importance of cell cycle-regulated pro

teolysis, techniques to study this phenomenon are limited. One 

• Correspondingouthor. Fax : + 1 5163678874. 
E-mail address: tansey@cshl.edu (w.P. Tansey). 

CI 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

of the most popular approaches is to arrest cells at spedflC cell 
cyde stages, either by chemical or growth-factor blockade, and 
to then release ceUs back into the cycle and monitor them as 

they move in synchrony through subsequent cell cycle transitions. 
These synchronization methods, however, involve significant 
disruption to normal cellular physiology, and-because of the 

perturbations involved-can influen ce the apparent behavior of 
molecules with respect to the cell cycle [e,g., [2-4 II. An alternative 
strategy, centrifugal elutriation [5J, sep.1rates cells based on their 

size, which increases linearly during the cell cycle. In this way, 
relatively pure fractions of ceUs that are in either G I, S, or G2 / M 
cell cycle phases can be obtained. Elutriation has the advantage 

of not requiring disruption to the cell cycle to provide synchro
nicity, but its practical application is restricted because it is best 

Abbreviations: DT, double-thymidine; Fe, flowcytometry ; IF, immunofluorescence; LSC, Laser scanning cytometer; RNA-FLSH, RNA-fluorescence 
in situ hybridization; Ub, ubiquitin; UPS, ubiquitin- proteasome system 
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Mechanisms that couple protein turnover to cell !¥ie progn'ssionall' critical for coordinating the events 

of cell duplication and division. Despite the importance of cell <)(:Ie-regulated proteolysis. however. 
technologies to measure this phenomenon are limited, and typically involw- monitoring <l'lls that are 
n'leased back into the cell ~le after synchronization. We describe here the use of laser scanning 

<YtometlY (L5C), a technical merger between Illllll'scence microscopy and flow cytometry, to determine 
«,II <ycle-dependent dla~es in protein stlllility in unperturbed,asynchronous. rultun's ofmanunalian 
<l'lls. In this method, the ability of the LSC to acrurately measure whole cell Ouores<l'rKl' is emplo~ , 

together with RNA Olllll'scence in situ hybridization and immunoOoorescence, to relateJbundanceof a 
partiallar RNA and protein in a Il'II to its p:!int Jt the Il'II <)(:le. Parallel monitoring of RNA and protein 
levels is used. together with protC'in synthesis inhibitors, to reveal cell cyde-specific changes in protein 

turnover. We demonstrate the viability of this mettJ:ld by analyzi~ the protrolysis of t'Ml prominent 
tJJman oncoproteins, Myc and C}(:lin E, and argue that this LSC-based approach offers sew-rat Pr.lrtical 
advantages over traditional cell synchronization methods. 

Introduction 

Ordered progression [hrough the eukaryotic cell cyde depends on 
mechanisms tha t tie [he abundance and activity of critical 

regulamry molecules ro the events of DNA replication and cellular 

div ision. One of the most pervasive of these mechanisms is ubi
quitin (Ub )-mediated proteolysis, a process in which covalent 
attachment ofUb to target proteins signals theirde-struction by the 

26S proteasome. By destroying proteins at specific points in me 
cell cyde, the Ub-proteasome system (UPS) provides directionality 
to the events of cell duplication. and insures that each phase of 

the cycle oa:urs afte r the previous one is completed [1 [. 
Despite the biologica! importance of cell cyde-regulaced pro

teolysis. technique-s m study this phenomenon are limited One 
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of the most popular approaches is m arrest cells ac specifIC cen 
cyde s[ages. either by chemica! or growth-facmr blockade. and 
to then release cells back inm [he cycle and monitor them as 

they move in synchrony through subsequent eel! cycle transi tions. 
These synchroniZation methods. however. involve significant 
disruption to normal cellular physiology, and-because of the 

penurbations involved-can influence the apparent behavior of 
molecules wim respect m the eel! cycle [e.g .. 12-4]]. An alternative 
strategy. centrifugal elutriation [5J, separates cells based on their 

size, which increases linearly during the cell cyde. In this way, 
relatively pure fractions of cells that are in either G I. S. or G2 / M 
cel! cycle phases can be obtained. Elutriation has [he advantage 

of not requiring disruption m the eel! cycle m provide synchro
nicity. but its practic.al application is restricted because it is be-st 
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suited to non-adherent cells arxl requires relatively large volumes 
of cell cultures. 

We are interested in the mechanisms controlling Ub-mediated 
proteolysis of the oncoprotein Myc [ 6~ There are conflicting 
reports as to whether Myc levels and stabili ty are influenced by 
the cell cyde. Some studies demonstrated that Myc synthesis and 
stabili ty are not cell cycle regulated [e,g. , [7]]. whereas others 
concluded that Myc RNA and protein levels peak at the GI/ S 
transition [e.g., [8.911, or that Myc is stabilized during mitosis [ IO~ 
Moreover, phosphoryla tion events within Myc-at residues threo
nine 58 (T58) and serine 62 (S62 )-that control its ubiquityLation 
by the SCf"b"7 Ub- ligase [II J have been reported to peak during 
late G2/ M-phase [e,g., [1211, lending support to the idea that Myc 
destruction is cell cycle-regulated [13J. Because true ce l! cycle
dependent changes in Myc levels or stability could have a profound 
impact on the mechanism through which Myc promotes cell 
growth arxl proli feration , it is important that the issue of whether 
or not Myc proteolysis is cell cycle-regulated be resolved. 

We reasoned that some of the contradictory findings on the 
relationship between Myc and the ce l! cycle may have resulted 
from the d ifferent techniques used in the various studies. In some 
cases, centrifugal elutriation was employed to monitor Myc levels 
and stability [e.g. , [7]]. whereas other studies used either 
Nocodazole or double-thymidine block and release strategies. 
We sought to develop an additional protocol that would allow us 
to take a comprehensive look at the influence of the cell cycle on 
Myc synthesis, location, and stability in unperturbed cultures of 
cells. The recent development of laser scanning cytometry ( L5C) 
created an opportunity to develop this protocol. The L5C, which is 
a technical merger between fluorescence microscopy and flow 
cytometry [14J, allows for whole cell quantification of fluoro
phores targeted to DNA, RNA, or protein By accurately quanti tying 
total cellular DNA content (using fluorescent dyes such as Hoechst 
33342 ), the \.SC can determine the cell cycle state of an individual 
cell, and then re late this state to some other fluorescent 
parameter, such as the signal from a fluorescently-Iabeled anti
body. In this way, levels of a particular RNA or protein can be 
measured in individual cells arxl expressed re lative to the 
particular ce l! cycle stage. By compiling data from thousarxls of 
cells in this way, highly quantitative cell cycle analysis can be 
performed without disruption to normal cellular physiology. 
Importantly, by comparing RNA and protein levels for a particular 
gene product, arxl by monitoring protein levels after transient 
inhibition of protein synthesis, cell cycle dependent changes in 
protein stabili ty can be inferred. 

Here we describe how L5C -based assays can be used to monitor 
cell cycle-dependent changes in protein stabili ty in small numbers 
of unperturbed cells growing on a covers lip. We demonstrate the 
utility of this approach by analyzing the cell cycle expression 
profile of Myc arxl comparing it with that of another prominent 
human oncoprotein, Cyclin E. 

Materials and methods 

Cell culture and immunofluorescence 

Human U20S and He\.a cells were grown in DMEM supplemented 
with antibiotics and 10% fetal calf serum. For analysis, cells were 

plated onto glass coverslips, grown at 37 · C for 24 h, and then 
fixed, e ither using methanol or paraformaldehyde [15J. lmmuno
fluorescence was performed as described in [15 J using the 
following antibodies: ( i) a-Myc (N-262, Santa CIUZ ), ( ii ) a-Cyclin 
E (HEI2, Santa CIUZ ), ( iii ) a-Actin (AC- 15, Sigma ), and ( iv) a
Phospho T58 Myc (94O\S, Cell Signaling). Immune complexes 
were detected using FlTC-tagged secondary anti-mouse or anti
rabbit antibodies, as appropriate. DNA was stained with Hoechst 
33342 (2 )Jg/ ml). For Nocodazole arrest, ce l!s were seeded for 
24 h, and then treated with Nocodazole ( 100 ng/ ml) for 16 h. 
Nocodazole was removed and cells were re leased from G2/ M 
block for varying time points. For double- thymidine (DT) arrest, 
cells were treated with 2.5 mM thymidine fo r 14 h. washed and 
released for 12 h, arxl then re-arrested in 25 mM thymidine for 
14 h before FC analysis. 

Centrifugal elutriation 
Centrifugal elutriation was performed as described in [ 1 6~ Briefly, 
actively growing U20S cells were e lutriated using the Beckman 
JE-6B rotor, at a rotor speed of 1500 rpm and rotor temperature of 
20 "C. Cells were e luted in DMEM + 1% FBS, by applying an 
increasing medium flow rate ranging from 40 ml/ min- ISO ml/ 
min. Approximately 10 fractions of 2SO ml were collected. Cells 
were rapidly harvested by centri fugation and e ither fixed in 
methanol and analyzed by flow cytornetry or lysate prepared for 
Western blotting. 

RNA FISH 
RNA-FlSH analysis for detection of nuclear RNA<; was performed 
on triton-extracted, fIXed , U20S cells as described in [15J. Four 
anti-sense probes were used for Myc : Myc l -TAGTCGAGGfCATAG
TT CCTG; Myc2-TCGAGGAGAGCAGAGAATCCG; Myc3-
lTCAACfGlTCfCGTCGTITC; Myc4-TGITCGCCfcrrGACAlTCfC. 
Two antisense probes were used for actin: Actl -ATAGCACAGCCfG
GATAGCAA; Act2-TGGAAGCAGCCGfCGCCATCfcrrGCTCGA. In 
each case, the corresponding sense probes were used as a control. 
Pooled probes were end-La beled with Dig- ll -ddlITP using the 
Digoxigenin End-labeling kit (Roche). FlSH was performed as 
described in [15J. 

ESC analysis 

All experiments were performed using the LSC-iCys system 
(Compucyte, MA) attached to an Olympus IX-7 1 microscope. 
Samples with multiple fluorophores were compensated by 
measuring the spectral bleed into other channels using controls 
containing each individual fluorophore , and subtracting the 
corresporxling non-specific leakage. Thresholds for measuring 
each fluorop hore were set at signal intensities where there was 
negligible background signal. The fluorescence units obtained 
thereafter were used to compare the expression patterns within 
di fferent cell cycle populations. Approximately 2000-3000 cells 
were scanned in each individual analysis. 

Cell cycle profiles were gated based on DNA content into G I, 
S, and G2 / M populations. For sub-cellular visualization experi 
ments, galleries of cells in different ce l! cycle phases were created; 
localization of the signal was compared by merging the pictures 
obtained from the Green, Blue, and Scatter channels. For quan
tification, the mean signals of the respective proteins were 
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suited [0 non-adherent ceUs arxl requires relatively large volumes 
of cel! culrures. 

We are interested in the mffhanisrns controlling Ub-mediated 
proteolysis of the oncoprotein Myc [6 ~ There are conflicting 
reports as to whether Myc levels and stability are influenced by 
the cell cyde. Some studies demonstrared mar Myc synthesis and 
stability are not cel! cyde regu\ared [e,g:. [7]]. whereas others 
concluded that Myc RNA and protein levels peak at the GI / S 
transition [e.g:. [8.9]]. or that My<: is stabilized during mitosis [ IOJ. 
Moreover, phosphorylation events within Myc-at residues threo.. 
nine 58 (T58) and serine 62 (S62 )-that control its ubiquitylation 
by the SCf"b"'7 Ub-ligase [II J have been reported to peak during 
lare G2/ M-phase [e,g .. [12]]. lending support to the idea thar Myc 
destruction is cel! cycle-regu!ared [13 J. Bffause {fue cel! cyde
dependent changes in Myc levels or stability could have a profound 
impact on the mechanism through which My<: promotes cel! 
growth and proliferation. it is important that the issue of whether 
or not Myc proteolysis is cel! cycle-regulated be resolved. 

We reasoned that some of the contradictory findings on the 
relationship between My<: and the cell cycle may have resulted 
from the different techniques used in the various 5tOOies. ln some 
cases. centrifugal elutriation was employed [0 monitor Myc levels 
and stability [e.g .. [7]]. whereas other studies used either 
Nocodazole or double-thymidine block and release strategies. 
We sought [0 develop an additional protocol that would allow us 
to take a comprehensive look at the influence of the cell cycle on 
Myc synthesis, location, and stability in lInfX'rtllrbed culrures of 
cells. The recent development of laser scanning cytometry ( L5C) 
created an opportunity [0 develop this protocol. The l.SC, which is 
a technical merger between fluorescence microscopy and flow 
cytometry [14J, allows for whole ceU qwntification of fluoro
phores targeted to DNA, RNA or protein. By accurately qwntifying 
[Ota! cellu!ar DNA content (using fluorescent dyes such as Hoechst 
33342 ), the LSC can determine the cel! cyc!e state of an individual 
cell. and then relate this state [0 some other fluorescent 
parameter. such as the signal from a f1uorescemly-Iabeled anti
body. In this way. levels of a particular RNA or protein can be 
measured in individual cells arxl expressed relative [0 the 
particular cel! cycle stage. By compiling data from thousands of 
ceUs in this way, highly quantitative cel! cyde analysis can be 
performed without disruption to nonna! cellular physiology. 
Importantly, by comparing RNA and protein !evels for a particular 
gene product and by monitoring protein levels after transient 
inhibition of protein synthesis, ceU cycle dependent changes in 
protein stability can be inferred. 

Here we describe how l.SC -based assays can be used to monitor 
cell cyde-dependent changes in protein stability in smail numbers 
of unperturbed cells growing on a coverslip. We demonstrate the 
utility of this approach by analyzing the ceil cycle expression 
profile of Myc and comparing it with that of another prominent 
human oncoprotein. Cyclln E. 

Materials and methods 

C('II clIltlire alld ;11l1l11l11ojlllorescellc(' 

Human U20S and HeLa cells were gnYvVn in DMEM supplemented 
with antibiotics and 10% feta! calf serum. For analysis. cells were 

plated on[O glass coverslips. grown at 37 "C for 24 h. and then 
fixed either using methanol or paraformaldehyde [15J. Immuno
fluorescence was performed as described in [15 J using the 
following antitxx!ies: ( i) a-My<: (N-262, Sanw Cruz ), ( ii ) a-Cydin 
E (HEI2, Santa Cruz ), ( iii ) a -Actin (AC-15. Sigma ), and ( iv) a 
Phospho T58 Myt: (9401 S. Cell Signaling). Immune complexes 
were detected using ATC-tagged secondary anti-mouse or anti
rabbit antitxx!ies. as appropriate. DNA was stained with Hoechst 
33342 (2 pg/ ml). For Nocodazole arrest, cells were seeded for 
24 h. and then treated with Nocodazole (100 ngl ml) for 16 h. 
Nocodazole was removed and ceUs were released from G2/ M 
block for varying time points. For double-thymidine (DT) arrest, 
cells were treated with 2.5 mM thymidine for 14 It washed and 
released for 12 h. arxl then re-arrested in 2.5 mM thynlidine for 
14 h before FC analysis. 

Centrifugal elutrianon 
Centrifugal elurriation was perfonned as described in [ 16~ Briefly, 
actively growing U20S cells were elutriated using the Beckman 
JE-6B rotor, at a rotor speed of 1500 rpm and rotor temperature of 
20 "c. Cells were eluted in DMEM + 1% FBS, by applying an 
increasing medium flow rate ranging from 40 ml/min~ 150 mil 
min. Approximate!y 10 fractions of 250 m! were collected Cells 
were rapidly haIVested by centrifugation and either fixed in 
mNhanol and analyzed by flow cytometry or lysate prepared for 
Western blotting. 

RNA FISH 
RNA-ASH analysis for detection of nuclear RNAs was performed 
on triton..extracted, rlXed, U20S ce!1s as described in [15J. Four 
anti-sense probes were used for My<:: Mycl -TAGTCGAGGTCATAG
TTCCTG; Myc2-TCGAGGAGAGCAGAGAATCCG; Myc3-
TTCAACfGTTCfCGTCGTITC; Myc4-TGTICCCCfCITGACATTCfC. 
Two antisense probes were used for actin: Actl-ATAGCACAGCCfG
GATAGCAA; Acr2-TGGAAGCAGCCGTCGCCATCfcrrGCfCGA. In 
each case. the corresponding sense probes were used as a conlTol. 
Pooled probes were end-labeled with Dig-II-ddlTfP using the 
Digoxigenin End-labeling kit (Roehr). ASH was perfonned as 
described in [15J. 

ESC analysis 

AI! experiments were performed using the lSC -iCys system 
(Compucyte. MAl attached to an Olympus IX-71 microscope. 
Samples with multiple f!uorophores were compensated by 
measuring the spectra! bleed into other channels using controls 
containing each individual fluorophore. and subtracting the 
corresponding non-specific leakage. Thresholds for measuring 
each fluorophore were set at signal intensities where there was 
negligible background signal. The fluorescence units obtained 
thereafter were used to compare the expression patterns within 
different cel! cycle populations. Approximately 2000~ 3000 cells 
were scanned in each individual analysis. 

Cell cycle profiles were gated based on DNA content into G I, 
S, and G2 / M populations. For sub-cellular visualization experi
ments. gaileries of cells in different cell cycle phases were created; 
localization of the signal was compared by merging the pictures 
obrained from the Green, Blue, and Scatter channels. For quan
tification. the mean signals of the respective proteins were 
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measured within the given cell cycle gates. Fluorescence values 
were normalized either to mean signal in the G I phase, or 
reported as a ratio of green/ blue fluorescence to quantity relative 
levels of protein or RNA in different cel! cyde stages as a function 
of DNA 

RNA illterjerellce alld proteill sym llesis ill ll ibitioll 

Myc and fbw7 knockdown was performed using RNA interference. 
Pools of siGenome RNA against Myc, fbw7, and l uciferase (control) 
were obtained from Dharmacon, and transiently transfffted into 
U20S cells using the Oligofeetamine reagent (Invitrogen). Trans
feeted ceUs were analyzed by lSC and Western blotting. For 
experiments involving cyclohexamide, He\.a cells, growing on 
coverslips, were treated with 50 )Jg/ ml cyclohexamide, fIXed at the 
irxlicated time points, and Myc arxl actin levels at each point 
quantified by immunofluorescence and 15C. The corrected fluor
escence value in each of the cell cycle stages at the "0" time point 
was arbitrarily fixed as 100% and values of corrected fluorescence 
from every subsequent time point were represented as relative 
percentage of the "0" ( 100%) time point. The effect of USP28 was 
studied by transfeeting shRNA pools against USP28 into U20Scells. 
Knockdown of USP28 expression was confirmed using quantitative 
RT-QPCR, and found to be -50% (not shown ). 

Results and discussion 

We began our study of the relationship between Myc and the cell 
cycle by testing the not ion that different methods of cell 
synchronization can lead to different conclusions regarding the 
behavior of Myc. We compared two common methods of cell 
synchronization-Nocodazo!e block, which arrests cells in the G2/ 
M stage of the cell cycle-and double-thymidine (DT) block, which 
produces a G 1/ 5 arrest. We used Western blot to monitor steady-
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state Myc levels during subsequent release of cells back into the 
cycle; we also monitored phosphorylation of Myc at residue T58, 
which is required for its destruction via the S~ Ub-ligase, and 
which has been reported to be cell cycle regulated [12J. As 
hypothesized, these two approaches gave different results (Fig. I 
and Supplemental Fig. I ). Nocodazo!e arrest gave the impression 
that, although Myc levels are constant throughout the cell cycle, 
T58 phosphorylation peaks in mitosis (Fig. IA). DT-block, on the 
other hand, gave the impression that total Myc levels peak during 
release from G I / 5, and that T58 phosphorylation does not 
appreciably differ from total Myc levels (Fig. I B). These differences 
were not observed when we examined another scf"bW1 substrate, 
Cyclin [ -both Nocodazo!e and DT block showed that Cyctin [ 
levels were high atG I / S (Fig. lA, lanes 4-£; Fig. IB, lane 2), and 
low at G2/ M (Fig. lA, lanes 2-3; Fig. I B, lanes 6-8). We conclude 
that apparent cell cycle-related changes in Myc levels and 
phosphorylation can be profoundly influenced by chemical 
synchronization methods. Importantly, because Cyclin [ behaved 
consistently after both Nocodazole and DT blockade, we further 
conclude that synchronization approaches can influence the status 
of different proteins in different ways. 

Given the discrepancy between the two synchronization 
approaches, we sought to develop an lSC-based protocol that 
would allow us to measure the influence of the cel! cycle on Myc 
levels and stability in unperturbed, asynchronous, cultures of cells 
growing on a glass coverslip. As an initial validation, we found that 
cell cycle profiles determined by lSC were comparable to those 
determined by traditional flow cytometry (FC; Supplemental 
Figs. 2A, B); we also found that we could detfft a robust signal 
for Myc using immunofluorescence (IF), and that Myc was 
predominantly nuclear through all stages of the cell cycle 
(Supplemental Fig. 2C). We therefore chose to use the I5C 

determine whether steady-state Myc RNA and protein levels, or 
stability, are influenced by the cell cycle. By triangulation of aU 
three parameters, we hoped to make an informed conclusion 
regarding cell cycle control of Myc. 

B 

Fig. 1 - Myc Il.'\Iels and phosphorylation <Ire influenced by cell -synchroniz<ltiol1. (A) U20S cells were synchronized by tre<ltment 
with Nocod<lzole to <lITest <It the G2/ M transition. Cells were rele<lsed from <lITest, <lnd samples were t<lken <It the indic<lted 
time-points for <lnalysis of re ll cycle by FC,<lnd protein Il.'\Iels by Westem blot. The numbers for GO/ Gl, S, <lnd G2/ M percent<lges well.' 
derived from K. 'pISS' refers to <In <lntibody ttldt recognizes the phosphorylated fonn of residue threonine SS within Myc. (B) As in 
(A), except th.1t celis were subjected to double-thymidine (G1 /S) block <lnd rele<lse. R: profiles <Ire presented in Supplement.tl Ag.1. 
Dct.u led methods <Ire presented in Supplement<ll infonnatiol1. 
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measured within the given cel! cycle gaces. fl uorescence values 
were normalized either (0 me,In signal in the G I phase, or 

reported as a ratio of green/ blue fluorescence to quantity relative 
levels of protein or RNA in different cell cycle stages as a function 
of DNA. 

RNA intfl"j"t>rem:e alld prolei" sy"t/lesis i,,"ibition 

Myc and Fbw7 knockdown was performed using RNA interference. 
Poo!sof siGenome RNA against Myc. Fbw7. and Ludferase (control) 
were obtained from Dharmacon. and transienc!y transfecred into 
U20S ceUs using the Oligofectamine reagent (Invitrogen). Trans
fected ceUs were analyzed by LSC and Western blotting. For 
experiments involving cydohexamide, HeLl cells, growing on 

coverslips, were treared with 50 )Jg/ rn l cydohexamide, fIXed ac the 
!ndlcared time points, and Myc and actin levels at each point 
quantified by immunofluorescence and L5C. The COITfi: ted fluor
escence value in each of the cel! cycle stages at the "0" time point 
was arbi trarily fixed as 100% and values of coITfi:red fluorescence 
from every subsequent time point were represented as relative 
percentage of the "0" (100%) rime point. The effect of USP28 was 
studied by transfecring shRNA pools against USP28 into U20Scel1s. 
Knockdown ofUSP28 expression was confirmed using quanti tative 
RT-QPCR. and found to be - 50% (not shown ). 

Results and discussion 

We began our study of the relationship between Myc and the cell 
cyd e by test ing the notion that different methods of cel! 
synchronization can lead to different conclusions regarding me 
behavior of Myc. We compared two common me!hods o f cell 
synchroniZdtion-Nocodazole block. which arrests ceUs in the G21 

M stage of the cel! cycle-and double-thymidine (DT) block. which 
produces a G l i S arrest. We used Western bioc: to monitor steady-
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state Myc levels during subsequent release of ceUs back into the 
cycle; we also monitored phosphorylation of Myc at residue T58, 

which is required for its destruction via the sCJ"'l>W7 Ub- ligase, and 
which has been reported to be cell cycle regulated [12 J. As 
hypothesized, these two approaches gave di fferent results (Fig. I 

and Supplemental Fig. I ). Nocodazoie arrest gave the impression 
that. al though Myc levels are constant throughout the cell cycle. 
T58 phosphOly!a6on peaks in mitosis (Fig. IA). DT-block. on the 
other hand. gave the impression [hat mtal Myc levels peak during 
release from G I / S. and that T58 phosphorylation does not 
appreciably di ffer from total Myc levels (Fig. I B). These differences 
were not observed when we examined another SCf"l-7 substrate, 
Cyetin E-boc:h Nocodazo!e and DT block showed that Cyelin E 
levels were high atGI / S (Fig. IA. lanes 4--6; Fig. IB,lane 2). and 
low at G2/ M (Fig. lA, lanes 2-3; Fig. I B. lanes 6-8). We conclude 
that apparent cel! cyde-related changes in Myc levels and 
phosphorylation can be profoundly infl uenced by chemica! 
synchronization methods. Importantly. because Cydin E behiNed 
consistently afrer bmh Nocodazo!e and DT blockade, we further 
condude that synchronization approaches can influence the status 
of different proteins in different ways. 

Given the discrepancy between the two synchronization 
approaches, we sought to develop an LSC -based proc:oco! that 
would allow us to measure the influence of the cell cycle on Myc 
levels and stability in unperturbed, asynchronous, cultures of ce!ls 
growing on a glass coverslip. As an initial validation. we found that 
cel! cycle profiles determined by LSC were comparable [0 toose 
determined by tradi tional flow cytometry (FC; Supplemental 
Figs. 2A, B) ; we also found !hat we could detfi:t a robust signa! 
for Myc using immunofluorescence (IF), and that Myc was 

predominantly nuclear through aU stages of the cell cycle 
(Supplemental Fig. 2C). We therefore chose to use the 15C 
determine whether steady-state Myc RNA and protein levels. or 
stability, are in fl uenced by the cell cycle. By triangulation of all 
three parameters, we hoped to make an informed conclusion 
regarding cell cycle control of Myc. 
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Fig. I - Mye levels and phosphorylation are influenced by cell -synchronization. (A) U20S cells were synchronized by treatment 
with Noc:odazole to arrest at the G2/ M trdllsition. (ells were released from aJTest, and samples were t<lken at the indic<lted 
time-points for analysis of cell ryele by Fe. <lnd protein levels by Westem blot. The numbers for GO/ G1. S. <lnd G2/ M pcrcent<lges were 
derived from Fe. 'pTSS' refers to an antibody th.lt recognizes the phosphorylated fonn of residu e threonine 58 within Myc. (8 ) As in 
(A), except th.1t cells were subjected to double-thymidine (Gl /S) block <lnd rele<lSt'. Fe profiles <Ire presented in Supplemental Fig. I. 
Detailed methods arc presented in Supplementallnfomlation. 
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Fig. 2 - PM<llIel <lrulysis of Myc RNA <lnd protein levels throughout the re ll cycle. (A) Visu<lliz.1tion of nucleill' Myc Mid <lCtin 
tr<lnscripts in U20S cells by RNA FISH. Anti-sense probe cockt.tils detl"Ct bon<l-fide tr<lnscripts; sense probe cockt<lils reve<l l 
b<lckground. (8 ) Qwntific<ltion of <lbsolute FISH sign.tl.s. Fluorescence intensities wen.' qUill1.tified by I5C in cells binned into Gl ,S, or 
G2/ M popul<ltions, <lnd expressed re l<ltive to the sigrul from Gl phase cells. (e ) Qwntific<ltion of re l<ltive FISH sign.tl.s. Fluorescence 
intensities were qwntified by I5C in cells binned into Gl, S, or G2/ M popul<ltions, nonn.tl.ized to the signal for ONA content in those 
cells, <lnd expressed re lative to the sign.tl. from Gl pruse cells (n = 2, me<ln + / - SO ). Arbitr<lry units of fluorescence Me used. 
(0 ) QUMItific<ltion of <lbsolute levels of Myc <lnd eyclin E protein. Fluorescence intensities were qU<lntified by LSe in cells binned into 
Gl, S, or G2/ M popul<ltions, <lnd expressed re l<ltive to the sigrul from Gl phase cells. (E) Qwntific<ltion of re l<ltive protein levels. 
Fluorescence intensities were qwntified by I5C in cells binned into Gl , S, or G2/ M popul<ltions, norm.1lized to the signal for ONA 
content in those cells,<lnd expressed rel<ltive to the sigrul from Gl pruse cells (n = 4, lllI.'<ln + / - SO). Det.tiled IllI.'thods<lre presented 
in Supplement<lllnfonnation. 

We combined I.SC with RNA-fluorescence in situ hybridiza
tion (RNA-FlSH) to compare the levels of Myc and (as a control) 
actin RNA.<; in human U20S cells (Fig. 2 ). For these studies, we 
used a detergent pre-extraction protocol to remove most of the 
cytosolic transcripts [ \SJ, aUowing us to enrich for the popula-

tion of newly-synthesized RNA molecules. Results of this 
analysis, performed in human U20S cells, are shown in Fig. 2. 
Using LSC/ RNA-FlSH, we were able to detfft robust levels of 
Myc and actin RNAs using labeled an ti-sense, but not the 

corresporxling sense, probes (Fig. 2A). Quantification of these 
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Fig. 2 - Parallel .1IIalysis of Myc RNA and protein levels throughout the re ll cycle. (A) Visualiz..ltion of nuclear Myc and .lCtin 
transcripts in U20S cells by RNA FISH. Anti-sense probe cocktails detl"Ct bona-fide tr.mscripts; sense probe cocktails reveal 
b.1Ckground. (8 ) Quantification of absolute FISH signals. Fluorescence intensities were quantified by LSC in cells binned into Gl, S, or 
G2/ M populations, and expressed re lative to the signal from G I phase cells. (e ) Quantification of re lative ASH signals. Fluorescence 
intellsities were quantified by LSC in cells binned into G1. S. or G2/ M popu lations, nonnalized to the signal for ONA content in those 
cells, and expressed re lative to the signal from Gl phase cell s (n = 2. mean + /- SO). Arbitrary units of nuorl'SCence are used. 
(0 ) Quantification of absolUle levels of Myc and eyclin E protein. Fluorescence intensities wert' quantified by LSe in cells binned into 
G I, S. or G2/ M populations. and expressed relative to the Sign.ll from Gl phase cells. (E) Quantification of re lative protein levels. 
Fluorescence intensities were quamified by LSC in cells binned into G I, S. or G2/ M populatiolls. normalized to the signal for ONA 
content in those cells ,and expressed relative to the signal from G1 ph..lse cells (n = 4, mean + / - SO). Detailed methods are presented 
in Supplemental lnfomJation. 

We combined I.SC with RNA-fluorescence in situ hybridizd
tion (RNA-FISH) [0 compdre [he levels of Myc and (.IS .I conuul) 
actin RNAs in human U20S cells (Fig. 2). For these studies. we 
used a detergent pre-extraction pro[(x:ol to remove mos[ of [he 
cytoso!ic [ranscripts [ISJ, allowing us [0 enrich for [he popula-

tion of newly-synthesized RNA molecules. Resul ts of [his 
analysis, performed in humdn U20S ceUs, are shown in Fig. 2. 
Using l SC/ RNA-FlSH, we were db!e to detec t robust levels of 
Myc and actin RNAs using labeled anti-sense, but not the 
corresponding sense, probes (Fig. 2A). Quantification of these 
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hybridizations (Fig. 28 ) revealed that the absolute levels of both 
RNAs increase as ceUs passage through the cell cyde, being 
lowest in GI ce!ls, and highest in cells from the G2/ M 
population This apparent increase, however, appears to be a 
result of the increase in cell mass that occurs during the cell 
cyde, because, when normalized for either cell volume (data not 
shown) or DNA content (Fig. 2C), the relative levels of newly
synthesized Myc and actin RNAs are equivalent in each of the 
cell cycle populations. We conclude, therefore, that the levels of 
Myc RNA do not fluctuate during the cell cycle. Moreover, 
because Myc transcripts are extremely unstable, with a half- life 
of - 25 min [17J, we infer that the relatively similar levels of 
nuclear Myc RNA in G I, S, and G2/ M phase cells reflect 
constitutive transcr iption from the c-Myc gene. 

We next examined endogenous Myc protein in the different 
sub-populations of cells. We compared Myc with Cyclin E, 
because both proteins are targets for the SCf"b"7 Ub-ligase [II J, 
and because Cyclin E is tagged for destruction soon after cells 
enter S-phase [e.g., [18]]. In these assays (Figs. 2D, E), Myc 
protein levels mirrored those of Myc RNA and-after normal
ization to DNA content-were unaffected by cell cycle status (Fig. 
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Fig. 3 - The metabolic stability of Myc is constant throughout 
the cell cycle. HeLa cells were treated with cydohexamide 
for the indicated time points, fIXed , and Myc (A) and acti n (8 ) 
levels for each cell cycle subpopulation measured by 

immunonuorescence and LSC. In each case, the relative signals 
are nonnalized to DNA content and presented as a percentage 
of the zero-time point samples. Detailed methods are presented 
in Supplemental Infonnatiol1. 

2E). Cyclin E, in contrast, displayed pronounced cell cycle 
dependency, with both its relative (Fig. 20 ) and absolute (Fig. 
2E) levels being lowest in G2/ M cells, as expected. We validated 
this pattern of expression independently, by comparing the 
bivariate distribution of ONA content versus Myc or Cyclin E 
immunofluorescence as described by Gong et .II., [2J and 
presented in Supplemental Fig. 20. Comparison of these results 
with those from analysis of parallel U20S cell cultures by 
centrifugal elutriation (Supplemental Fig. 3) showed remarkable 
consistency between the LSC and elutriation approaches, with 
Myc levels relatively fixed throughout the cell cycle, and Cyclin E 
being lowest in G2/ M ceUs. From these data, we conclude that 
Myc stability is likely to be unchanged throughout the cell cycle, 
and that I.SC-based methods combining RNA-ASH and IF provide 
a viable way to reveal cell cycle-dependent changes in protein 
levels and stability. 

To more directly probe for cell cycle-dependent changes in 
Myc turnover, we transiently inhibited protein synthesis with 
cyclohexamide and used the I.SC to monitor the levels of Myc 
protein in each cell subpopulation as a fun ction of time. This 
approach-which is analogous to the ·cyclohexamide chase· 
protocol that is often used to monitor Myc stability [19-2 1 J
allowed us to compare the rates with which Myc protein 
d isappeared in each cell-cycle sub population of cells. Urxler 
these conditions, Myc disappeared quickly following addition of 
cyclohexamide, with an apparent half-life of -50 min (Fig. 3A). 
Actin, in contrast, was relatively stable during the period of the 
experiment (Fig. 38 ). Importantly, when we examined the rate of 
decay of Myc in the d istinct cell subpopulations, both the 
apparent half-life of Myc and its decay kinetics were identical in 
G I, S, and G2/ M phase cells. These resul ts support early studies of 
Myc proteolysis [7,17,22J which showed that the rate of Myc 
destruction is constant throughout the cell cycle, and are 
consistent with the conclusions made from our parallel analysis 
of Myc RNA and protein levels. 

One of the most practical advantages of the LSC-based 
approach is tha t it can be performed on a smal1 number of ceUs 
( typical1y less than 5000), allowing investigators to quickly and 
economically examine the effects of agents such as drugs or 
siRNAs on cell cycle-dependent proteolysis; these type of 
experiments are difficult or prohibitively expensive with the 
scale needed forcentrifugal elutriation. To illustrate this point, we 
compared the e ffects of siRNA-mediated knockdown of fbw7 
on two of its substrate proteins, Myc and Cyclin E (Fig. 4). For 
Myc, we also examined the effects of knock-down of USP28, a 
Ub-sped fic protease that antagonizes fbw7-dependent Myc 
destruction [23~ Knockdown of fbw7 had little if any effect on 
levels of Myc protein detected by either I.SC (Fig. 4A) or Western 
blot (Fig. 48), and no influence on the cell cycle distribution of 
Myc (Fig. 4C). This lack of an effect is likely due to the reported 
antagonism between fbw7 and USP28, as knockdown of USP28 
reduced steady-state Myc levels (Fig. 40 ) equally in .111 stages of 
the cell cycle (Fig. 4E), and this effect was reversed by 
simultaneous knockdown of fbw7 (Fig. 4D). We thus conclude 
that the fbw7 -USP28 pathway is unlikely to act in a cell cycle
dependent way on Myc. In contrast, however, fbw7 did appear 
to act in a cell cycle-dependent manner upon Cyclin E. Knock
down of fbw7 increased Cydin E levels in total cell populations 
(Figs. 48, E), with the most pronounced effects observed in the S 
and G2 / M populations of cell, as expected. This result 
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hybridizations (Fig. 28 ) revealed that the absolute levels of both 
RNAs increase as cells passage through the cel! cycle. being 
lowest in Gl ce!is, and highest in cells from the G2/ M 
population. This apparent increase. however, appears [0 be a 
result of the increase in eel! mass that occurs during tile cel! 
cycle. because. when normalized for either eell volume (dara nOf 
shown) or DNA content (Fig. 2C), the Il'lalivf' levels of new!y
synthesized Myc and actin RNA.<; are equivalent in each of the 
cel! cycle populations. WI' condude. therefore. that the levels of 
Myc RNA do not fluctuate during the eel! cycle. Moreover, 
because Myc transcripts are extremely unstable. with a half-life 
of - 25 min [17J. we infer that the relatively similar levels of 
nuclear Myc RNA in Gl, S, and G2/ M phase ceUs refirct 
constitutive transcription from the c-Myc gene. 

WI' next examined erx\ogenous Myc protein in the different 
sub-popuLHions of cells. We compared Myc with Cyclln E, 
because both proteins are targets for the SCF"""7 Ub-ligase [11 J, 
and because Cydin E is tagged for destruction soon after cells 
enter S-phase [e.g:. [18]]. In these assays (Figs. 20. E), Myc 
protein levels mirrored those of Myc RNA and-after nonnal
ization to DNA content-were unaffected by cell cycle status (Fig. 
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Fig. 3 - The metabolic stability of Myc is constant throughout 
the cell cycle. HeLa cells were treated with cyclohexamide 
fOf the indicated time points. fixed, and Myc (A) and actin (8 ) 
levcls fOf each cell cycle subpopulation measufed by 

immunonuOfl.'SCence and LSC. In each case, the felativc signals 
are Ilonnalized to DNA content and presented as a percentage 
orthc zero-time point samples. Detailed methods are pfesented 
in Supplemental Infonnation. 

2E). Cyelin E. in contrast, displayed pronounced ceU cycle 
dependency. with both its relative (Fig. 20 ) and absolute (Fig. 
2E) levels being lowest in G2/ M ceUs. as expected. We validated 
this pattern of expression independently, by comparing the 
bivariate distribution of DNA content versus Myc or Cyelln E 
immunofluorescence as described by Gong et .11.. [2J and 
presented in Supplemental Fig. 20. Comparison of these results 
with those from analysis of parallel U20S eel! cultures by 
centrifugal eiutriation (Supplemental Fig. 3) showed remarkable 
consistency between the lSC and elutriation approaches, with 
Myc levels relatively fixed throughout the ceU cyele, and Cydin E 
being lowest in G2/ M eeUs. From these data, we condude that 
Myc stability IS likely to be unchanged throughout the cell cyde, 
and that I.SC-based methods combining RNA-FlSH and IF provide 
a viable way to reveal cel! cyde-dependent changes in protein 
levels and stability. 

To more directly probe for cel! cycle-dependent changes in 
Myc turnover. we transiently inhibited protein synthesis with 
cydohexamide and used [he I.SC [0 monitor [he levels of Myc 
protein in each eel! subpopulation as a function of time. This 
approach-which is analogous to the ·cyclohexamide chase· 
protocol that is often used to monitor Myc stability [19-21 J
allowed us to compare the rates with which Mye protein 
disappeared in each cell-cycle sub population of celis. Under 
these conditions, Myc disappeared quickly foUowing addition of 
cyt:iohexamide, with an apparent half-life of -so min (Fig. 3A). 
Anin. in cOnlrdSt, was relatively stable during me period of the 
experiment (Fig: 38 ). Importantly, when we examined the rate of 
decay of Myc in the distinct cell subpopulations. both the 
apparent half-life of Myc and its decay kinetics were identical in 
G 1. S. and G2/ M phase cells. These results support early studies of 
Myc proteolysis [7.17.22J which showed that the ra re of Myc 
destruction is constant throughout the celi cycle, and are 
consistent with me conclusions made from our paraUel analysis 
of Myc RNA and protein levels. 

One of the most practical advantages of the lSC-based 

approach is [hat it can be perfonned on a small number of ceUs 
( typically less than 5000), allowing investigators to quickly and 
economira!!y examine the em-as of agents such as drugs or 
siRNAs on cell cycle-dependent proteolysis; these type of 
experiments are difficult or prohibitively expensive with the 
scale needed for centrifugal elutriation. To mustrate this point. we 
compared [he effects of siRNA-mediated knockdown of fbw7 
on two of its substrate proteins. Myc and Cyctin E (Fig. 4). For 
Myr. we also examined the effects of knock-down of USP28. a 
Ub-spedfjc pro[ease that antagonizes fbw7-dependent Myc 
destruction [ 23~ Knockdown of fbw7 had little if any effect on 
levels of Myc protein detected by either I.SC (Fig. 4A ) or Western 
blot (Fig. 48), and no influence on the cell cycle distribution of 
Myc (Fig. 4C). This lack of an effect is likely due to the reported 
antagonism between fbw7 and USP28. as knockdown of USP28 
reduced steady-stJ.£e Myc levels (Fig. 4D) equaUy in aU stages of 
the ceU cycle (Fig. 4E). and [his effect was reversed by 
simultaneous knockdtMIn of fbw7 (Fig. 4D ). WI' thus condude 
that the fbw7-USP28 pathway is unlikely to act in a eel! cyde
dependent way on Mye. In contrast. however. fbw7 did appear 
to act in a ceU cycle-dependent mannef upon Cyelln E. Knock
down of fbw7 increased Cydin E levels in total eel! populations 
(Figs. 48, E), with the most pronounced effects observed in the S 
and G2 / M populations of cel!, as expected. This result 
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demonstrates that the l SC-based approach can be used to address 
physiologically important questions relating to the role of specific 

Ub-tigases in cell cyde-dependent proteolysis. 

Conclusions 

The l SC-based approach tha t we describe here is a simple and 
re liable way to determine how turnover of a spedfic protein is 
influenced by the cell cycle. Our comp.1rison with chemical 

synchronization methods, and the different results that we 
obtained with the di fferent methods, illustrates the importance 
of being able to probe cell cycle changes in protein levels in 

asynchronous cultures of cells. The l SC-based method can obtain 
highly quantitative data from a much smaller number of cel ls fixed 
on a coverslip. The reduced scale of this protocol makes it 

particularly suited to studying the effects of agents such as siRNAs 
on cell cycle-related protein turnover (as we did with Cyctin E): 
an approach that is not practical with larger cultures. Finally, the 

I.SC-based method also offers the advantage of being able to 
simultaneously monitor intracellular protein distribution, offering 
the potential to expose relationships between the cell cycle, 

protein localization, and stability. 
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